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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Background

The Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG) is the largest of the
student financial aid programs administered by the Office of Student
Financial Assistance (OSFA). BEOG was authorized by Title IV of the
Higher Education Act of 1965, and is second only to the Guaranteed

Student Loan program in total student compensation. Students who receive
BEOGs are also eligible for other types of State and Federal financial
aid; thus,.the BEOG serves as a cornerstone of aid to students who are
eligible based on a formula which determines finantial need. The result
of this formula calculation is a student eligibility index (SEI) which,

together with cost of education at the institution.the student plans to
attend, and the student's enrollment status (full time or part time),

determines the amount of the BEOG to which the student is entitled.

One of.the OSFA's management objectives is to reduce the amount of

student misreporting on'BEOG applications, or to increase the rite of

adards based on accurate.infOrmation.. To meet this objective, OSFA has

instituted several Procedures for detecting and correcting errors on

applications; namely, application processing systemredits and pre-award

validation of selected,applicants by financial aid'dministrators
(FAAs). The purposes of this study are to evaluate the impact of these

quality assurance procedures on the cOrrect award of BEOGs,.and to

develop a model for detecting error-prone applications early in their

Processing.
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Description of the Application Processing Edits

Students mey apply for a BEOG using one of several application
forms. All applications are, however, sent to a central processing
agency, where a student eligibility report (SER) results and is mailed to
each applicant. If all application information appears complete and
consistent, an SEI is computed. To be eligible for a grant, the value of
the SE1 must be 1600 or 4ess. For eligible applicants, a maximum
potential award (based on full time enrollment at the institution
indicated as the applicant's first choice) is calculated. Both the SEI
and award &mount are printed on the SER which the student brings to the
FAA for final award calculation based on actual enrollment status.

In many cases, however, the information initially reported on the
application appears inconsistent or incomplete. This determination is
made by.the edits, which are applied to all applications as they are
processed. In 1979-80, nearly half (42%) of the 3,966,448 applicants
received an edit to an application item which was critical to calculation
of the SEI. These edits reuilt in comments which are printed on the SER
and returned to the student for review,

corrections.or'verification. .

Many of these comments cause the.application to be rejected; that is, an
SEI will not be computed unless the student responds to the comment by
verifying or correcting the items indicated. In this academic year, 36
percent of all applicants received rejection comments. The following
chart shows the rejection and eligibility status of Basic Grant
applicants.

AND EL:Si3;1.17Y 57A:-.JS 3t: i973-30 3A5:: ;RAN' AP0:::AlTS
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Description of the Pre-Award Institution Validation Process

In academic year 1978-79, BSFA initiated a procedure for validation

of.certain data items on selected applications by financial aid

administrators at the institutions to whildh these students apply. (The
chart on the following page shows the distirubtion of Validation and

nonvalidation, on applicants for the 1979-80 academic year). BSFA had

developed criteria, which according to several previous studies,

indicated inaccurate reporting on applications. These preestablished

criteria (PEC) have been refined and were used to select 166, 348 .

applicants for validation. In addition , a smaller group of applicants

were randomly-seleted to be validated. This random group was selected

for comparison with the group selected according to the PEC, as an

ongoing check on the effectiveness of the PEC and of the validation

process.

The student is informed by a comment on the SER that he/she'has been

selected for validation, and is instructed to bring documentatton of

certain Information supplied on the aPplication to.the FAA. This

dOcumentation and the application are reviewed by the FAA, and the

student is instructed whether-to verify or correct the items in question.

Summary

This study has two major thrutts: one, to assess the impact and

effectiveness of validatidn and the edits; and two, to explore the

viability of a statistical sequential search technique in improving upon

current methods used to identify error-prone applications. The major

study findings.folloW4

. IMPACT OF PROCESSING SYSTEM EDITS (Chapter 2)'

The processing system edits had a substantial impact on the
corrections behavior of applicants. About 42 percent of all
applicants received at least one edit addressing a.key
application field. About One-half of the applicantt responded
to the edits by correcting he information reported originally.
However, nearly half of these corrections were inconsequential
in terms of.award.potential.

13



DISTRIBUTION OF VALIDATION AND NONVALIDATION APPLICANTS

TOTAL APPLICANTS

100%

TOTAL VALIDATION
APPLICANTS

7.5%

TOTAL NONVALIDATION
APPLICANTS

92.5%

'SELECTED
POR

MEETING
PEC

78%1/

SELECTED
RANDOMLY

22%-
1/

MEETING
PEC

1/19%

NOT
MEETNG

PEC

al/
81x-

1/ Percentages are based on the total
validati'on population and the totalnonvalidation population, not on the number of total applicants.



The edits impeded many applicants from receiving a grant. The
majority of eligible applicants who had never received an edit
had become recipients by May, 1980. In contrast, most applicants
who received an edit were either still negotiating the system or
had been deterred. Since this study is limited to analysis of
existing data, it is not feasible to determine the reason for
the lower rate at which these applicants attained recipient
status.

About 36 percent of all applicants were prevented from receiving
an eligibility determination by the edit system for incomplete
or apparently inaccurate application information. As of May,
1980, 78 percent of these applicants.had re-entered the system
and received an eligibility determination.

Based upon the results of institution validation, the edit
system appeared to identify inaccurate and incomplete data. For
validation applicants, a majority of whom corrected in response
to an edit prior to selection for validation,....the edits were so
effective in soliciting valid information that_they rendered
yalidation-unnecesSary for .approximately 85 percent of the
cases. This finding assumes that' institutionil vidatfon
results in "valid" information, which is an untested assumption.

Edits associated with the Social Security and Veteran's Benefits
tape matches appear to be the most effective of all edits in
identifying inaccurate application information; the edit_given
to applicants reporting a very low income appears to be.the
least effective in iOenfifying invalid data.

VALIDATION (Chapters 3 and 4)

Selecting applicants for validation'based on the preestablished
criteria is in general, a more effective approach to selecting.
applicants for validation than the random selection.process. A
greater percentage of PEC applicants than random applicants
correct post-selection. These corrections result in a larger
average positive SEI change, hence greater savings to the
Department o7 Education.

PEC. qr.olps A. anD - groups based not on the appliaants past
'EEi'rections hisiorkbut instead on information on the applicants
current- financial status - are the. beSt predictors_of
railreParting'. Groups B C-- groups IaSid-Ofiddr'reCtion
history - are rib more iffectiye_thap random selection'in
identifyingiTicantTTTkely io. coRea-5-eit=Wretibn.

There is great variation in the efficacy of .the PEC subgroups.
Seven of the PEC subgroups perform'exceptionally well in
identifying misreporters (A-5,. A-6, A-10, A-11, A-14, A-15 and
B-3). These Subgroups elicit high numbers of applicants
correcting, have relatively large SEI changes, and,are
discriminating in selecting only those applicants whose
corrections will affect their..potential award.

. .



PEC subgroups A71 (household size or marital status missing) and
(1 ow-incoilid-115151icants).A-4...continue_to be most_ineffective in
identifying potential misreporters. Data indicate that a low
percentage-of-VVI-Intome-Ipttcants correct in response to
validation and that of the percent correcting, only a very few
applicants make correction that affects their SEI. These
applicants remain eligible more often than other groups of
applicants, yet do not appear on the recipient file as often,
thus suggesting that the current edits and validation system may
be unnecessarily hindering them in obtaining an award. The fact
that financial aid administrators may find it difficult to
validate income sources or the lack of sources particular to
this subgroup, may mean that, although the data indicate this
group to be accurate reporters, in reality the applicants may be
submitting inaccurate informatioa that is not being detected by
current validation procedures.

ERROR PRONE MODEL (Chapters 5-8)

The application of a sequential search technique to the randomly

selected validation sample has shown to be promising in identifying

error-prone applicants and segregating them into identifiable groups.
For the purpose of this analysis, "error-prone" applicants are defined as
those who.make corrections resulting in an eligibility index change

.

greater 'ban 50 points after being selected for validation; The results'
of this ort follow.

Thirty-seven groups have been identified. They differ from each
other in the proportion of applicants Who:

- do .not (seriously) misreport
- misreport to* their advantage

misreport to their disadvantage
- fail to re-enter the system after selection for validation

Within the 37 groups, eight groups account for 28.7 percent of
all misreporting to the applicant's advantage. Applicants
belonging to these groups make up eleven percent of the eligible
population.

In contrast, the pre-established criteria currently used by OSFA
to select applicants for validation acCount for 5.9 percent of
the eligibles, and locates,only 9.1 percent of the applicants who
misreport to their advantage.

Validating applicants in these eight groups would be far
superior to randomly selecting applicants for validation and
selecting applicants according to the pre-established criteria.
A total of 45.5 percent of the applicants in these groups
increased their eligibility index by 50 or more points after



validation. 'Only 20.8 percent of the randonly selected
validation applicants and 29.2 percent of the applicants
selected according to the pre-established crieteria made this
type of change.

Recommendations

Based upon these study findings, the following recommendations are
offered to OSFA:

RECOMMENDATION #1: Conduct a field study to determine whether
institutions conduct validation.

The major findings in this report concerning impact are based on the
assumption that institutions conduct validation according to OSFA -
prescribed procedures and that validation results in correct
information. This is an untested assumption, and a field study
should be conducted to determine whether it is a valid assumption.

RECOMMENDATION #2: Conduct a field study to determine why
corrections are made.

The current system requires that other key assumptions be made, in
particular that correctiOns made after receipt of an edit or after
selection for validation are.being made in response to the systen.
The degree to which system actions cause the corrections versus
corrections being made because applicants are confused.or are trying

. to test the system or for'some other reason are unknown. A field
study needs tq be conducted to determine the extent to which
corrections mean what they are assumed to mean.

RECOMMENDATION.#3: Conduct a field study to find out why applicants
drop out of the system after receiving an edit or
validation.

Applicants who receive an edit or are selected for validation and who
subsequently fail to re-enter the systen or to obtain an award after
negotiating the system are a mystery. It is hypothesized that some
applicants, do not return because they are misreporting and have been
found out, while others are frustrated and have.given up. In order
for OSFA to make appropirate decisions about the edits and
validation, a field study needs to be done to fird out why these
applicants drop out of the system.

.RECOMMENDATION #4: Improve timeiness in obtaining award data.

The dollar impact of the edits and validation is key in providing a
basis for sound decisionmaking. However, there is a'significant time
lag between when the Student receives an award and when OSFA obtains
informtion on the award amount. OSFA needs to review its fihancial
system and make improvements to obtain timely information on award
expenditures.

Within the context of the current system and the data which were
available for this study, the following recommendations are made:

17



RECOMMENDATION #5: Unless OSFA alters the current edit and
validation system, the_edits which focus onjoyPzintAMe.-1Pp3icants
should be reView_ed_anst_possibly elirOnated. -Study findings have
ssROW-t-hil these edits tend To cause more applicants to drop out of
the system than do other edits. Further, those applicants who
receive the edits and do re-enter the system show virtually no impactto corrections.

RECOMMENDATION #6: Continue to expand and refine the tape match
edits. Study findings have shown that the matches with SSA and VA
are more effective in identifying and correcting misreporting thanother edits. OSFA should refine its current efforts by studying waysto improve the current match rate with SSA and VA. Given the

.

effectiveness of these efforts, OSFA should try to clear legislative
channels to allow additional tape matches with other data bases,
particularly the Internal Revenue Service.

RECOMMENDATION #7: With the.exception.of the low income edits,
continue,thecurrenf:U1I2m. Based upOn viliarEF71Tidings,
-appears that most edits arFeffective and eliminate the need for
validation for many applicants.

RECOMMENDATION #8: Revise the validation selection procedureS to
incorporate the findings of the error-prone model (EPM). Preliminary
findings show that several of the groups identified in the EPM are
superior to the current PEC in identifying misreporting, and that
they should be used with the Successful PEC Subgroups for identifying
error-prone applications. Before using the results of the EPM, it is
importent that it be updated using more recent applicant and payment
data than were used in this exploratory study.

. .

RECOMMENDATION #9: The EPM identified the estimation of income'and

fh-CoMe.Tax Return 4s..a...Maigr sOrce of error. OSFA May eliminate such
err-OFS--thi'6u6h-a range of aCi-ions with the following as extremes:

Not accepting applications prior to the Federal tax filing
deadline

or

Requiring copies of tax returns from all applicants who
apply before they have completed the Federal tax return.

Given that the first alternative would place a serious burden on
institutional aid packaging schedules, which'in turn would affectstudent choice of school, it is recommended that OSFA entertain the
second alternative.. This could be accoMplished through several ways,the most simple of Which would be to either modify processing
procedures and require the tax return with the application or modify
institutional validation procedures to include verification of taxreturn data only for these gorups.

RECOMMENDATION #10: OSFA should identify applicants who are
misrepdrting to their disadvantage, and develop a technical
assistance program to facilitate their receipt of the correct



entitlement. The EPM has identified some groups of students who
error to their disadvantage. These students should receive edits
advising them to seek assistance in completing their application,
either from their financial aid administrators or from one of OSFA's
information service contractors. Applicants should be advised that
they may be eligible for a larger award to encourage action on their
part. The Student Eligibility Report should contain a code to cue
the technical assistance provider to possible nature of the problem.



1
STUDY OVERVIEW

1.1 Purpose and Scope

For the 1978-79 academic year, the Bureau of Student Financial

Assistance (BSFA) introduced two major program initiatives intended to

ensure'that applicants were submitting accurate informationon. their

Basic Grant applicaticin form. .The new program procedures tightened

certain edits in the processing system, and required.financial aid

administrators frompost7secondary educational institutions to validate

certain applicati*on information of selected students. Last year, the

BSFA introduced new comments into the edit system and expanded the pre-

established criteria (PEC) Used to select students for validation. Part
I of this report examines the iMpact of these changes on the correct

award of Basic Grants during the 1979-80 academic year.

.Part I of the report is divided into discussions of three major
issues: the impact of the current processing system edits, the

effectiveness of the pre-established criteria as indicators of

Misreporting, and the impact of validation on the application

information. Chapters 31 and 4 of thts Oart provide indepth analysis
of these factors. The remainder of this'chapter discusses the research

objectives and questions, study design and population, ahd methodology

and data caveats' associated with each of these issues.

1.2 Key Study Objectives Questions

The broad objectives of the Edits and Validation analyses presented
in this Part are three-fold. They are:

1.1



to assess the impact of the processing system edits on applicant
behavior;

to assess the adequacy of the pre-established criteria as
effective indicators of misreporting; and

to determine the impact of the validation effort on the correct
award of Basic Grants.

The specific study objectives and study question which guided these
analyses are divided into three sections which correspond to the broad
study objectives listed above.

The Processing System Edits

-- to determine the type and extent of corrections made by
applicants in response to the edits, and whether their
corrections behavior differs substantially from that of
applicants who were not screened by the edits;

to determine who is being rejected by the processing system
and, in particular, whether the edits are unnecessarily
rejecting low income, needy applicants;

-- to determine the extent to which the rejection edits Are
impeding .aoplicants from re-entering the system and
receiving an eligiblity determination;

to determine who is re-entering the system following areSection; and

to determine the relative efficacy .of the indiVidual
rejection edits in identifying incoMplete and inaccurate
applications.

The Pre-established Criteria

- - to determine whether the pre-established criteria ire more
effective than the random selection process in identifying
applicants likely to make post-selection corrections
resulting in significant SEI change;

-- to determine.the relative efficacy of the four
.pre-established criteria groups (A, B, C & D) and subgroups
in identifying students reporting incorrect application
inforMation;

-- to determine the consistency with which the PEC.criteria
identify misreporters: that is,, the degree to which the
PEC identify only those applicants' whose corrections result
in SEI change;

to determine the relationship between the reason a.PEC
applicant was selected for validation (the.PEC met) and the
critical fields corrected post-selection by the applicant;

1.2.



to determine whether PEC applicants have greater difficulty
in achieving recipient status than random applicants; and

to determine the potential dollar savin9 resulting from the
use of the PEC as selectors for validation.

Validation (and the Interaction of Validation and Edits)

to determine the extent and direction of corrections made
by validation applicants prior to their selection for
validation and whether their correction behavior differs
substantially from that 0 applicants not selected for
validation;

to determine the extent and direction of corrections made
by validation applicants post-selection and whether their
correction behavior differs significantly from
nonvalidation applicants;

to determine whether validation afFects the consistency
with which post-selection corrections resulting in SEI
change are made: that is, whether a higher or lower
percentage of validation applicants make corrections that
do not affect their potential award;

to determine whether the percent of applicants on the
recipient file is similar for the validation and
nonvalidation groups;

to determine the effect of validation on the size of the
actual Basic Grant award; and.. .

to determine the relative imoact of validation and the
edits on applicant corrections behavior.

am%
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1.3 Study Design

The three major issues discussed in this Part required slightly

different study designs for analyses. The following summarizes the study
design for each issue.

a) The Lnoact of the Current Processing_ System Edits

In general,.the purpdse of the analyses of the processing system

edits is to examine the edit's impact on the following areas:

the frequency and type of corrections to key applicationitems;
and

the ability of applicants to swiftly meet the demands of the
processing system and receive an eligibility determination.
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The analysis of the edits has been divided into two sections. The first
section examines the global impact of the edits. The corrections
behavior and current eligibility (rejected, eligible, ineligible) and
payment (expected to be paid, not expected to be paid) statuses of
applicants who received edits are compared with those who did not. In
addition, the frequency, magnitude and direction of corrections in
response to the edits are compared with the voluntary, student-initiated
corrections.

The second section assesses the relative efficacy of the individual
rejection and assumption edits. Each rejection edit is assessed by
examining applicant corrections and the ability of applicants to re-enter
the system following rejection. Two major assumptions underlie the
examination of the adequacy of the rejection edits:

If an edit solicits frequent corrections that have more than a
negligible impact on the applicant's SEI then it is successfully
identifying incomplete or inaccurate application data.

O In order to be worthwhile, a high percentage of applicants must
re-enter the procesting system following the receipt of the edit.

b) The Adequacy of the Pre-established-Criteria

To determine the adequacy of the pre7established criteria a5
indicators of misreportlng, a sample of individuals selected for.

validation because they met one or more PEC criterion was compared with a
sample selected randomly. These groups were then compared on three
levels. 'First, the large.group of all PEC applicants was compared to the
group of random applicants.to determine whether the concept .that'certain

misreportert can 'be identified.by patterns of applicant .behavior or

information reported by the applicant is. viable. Next, the PEC groups
(A,,B, C and 0) were compared to each other to ascertain the relative
effeCtiveness of each group in detecting misreporters. Finally, each PEC
criterion or subgroup was analyzed and. its performance in identifying

applicants submitting incorrect information contrasted with the

performance of the other subgroups.
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Each of the PEC groups and PEC criterion was analyzed according to

several measures of effectiveness. The primary measures used for

analyses were:

41,1 the percentage of applicants correcting any field post-selection
and those correcting only critical fields; and

the magnitude of the resulting average SEI changel/.

The use of these measures is based on the assumption that corrections

made post-selection, and hence after the student has been validated,

reflect instances where validatiOn detected inaccurate information on the

application and the student corrected. It is assumed that the correction

reflects accurate information. Theoretically at least, the greater the

percentage of applicants correcting post-selection, the higher the number

of misreporters identified. The magnitude of the SEI change which

results from the correction shOuld also reflect the disparity between the

old, incorrect application information and the new, correct information.

Therefore, the more inaccurate the initiz,1 information or the more

serious the misreporter, the greater the SEI change resulting from the

correction.li

liThe average SEI change is derived by summing the 5E1 change scores
.

for applicants raising and lowering their SEI and dividing this figure w.r.
by the number of applicants correcting, including those whose
corrections did not result in SEI change.

2./We realize that these assumptions do not always hold true. For
example, it is plausible that an applicant's initial information was
correct and that validation elicited an inappropriate change. It is
also possible that if the initial data were accurate, the correction
reflects a legitimate change in the applicant's status. Furthermore,
even when the initial information is incorrect, we have no way of
verifying concretely that the new information is correct and that the
applicant is not substituting new falacious information for old. Since
we also have no guarantee that validation actually took place, or if
did take place, that the students' documents were checked thoroughly,
we can only assume that post-selection correction are indicative of
misreporting.
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In addition, several other measures were used to assess

effectiveness. Although these measures are somewhat secondary to the
above, they allow for finer analyses and interpretation of the data.
These measures are as follows:

the percentage of applicants correcting post-selection whose
corrections do not result in SEI change;

the percentage of students raising and lowering their SEI and
the amount raised and lowered;

the relationship between the reason an applicant was selected
for validation and the fields the applicant corrected
post-selection;

o the rate at which PEC and randomly selected applicants enter the
recipient file, and the current eligibility status of the
applicants; and

the average difference in expected award between the transaction
on which the student was selected for validation and the current
transaction.

c) The.Impact of Validation and the Interaction of the Edits and
TOridation

The third issue of concern in Part I of this report is the impact of .

validation on the correct eWard of Basic Grants. For this Part, we
compared a saaple of validation applicants (both applicants meeting PEC
and those randomly-selected) with a similar sample of nonvalidation

applicants. These groups were compared first on their pre-selection

correction behavior, (including the percent correcting and the fields

changed) to determine whether the two groups were initially similar
enough to allow comparisons. The Post-selection correction behavior and
the resulting average SEI change for both grou0s was then compared to
assess the degree of difference between the two groups and the impact of
validation. Finally, payment data was analyzed.to provide some

indication of the aCtual dollar savings that might result from validation.

The assumptions underlying these analyses are the same as those for
the analyses of the effectiveness of tlie pre-established criteria: that

is, post-selection corrections reflect the changing of inaccurate data to
accurate data and thus reflect misreporting; and the magnitude of the

average SEI change is indicative of the degree of misreporting.

1.6
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Although not considered for analytical purposes a separate issue, we
also attempted to determine the relative impact of the edits and
validation by developing tables which compare the validity of data fields
at various points in the application processing and validation cycle.
This allowed us to determine the approximate degree to which validation
is necessary to insure accurate information.

1.4 Study Population

The population studied for these analyses consisted of 3,966,448
applicants, or all individuals on the applicant and recipient files as of
May 1980, except for a fairly small group of independent students whose
data history could not be

incorporated...P.ro.perlY into the files. This was
due to problems in their corrections history resulting from a

Congressionally mandated recomputation of their SEI (see the methodology

section of this chapter for further discussion).

To facilitate timeliness and to minimize cost, a ten perc t (10%)

sample of this entire 3.9 million applicant data base was ut c,r many
of the analyses. The sample drawn consists of one of every t

validation applicants, and one of every fourteen other applicants. (The

PEC validation applicants were oversampled in relation to the other

groups to ensure adequate numbers of subjects in each criterion group.)

Population samples were then produced by assigning the appropriate weight
to the sampled groups. The reliability of this sample approaches 100
percent due to the large sample size.

Different subsets of the sample were used for various analyses.

Therefore, the total number of applicants reported in various tables of
.this report differ. In general, the edits chapter of this part of the
report is based on analyses of the total number of applicants ever
receiving comments, and the total number ever rejected. The population
totals for these groups follow:

1.7
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"4

PRIMARY GROUPS SAMPLED FOR EDITS ANALYSES

Total Number of Applicants
Receiving Comments

1,65652g

Total Number of Applicants
Ever Re)ected
1,423,540

The only sample population used in analyzing the adequacy of the PEC

subcriterion is the set of all validation applicants. This sample is
divided into those applicants meeting the pre-established criteria those
selected randomly.1" The file reports the following distribution of
validation applicants.

SAMPLE POPULATION FOR PEC ANALYSES

Total Number of Validation Applicants
Number Meeting PEC
Number Randomly Selected

212,362
166,348
46,014

Finally, the validation chapter of this Part As based on a sample of
.all valfdation.and nonvalidation applicants. All applicants included in'

this sample fiave, at one point in time been eligible for an award. The

sample is divided according to whetf r the applfcants are selected for

validation and according to whether the applicants meet the PEC, or were

selected randomly (or did not meet PEC).

1/The "randomly" selected group was chosen by flaggin.g every nth applicant.
It is not truly rankm, however, because the selection ceilings were
occasional" changed by OE, and because thbse who submitted corrections had
multiple transactions (and thus a greater chance of selection). All
applicants, therefore, did not have an equal probability of selection.

1.8
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SAMPLE POPULATION FOR VALIDATION ANALYSES

Total
Aeplicants

Column
%

Validation
Applicants

Column Nonvalidation
Applicants

Column

Meeting PEC 673,260 (24) 166,348 (78) 506,912 (19)

Not Meeting PEC 2,162,926 (76) 46,014 (22) 2,116,912 (81)

TOTAL 2,836,1861/ (100) 212,362 (100) 2,623,824 (100)

1.5 Study Methodology

The analyses of the current edits, application processing and

validation system are based on bivariate contingency tables and frequency

distributions designed and developed specifically for this project. The

tables analyzed were run on a file which contained merged secondary data

provided by the Basic Grant central processor and the Department of

Education.

It should be mentioned that before any tables were produced a

subsample of the total population was excluded from the data file. This

was necessary because during the 1979-80 academic year Congress approved

a new fommula which changed the way financial need was computed for
independent students. The new formula was put into effect on May 9, 1979

and consequently the SEI's of all independent students applying before
that date had to be recomputed. The recomputation changed the SEI's of a
significant number of independent applicants whose initial SEI had been
greater than zero. However, since the new formula was intended to

increase aid to independent students, those applicants whose initial,
pre-May 9, SEI was zero did not have an SEI change.

1/As mentioned in the text, all applicants included in the sample used
for the validation analyses have been eligible for a grant at some point
in their application history. This narrows down the population from all
Basic Grant applicants and explains the difference in the total number of
applicants reported on page 1.8 and this page.

1.9
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Regardless of whether a student's SEI changed as a result of the

recomputation, a new SER was generated all independent applicants who
filed prior to May 9. The new SER's were only mailed to those students-
whose SEI had changed. The newly generated SER's, however, were recorded

as systems generated transactions by the central processor and showed up

as correction in our data file.

In order to retain as many independents affected by the formula

change as possible, yet not confound the data, we ignored the systems

generated transaction for students whose initial preMay 9 SEI was zero
(and thus did not change), and excluded all other affected students from .

the population. Applicants, whose SEI changed as a result of the

recompute, could not be included as part of the sample population because

of the inability to distinguish between SEI changes caused by the

recompute and changes caused by.other factors such as misreporting.

1.6 Study Caveats

As mentioned previously in this chapter, there are several minor

caveats- that should be considered in reading and using these reports.
These caveats can be divided into two categories: those relating to the

assumptions underlying the use of certain measurement variables, and
those related to data processing concerns.

Most of the caveats related.to the assumptions underlying the use of
certain measurement variables have been discussed earlier, so they will

only be summarized here. The first caveat concerns the assumption that
corrections are indicative of misreporting. At this time we do not know

what percent of all corrections are due to applicants' correcting

inaccurate information. Although most corrections, particularly

postselection.yalidation corrections, would seem to be indicative of
misreporting, some corrections must reflect changes made for other
reasons. The Internal Revenue Study currently in progress, will help

determine the degree to which"corrections reflect changes from incorrect

to correct information. In addition we have no clear evidence whether
students are accurately validated, or if validated, how thoroughly their

1,10
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documentation is checked; we only know that applicants were selected for

validation. Before making conclusive statements regarding the impact of

validation, per se, it will be necessary to determine to a better degree

the extent and the quality of the validation process.

There are three other constraints imposed primarily because of data

processing reasons that must be considered in using this report. First,

the data is not representative of the total Base Grant population. As

mentioned in the methodology section above, a small, but significant

percent of the population i.e., (independency students whose SEI was

increased as a result of the SEI formula change) was excluded from the

data sample. This means than no inferences can be drawn regarding the

behavior of this group of applicants. Second, it was necessary to

compute an artificial student eligibility index for rejected applicants

in order to conduct the edits analyses. Rejected applicants .do not have

SEI and therefore,.the extent to which our assumptions are correct in

determining the artifical SEI, affects the accuracy of the final data.

Finally, the reader should be aware that the centralprroctrssor-'.s--failure

to 'flag nonvalidation_applicants meeting PEC.groups3.,_..C,_&.P, negates

comparison of scores of the total validation PEC group and the total

nonvalidatioh PEC group. Only the .scores of the A group and subgroups,

and the random selectfon (not meeting PEC) groups can be compared. .

Otherwise, the exclusion of PEC nonvalidation 13, C,. & D applicants will

result misleading averages.



2
IMPACT OF THE PROCESSING SYSTEM EDITS AND COMMENTS

The Basic Grant application processing system includes several

features that were designed to minimize the number of student eligibility

determinations made on the basis of invalid, inaccurate or incomplete
data. One feature, discussed in detail in Chapters 3 and 4, is the

selection of applications for validation. Another feature is a series of

computerized edits which cheCk for missing information and the logic and

consistency of all.application data provided.

If an application triggers one of these processing system edits, a

message is printed on the Student El.igibility Report. (SER) advising the
student to review the application and take further action, if necessary.
Under the most restrictive conditions, the edit comment indicates that

the application has been rejected and that the student must provide

missing information or verify or correct existing data before an

eligibility determination can be made. In other cases, the comment

indicates that the processing system, in calculating eligibility, assumed
a value for a missing or apparently inaccurate application item based on
other provided information. In the third case, the comment serves as
merely informationar, or as an attention-attracting device warning of
questionable data.

The purpose of this Chapter is to examine the impact of the

processing system edits and comments on: 1) the frequency, magnitude and
directiOn of applicants, corrections to key application items; and, 2)
the ability of applicants to expeditiously pass through the processing
system and obtain an eligibility determination. Section 2.1 gives a

description of the edits' and comments and.an overview of the impact of

2.1
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the edits on applicant behavior. In this section, the corrections
behavior, the current eligibility status (rejected, eligible, ineligible)

and payment status (expected to be paid, not expected to be paid) of

applicants who received edits are compared with those who did not.

Section 2.2 provides a more detailed analysis of the effect of the most
restrictive type of edit, the rejection edit. The first part of this

section examines the income and household characteristics of applicants
most often rejected and the second part assesses the effectiveness of the
individual rejection comments and edits in terms of appl4:ant corrections
response.

2.1: Ulobal Impact of the Edits

2.1.1 DescriPtion and Distribution of Comments

There are 317 different computerized comments generated by the

processing system. For this analysis, only the 176 comments that pertain
to applicants filing a regular application and which iadFii.i-Vey

eXithined. "(See-X5iienaii.A for a list 'of-the

Key application items are defined as those

which have a-majcir influence in the computation of the Student

Eligibility Index (SEI) and/or affect whether an applicant is selected
for validation ".A list of.these key application items follows:

Adjusted GroSs Income (AGI)

Taxes Paid (TP)

'Portions Earned

Nontaxable Income (Social Security Benefits, Other Nontaxable.),
(NTI)

Veteran's Educational Benefits (VEB)

Net Assets (NA)

Applicant's Resources (AR)

. Unusual Expenses (medical/dental, casualty, fire/theft), (UE)

Household Size (HS)

Dependency Status (Model)

Unreimbursed Elementary and Secondary School Tuition (17)

Post High" School Enrollment (PHE).

Marital Status (MS)
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Tax Filing Status (tax return figures are: (a) 'rom completed
return, (b) estimated, (c) not appropriate because applicant
will not file a return), (IFS)

Hereafter, these key data fields are referred to as "critical" fields.

'The abbreviations noted above are used throughout the report.

As of May, 1980, the 176 comments examined in this study had been

generated 4,164,796 times; 1,650,522, or 42 percent of all applicants,
had received at least one of these comments, for an average of 2.5
comments per applicant. Since many applicants receive rejection edits
prior to being selected for validation, it is not surprising that

validation applicants received.critical field comments at a higher rate
than nonvalidation appliclants: 84 percent Or;a'fidation applicants
received critical field comMerits, for an average of 4.7 per applicant,
while only 39 percent of all applicants not selected for validation
received comments, for an average of 1.3 per applicant.

As mentioned earlier, there are three types of edfts and comments:

rejection, assumption and informational. Many applicants received more
than one.type of comment: about 65 percent received rejection: comments,

. 22 percent received assumption comments and 56 percent received . .

informationel comments not related to the rejection or ass.umption edits.

There was considerable variation by critical field in the number of
comments generated. The following table lists the number of applicants

receiving .comments.by the critical field which the comment addressed: (A
list of the number of applicants who received each individual rejection
comment can be found in Section 2.2.)

. Table 2.1 illustrates that the largest percentages of applicants*
received commenti.to items, most critical.in deterilining eligibility.

'This may have occurred because the processing system has the most
stringent requirments for these fields; it is also indicative of

.questionable data being reported (Or not reported) in these. fields. A
relatively large proportion of applicants received comments addressing
post high enrollment, a key application item'in determining eligibility.
By comparison, relatively few received comments to household size, an
equally important field in the award computation..
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TABLE 2.1: RATE OF RECEIPT OF COMMENTS BY CRITICAL FIELD

CRITICAL
FIELD

NUMBER OF APPLICANTS
RECEIVING COMMENTS 1/

PERCENT OF TOTAL
WHO RECEIVED COMMENTS2/

AGI 1,009,936 61%
TP 887,825 54

PORTIONS 709,186 43

NTI 523,604 38

PHE 388,122 24

UE 214,828 13

IFS 210,828 13

NA 191,796 12

HS 179,116 11

VEB 143,998 9

MS 113,316 7

AR 73,022 4

UT 68,908 4

MODEL 21,384 1

TOTAL APPLICANTS 1,650,522 100

L/Most comments address more.than one field. Consequently,the
frequencies in'this table'are duplicated between fields.and do not
ddup to the unduplicated total number of applicants who received
'critical field comments. For example, an applicant who received a
comment which addresses four different fields would appear in four
of the above frequencies.

?./Percentages are based on the unduplicated total number of applicants
who receiyed critical field comments.

Since the edits to bOth household size and post high enrollment are

equally stringent, this table.suggests that a much higher percentage of

applicants were apparently misreporting post high enrollment or leaving

the field blank.
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2.1.2 Corrections In Res onse to Comments

An applicant has the option of changing any application information

once the SER has been received. A correction may be made at the

applicant's initiative (instructions on the back of the SER explain how

to make a correction), it may be made at the direction of the financial

aid administrator, or it may be made in response to a processing system

edit. For this study, all changes to critical fields which were in

response to a comment are referred to as "solicited" corrections; all

other corrections are considered "unsolicited". Exhibit 2.1 presents a

summary of application corrections behavior.

As the exhibit indicates, about one-fourth of all applicants who were

ever determined to be eligible corrected a key application field. The

majority who corrected did so in response to a processing system edit.

Nearly one half of all solicited corrections were inconsequential; that
. .

is, they had no effect on the applicants' SEI. The amount of

insignificant responses that were elicited suggests that certain

individual edits may not be cost-effective. By comparison, the 5E1

remained the.same for only one-third of the applicants making unsolicited

corrections. Applicants making.unsolicited changes corrected mOre .

frequently o their advantage and to their disadvantage than applicants

:eiho responded to the editi. Regardless.of whether corrections are

solicited or unsolicited, those that.have.an impact have a greater

tendency to decrease, rather than increase, award Potential.

To Aetermine further the overall impact of the edits, and to compare

their influence on applicant corrections behavior with that of pre-award

validation', the response Modes of.nonvalidation and validation applicants
.were compared. Table 2.2, which follows, summarizes the frequency and

magnitude of solicited and unsolicited corrections made by validation and

nonvalidation applicants both pre- And post-seTection/eligibility. As a
point of reference,.pOst-selection/eligibility

corrections occur after
the transaction when the applicant'is selected for validation or after

the transaction when an initial eligibility determination has been made;

pre-selection/eligibilitY corrections occur before the applicant has been

2. 5
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EXHIBIT 2.1: SUMMARY OF APPLICANT CORRECTIONS

TOTAL APPLICANTS1/

2,836,186

APPLICANTS
NOT CORRECTING
CRITICAL FIELDS

2,125,636

(75%)

APPLICANTS
CORRECTING

CRITICAL FIELDS

710,550

(25%)

APPLICANTS MAKING
SOLICITED
CORRECTIONS

580,3662/
(82%)

CORREC-
TED TO
THEIR
ADVAN-
.TAGE

95,146

(16%)

NO SEI
ZHANGE

266,662

(46%)

CORREC-
TED TO
THEIR
PISAD -
VANTAGE

218,558

(38%)

,0

APPLICANTS MAKING
UNSOLICITED
CORRECTIONS

303,524-2/

(43%)
.

CORREC-
TED TO
THEIR
ADVAN-
TAGE

77,562

(26%)

NO SEI
CHANGE.

100,852

(33%)

CORREC7
TED TO
THEIR
DISAD-
VANTAGE

125,110'

(41%)

1/
Refers to the total number of applicants who ever received an eligibleSEI.

2/
Note that many applicants made both solicited and unsolicited corrections.
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selected or given an initial eligibility determination. The average

overall effective SEI change is calculated only for those correcting,

from the time of correction to the most recent transaction. Effective

change refers to the actual point change if eligibility indexes above

1600 (the maximum eligible SEI) are set at 1600. For example, an

absolute change for an applicant whose SEI goes from 1000 to 2200 is

1200; the effective change is 600, or 1600 minus 1000.
.

As Table 2.2 indicates, most corrections to critical fields occur

prior to selection for validation or the determination of eligibility.

The impact of the edits on SEI is also greatest during this time. The

majority of pre-selection/eligibility corrections were solicited by

commenti whereas more post-selection/eligibility changes were unsolicited.

As mentioned earlier, validation applicants receive comments at a

greater rate than nonvalidation applicants. They also respond to the

edits more frequently: over half of all validation applicants corrected

in response to the edits prior to selection while fewer than 20 percent

of nonvalidation applicants made pre-eligibility changes. The data

suggest that the edits have a greater impact on the val.idation

'applicant's corrections behavior than institution validation. Validation

applicants made lotably fewer unsolicited changes. afterselectton (the

assumption is that these changes are in response to fnstitution

validation) than pre-selection correct4ons in.response to the edits.

Furthermore, solicited post-selection corrections, although less

frequent, had an equal effect on applicants' SEI as unsolicited .

post-selection corrections. (See Chapter 4 for a detailed examination of

the interaction of effects of validation and the edits on validation

applicants.)

In 'general, both the validation and.nonvalidation applicants who met

the pre-established criteria (PEC) made more frequent solicited

corrections that resulted in larg'er SEI increaSes than applicants who did
not meet the PEC. This gives preliminary indication that the rejection

edits which correspond with the PEC might be working effectively.
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Table 2.3, which follows, presents the corrections behavior in

response to the edits by the critical field corrected. Once again, the

population has been divided into nonvolid,Arir- And validation

applicants. There were no note I' .o.0111, in the fields most frequently

corrected by each applicant group pre- or post-selection/eligibility.

The rate of corrections by field can be summarized by the following three

groups:

Frequently Occasionally Rarely

Corrected Corrected Corrected

AGI TFS MS

NTI HS VEB

TP UE MODEL

PORTIONS NA AR

PHE UT

As previously mentioned, the majority of corrections, particularly

pre-selection/eliglbility, are in response to a processing system edit.

However, there is considerable variation by critical field in the rate at

which appTicants make solicited and unsolicited corrections.

More than 95 Percent of the changes to ADI,.TP, and VEB followed the

receipt of an edit; whereas fewer than one half the corrections to NA,

HS, AR, MS, and Model were solicited. HS, AR, MS, and Model are a few of'

the fields which are supposed to be updated to reflect a change in

circumstances followinr the original application submission. This may
explain why a comparatively large number of applicants made unsolicited

corrections to these fields.

Nonvalidation applicants, in general, corrected all fields to their

disadvantage pre-eligibility, with the eXception of HS and MS. This,

together with the fact that fewer than 40 percent of the corrections to

HS and MS were in response to comments, suggests that new or more

restrictive edits might be needed for these two fields. The adequacy of

the individua) editi which address.HS and MS is discussed in detail in
Section 2.2.
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All applicants tended to change AGI and TP to their disadvantage both

pre- and post-seleCtionfeligibility. Validation applicants made large

corrections to their advantage to nearly all fields prior to selection;

however, changes to AGI and TP, 90 percent of which came in response to

edits, were to the applicants disadvantage. The data strongly suggest

that the numerous and restrictive edits which address AGI and TP are

working effectively.

2.1.3 Current Eligibilitx_and Payment Status of Applicants Receivind
Comments

There is a concern that the processing system edits form needless

roadblocks for many accurate and honest applicants. It is possible that

some edits are too restrictive or too rigid to make allowances for

special circumstances that do not meet the norm. Many applicants,

discouraged or confused about the demands of the processing system, may

be dropping out and never rkeiving a grant.

Exhibit 2.2 compares the current payment status of applicants who

received comments addressing critical fields with those who did not. As

a point of reference, applicants who are "expected to be paid" were on

the recipfent file as of May, 1980.

Exhibit 2.2 shows that the majority of applicants who received

cOmments were not expected to be paid, while most applicants who did not

receive a comment to a critical field were on the recipient file as of
May, 1980. Given the May, 1980 deadline for making application

corrections (with a much later deadline for validation applicants'

corrections), it is possible that a certain number of those who are

either currently rejected or ineligible and not expected to be paid will

re-enter the processing system and receive a grant. Also, some who are

currently eligible for a grant but are not on.the recipient file may
eventually receive a grant, owing to the late May and early June

deadlines for applicants to submit their SERs for payment. However, it
is equally plausible that many applicants in this comparatively large

group--those receiving comments and not expected to be paid- have dropped

out and will not receive a grant.

2.11
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EXHIBIT 2.2: CURRENT PAYMENT AND ELIGIBILITY STATUS: APPLICANTS
RECEIVING COMMENTS VS. APPLICANTS NOT RECEIVING COMMENTS
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The following table presents the current payment status of applicants
who received comments by the field that the comment addressed.

TABLE 2.4: CURRENT PAYMENT AND ELIGIBILITY STATUS 3Y CRITICAL FIELD OF
COMMENT RECEIVED

NUMBER NOT EXPECTED TO BE PAID
CRITICAL WHO RECEIVED EXPECTED TO 4
FIELD: COMMENTS TO FIELD BE PAID REJECTED INELIGIBLE ELIGIBLE

AGI 1,009,936 44.1% 19:1% 11.0% 25.8%
TP 887,826 42.6 21.2 10.7 25.4
NTI 623,604 42.3

-

20.8 10.2 26.7
PORTIONS 709,186 41.2 21.6 10.9 26.3
VEB 143,998 39.0 12.9 20.7 27.4
HS 179,116 42.8 14.9 12.9 29.4
PHE 388,122 41.1 14.0 16.2 28.7
NA 191,796 48.0 11.3 20.9 19.7
UE 214,828 43.4 18.8 13.5 24.2
UT 68,908 39.9 22.0 13.8 24.3
AR 73,022 48.7 6.9 27.5 16.9
MS 113,316 39.7 21.3 13.1 25.8
MODEL 21,384 37.9 286 8.5 25.0
TFS .210,828 39.9 26.0 6.9 27.2

As Table 2.4 indicates, there is remarkably little variation in the

current status of applicants by critical field comment received.

Regardless of the field addressed by the comment, fewer than 50 percent
of all applicants were expected to be paid and about 25 percent were
eligible but had not received a grant. However, the current status of

aPplicants receiving comments to NA, AR, TF5, and Model differs
somewhat. Applicants receiving comments which addressed NA and AR were
nost likely to appear on the recipient file. .The majority of those not
expected to be paid who received comments to these two fields were

:urrently ineligible; relatively few were cu.rrently rejected. This
wggests that the edits and comments associated with these two fields are

2.13
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not presenting any substantial barriers or discouraging applicants from
ever receiving a grant. On the other hand, applicants receiving comments

which address Model and TFS appear to be having trouble negotiating the
system. Comparatively few of these applicants are expected to be paid,

while over 25 percent are currently rejected.

2.1.4 Summary and Conclusions

The following summarize the key findings regarding the overall impact
and performance of the processing system edits:

About 42 percent of all applicants received at least one comment
addressing a critical application item. Most of the comments
generated addressed the following four key income fields: AGI,
TP, Portions and NTI.

One fourth of all applicants corrected a critical field. The
majority of corrections were in response to processing system
edits. Nearly one half of the solicited corrections did not
cause a change in the applicants' SEI. Most of the corrections
that changed the SEX were to the applicants' disadvantage..

The processihg system edits have a greater impact on applicants
selected for validation than on applicants .not selected.
Validation applicants received comments at a greater Tate than
nonvalidation appllcants. Plus, over 50 percent of validation
applicants made.pre-selection changes in response to the edits,
whereas only 17:percent of nonvalidation.applicants responded to
the. edits prior, to attaining eligibility. It dlso appears that
the edit§ have.a.grea- impact than institution validation on
the corrections behavl of validation applicants: only
one-fourth made unsol..ted post-selection corrections while
over one-half.corrected in response to the edits prior to
selection..

The following four key income fields were corrected most often:
AGI, TP, Portions, and'NTI.' least often corrected were: MS,
VE8, Model, AR and UT. Over 85 percent of the corrections to
AGI and TP were in response to a comment. This, together with
the fact that corrections to AGI and TP tended to result in
relatively large SEI changes to the applicants' disadvantage,
indicate that the edits to these two fields are having a
subttantial iMpact on applicant corrections behavior.

As of May, 1980, more than half of all applicants who had
received comments were not expected to be paid, whereas the vast
majority of those not receiving comments were expected to be
paid. CoMments relating to TF5 and Model seemed to be causing
applicants particular difficulty.

9.14



2.2: Re'ection Edits and Comments

The most restrictive of the application processing edits are the

rejection edits. When an application triggers a rejection edit, a

comment is printed on the SER. In order to re-enter the processing

system and receive an eligibility index, the rejected applicant must

respond to the comment by either confirming that the item in question is

correct or by correcting that item. There are 43 rejection edits, or

rejection reasons, for applicants filing a regular application. Many

rejection edits have more than one corresponding comment. The texts of

the series of rejection comments that correspond to the same rejection

reason are tailored to the applicant's marital and dependency status.

For example, comments 10 and 12 are generated for the same reason, but to

different populations: 10 to dependents with married parents and 12 to

single independent applicants. This section analyzes the impact and the

adequacy of the rejection edits and comments. Subsection 2.2.1 examines

the income and household characteristics most affected by the rejection

edits and comments, while Subsection 2.2.2 asFesses the adequacy of the

individual rejection edits and comments.

2.2.1 Characteristics of Applicants Most Freauentiv Rejected
.

'As mentioned in Section 2.1, there is concern that many qualified and

accurate filers are being impeded from receiving a grant because (1) the

demands of the edits--the rejection edits in particular--are too'severe

and (2) the corrections process itself7that is, instruction given by the

comments--is confusing. Exhibit 2.3, which.follows, summerizes the

impact of'the rejection edits on the entire applicant population and

shows the current eligibility status of applicants who had been rejected
at least Ance.

The exhibit shows that over one7third of all applicaRts have, at one

time, received a rejection edit.. Aboui 78 percent of these rejected

applicants responded properly to the rejection edit or edits and,

therefore, successfully re-entered the system and received an eligibility

determination. The possibility exists that many of the 8 percent who are

currently rejected will re-enter the system, having not.yet responded to
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EXHIBIT 2.3: SUMMARY OF CURRENT STATUS OF APPLICANTS EVER REJECTED

TOTAL APPLICANTS

3,966,448
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the rejection edit. The 208,278 individuals, or S percent of all
applicants, who have remained rejected for tem or more transactions are
having the most difficulty in negotiating the system.

There is concern that the low income, needy applicants make up the
majority of those applicants having the most difficulty negotiating the
system and that the rejection edits may be categorically excluding this
income group from the processing system. In order to address this

concern, data on the status from previous to current transactions of

applicants reporting various income and household data on their 1979-1980
applications was analyzed. The following table shows the income level of
applicants most likely to become rejected and remain rejected.

TABLE 2.5: REJECTION RAS BY INCOME1/

INCOME
LEVEL:.

EVER REJECTED

NEVER
REJECTED

Total
Number of
Applicants
in Income
Ran.e

Currently Rejected Previously
Rejected,
Currently
Eligible or
Ineli.ible

Rejected
One

Transaction

Rejected
.

Two 'or More

Transactions

Less than $O 3.1% 10.8% 81.6% 4.4% 9,936

0 11.0 28.9 60.0 .01 176,086

1 - 999 2.7 8.0 27.7

,

63:6 131,774

1,000 - 1,999 2.3 . 3.4 25.4 68.9 157 980

2 000 - 3,999 2.1 2.9 23.5 71.4 435,154

4,000- 6,999 2.3 3.2 2 .7 67.6 565 312

7 000 - 9 999 2.3 3.6 31.9 62.2 437,232

10,000 - 12,499 2.3 3.2 33.5 61.0 304,326

12 500 - 14 999 1.9 2.9 32.0 63.2 266,790

15,000 - 17,499 1.7 2.5 28.5 67.Z 250,186

17 500 - 19 999 1.6 2.0 26.0 70.3 234 528

20,000 - 24,999 1.3 2.0 '22.6 74.1 402,224

25,000 +. 1.7 2.5 20.9 74.9 531,240

1/Income equals the sum of adjusted Irossincome and lion-taxable income..

2.17
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As Table 2.5 indicates, applicants reporting negative or zero
incomes, who constituted about 5 percent of all applicants, became

rejected and remained rejected at the highest rate. Nearly all zero and
negative income applicants were rejected under rejection edit F (see

Sectibn 2.2.2 for a detailed examination of this edit), which screens all
individuals reporting incomes less thant S51. However, once rejected,

applicants with negative incomes had considerably more success than zero
income applicants in re-entering the system. About 17 percent of the

negative income applicants who ever received a rejectiom edit are

currently rejected, whereas 68 percent of the zero income group who ever
received a rejection edit are currently rejected. The rejection rates of
the income groups between $1000 and $17,500 show little variation.

Applicants with incomes from $1 to $999 become rejected and remain

rejected slightly more frequently than applicants with incomes greater
than $17,500.

The frequency of rejection of independents and dependents was also
compared by income level in. Table 2.6. The tab:- shows that independent

applicants were rejected and-remained rejected at lightly higher rate
than dependents. However, the.rejectioh rates of groups, varied

considerably by income level. Nearly all zero income aPplicants,
independent and.dependent, were ever rejected. Independents in this

income group, however, had much More success ih re-entering the

processing system following rejection: .as of May, 1980, only 24.percent
of all zero income independents had been rejected fo.. two or more

transactions, while over dO percent of their dependent counterparts had

remained rejected for this length of time. In addition, independents

with incomes froM.S1 to S15,000 were rejected considerably less often

than Aependents in this income range. For example, *nearly half of all

depehdents reporting an income between $1 and $999 were rejected, whereas
only one-third of their independent counterparts ever received a

rejection edit. In sum, the rejection edits are having a greater degree
of impact on dependents with very low incomes than on the more nunerous

independehts in this income group.

2.18
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1nOtE 2,6:
REJECTION RATES BY DEPENDENCY StA1U5 AND INCOME

......L.... ..... VA. -- ......1 4. 4. en... ... .,4,.. ...m....4 w.......
....... 4...... .............

....W.
MaMo........................M4.4.41.... 0............*

,

Independent
.....w........ Dependent. _

%

_
I

Remained
Remained

% Rejected % RejectedIncolnel,

level l'

1 of

Applicants

Ever

Rejected

Two or More

Transactions

1/ of

Applicants

Ever

Rejected

Two or More

Transactions

Less Dian SO 1,070 96,1% 20,9% 8,866 95,5% 9.6%
0

129,472 99.9 24,3 16,614 99.9 41.8
1 - 999 102,046 32.7 4,1 29,728 49,3 12.7

1,000 - 1,999 115,072 28,3 2,7 42,908 38.6 5.4
2,000 - 3,999 274,412 25,2 2,6 160,742 34,4 3.5
4,000 - 6,999 278,412 28.1 3,4 287,064 36,5 3.1
7,000 - 9,999 144,814 31.7 4.5 292,418 40.8 3.2

10,000 - 12,499. 66,760 30.8 4,9 237,566 41.3 2.8
12,500 - 14,999 40,232 30.5 4.6 226,558 37,9 2.6
15,000 - 17,499 28,140 30.1 4,6 222,046 33.1 2,2
17,500 - 19,999 18,280 27.4 4.8 216,240 29.9 1.8
20,000 - 24,999 19,780 24,7 4.3 382,464 26.0 1.8
25,000 + 13,608 34.3 1.6 517,632 24.9 2.4

Population Average 1,242,616 36.7 6.3 2,723,802 35.5 4.7
. ............M

1/Income equals the sum of adjusted
gross income and nontaxable income.

...............M......................
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The following table lists the application charateristics, in addition
to a very low income, which are most likely to trigger a rejection edit:

TABLE 2.7: CHARACTERISTICS OF APPLICATIONS MOST FREQUENTLY REJECTED

APPLICATION
CHARACTERISTICS

NUMBER OF
APPLICANTS WITH
CHARACTERISTIC

wm
EVER

REJECTED

% REMAINED I

REJECTED TWO OR
MORE TRANSACTIONS

MS - DECEASED 1,780 100.0% 71.6%
UE - 56,000+ 9,084 100.0 18.8
AGI - BLANK 82,586 97.9 73.3
HS - BLANK 36,166 95.2 67.0
PHE - BLANK 31,688 94.5 67.4
VEB - $7,000+ 1,616 75.2 34.7
VEB - S1,001-2,000 80,102 63.7 7.6
TP - BLANK 145,610 61.3 36.0
NTI - S12,500+ 28,486 57.8 8.7
UT - BLANK 541,048 51.5 13.1
PHE - 5+ 12,698 50.6 18.5
MS - WIDOWED 273,914 50.5 5.4

The processing system, as Table 2.7 shows., automatically rejects

applicants who file as dependents and report that both 'parents are

deceased at the time of the original application. As tf.May, 1980, hone
Of the applicants in this comparative'; Imall group fiLd -e-entered the

system and obtained an eligibility determination; 7' k7,r.":e.nt, as the
table indicates, had been rejected for two or more The
1979-80 Basic Grant application.does not inform the applicant that he or

she. is an.i7.!ipendent if both parents are deceased at the time of the .

first filing, even.though.one or both parents may have provided

assistance, claimed the applicant as a tax exemption, or provided a home
for the applicant during 1978. The 1980-81 applicant resolved this
problem: its instructions cle'arly state that the applicant is

automatically an independent if both parents are deceased.

2.20



Table 2.7 also indicates that all applicants reporting unusual

expenses greater than $6,000--once again, a comparatively small

numbv--are automatically rejected. Section 2.2.2 provides a detailed

examination of the rejection edit which screens applicants reporting a

large amount of unusual expenses.

Applicants leaving key income and household items blank have a very

high likelihood of becoming rejected and remaining rejected. Also, as

Table 2.7 indicates, the processing system frequently rejects applicants

reporting veteran's benefits between $1,000 and $2,000. In fact,

applicants reporting any &mount of veteran's educational benefits were

rejected at a notably higher rate than .applicants not reporting

benefits: 35 percent of applicants with no benefits were ever rejected,

whereas the processing system rejected 50 percent of the applicants

reporting veteran's benefits.

2.2.2 Ade uac of the Individual Re'ection Edits and Comments

This subsection assesses the adequacy of the individual rejection

edits and comments by examining applicant corrections and the ability of

applicants to re-enter the processing system following the receipt of a

rejection edit. More specifically,.the following criteria.were used to

analyze applicant response to each edit and comment:

frequency of corrections

frequency of verifications

magnitude and direction of corrections measured by effective SEI
change and potential payment change

ability of applicants to re-enter the system following
corrections

current payment status of applicants who received rejection edits

Ideally, a rejection edit should correctly identify those with

missing or inaccurate data. The directions given by the rejection

comment should be clear and easily understood to insure a complete,

accurate and prompt response. With this in mind, the following

assumptions were made in labeling a rejection edit "successful":

2.21



A high percentage of applicants will change suspect data items
in response to a successful edit. Likewise, few will verify
that the data in question is correct.

In order to be worthwhile, an edit should solicit corrections
that have more than a negligible impact on the applicant's SEI
and potential grant size.

A high percentage of applicants should be able to obtain an
eligibility determination on the transaction immediately
following receipt of a successful rejection edit. Thus, the
majority of applicants who received the successful edit should
currently be eligible or ineligible.

Applicants can be rejected for mnre than one reason on a single

transaction. The system, however, notes only one of the reasoni, or

codes, even.though all applicable rejection comments are generated on the
SER. The codes for each rejection edit are given the priority order

.

alpha A to Z then numeric 1 to 17. For example, if an applicant is

rejected for reasons B and 7, the system notes only code B but the

student receiVes comments for both reasons. In order to gain a more

accurate understanding of the adequacy of the rejection reasons, the data
for the analysis in this section is based on the actual reasons for

rejectionthat is,' the rejection comments that were generated--and not

on the priority reject-16n code appearing on the applicant file. The

rejection code, as used in this analysis, provides i'convenient way to
group comments by rejection reason.

Some caveats concerning the interpretation of the findings in this
section must be stated:

1) Applicants who received edit comments and who make changes to
the fields to which the comments apply may be submitting these
corrections for reasons other than those solicited by the edit
comments they received. To the extent that corrections which
appear to be made in response to the edit comments are made for
other reasons, the attribution of eligibility index changes to
the.edits may be overestimated.

2) Applicants who are rejected do not have an eligibility index.
In order to assess the impact of the edits, it was necessary to
compute an eligibility index for applicants on the transaction
of rejection and compare the difference between that index and
the index received after they responded to the rejection comment.
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The computation of the index is confounded by the fact that one
of the reasons for rejection is missing data. Ideally, the way
to obtain reliable estimates for missi data is to conduct a
nonrespondent survey. In this case, it would entail selecting a
representative sample of rejected applicants with missing data,
and contacting them to find out true values. Unfortunately,
this study is confined solely to statistical analysis of
existing data, and it is not within the scope of this contract
to conduct such a survey. Two alternative methodologies that
are limited to using existing data were considered for this
computation. One was to substitute average values from
applicants who had been rejected, but provided data, for those
who had missing data. The second was to assume values based on
other data reported, where possible, and where not possible, to
assume the missing value to be zero.

Neither c these alternative procedures is ideal because each .

introduces errors. However, given the study goals, a procedure
was selected that was judged to have the least serious
limitations.

The limitations of the method of substituting average values are:

a) The fact that the applicants.(whose average values could be
used for substitution) provided data made them different
from those who omitted data. Therefore, from a statistical
design perspective, 'these applicants are not equivalent and
such a substitution would introduce biases of an unknown
magnitude and direction.

b) From an operational perspective, the number of categories
of applicants.whO would have to be defined would be
extremely large, Ireatly increasing the time necessary to
process the computations.

The liMitation of the zero/logically derived substitution
approach is that it ihtroduces a bias of an unknown
magnitude, but a known direction'. That is, we know that we
may be using a zero instead of a value. Therefore, this
procedure introduces a bias which probably understates
actual values to some unknown degree.

The approach that was selected was the zero/logically
derived substitution approach because the unknown component
of the error is limited to magnitude and not direction.
The specific assumptions used for each field can be found
in Appendix B.

As mentioned previously, there are 43 rejection edits for

nonsupplemental applicants. For this analysis, however, only those edits

which address critical fields were examined. Table 2.8 provides a list
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of the number of rejected applicants by rejection reason. The following
two groups summarize the most frequent and least frequent rejection
reasons:

Most
Least

Frequent frequent
7-

G Reported tax greater C - HS greater than 19 /than computed tax by
$300 and 50 percent of A - Reported tax greater than :.4*7computed tax 50 Percent AGI

D - Portions greater than 120 K - Debts greater than
percent or 170 Percent AGI assets - farm

F - Zero, negative or less than R - Applicant's resources
$51 income decreased by $300

In addition to the above, a relatively large number of applicants

receiVed one of the.foll.ewITITIr
-6-Ct4Qp:edits, given for leaving key

application fields blank: 7, 8, 16 and 17. \In particular, many

applicants reported at least one earned_inetMe portion, but left AGI
blank. Also, a surprisingly large number of applicants were rejected for
reporting unusual expenses of greater th:Ln

Table 2.9, which follows Table 2.8, sh, . percentage of all

rejected applicants correcting in response to a rejection comMent for

each.of the' rejection reasons. The 'most successful edits in terms of the
frequency of solicited corrections were reasons S and T, generated when

*the amount of Social security benefits reported-On the 8asiC Grant

application .does not match the amount recorded on the Social Security

Administration's computer file. Eighty percent of all applicants

rejected for reasons S and T corrected NTI on the first subsequent
transaction.

As would be expected, a.high percentage of applicants corrected in

respänse to'the four edits associated with missing data. In particular,
reason'7, which screens applications where both MS and HS are blank,

solicited a high rate of corrections. Remarkably few changed an

appropriate field in response to reasons F - zero, negative or less than
$51 income - and E UE greater than income or. $5,000. This strongly
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TABLE 2.8: DISTRIBUTION OF REJECTED APPLICANTS BY REJECTION REASON
AND CORRESPONDING COMMENT

Code/Rejection Reason Comments
Number

Who Receivedli

- Reported tax greater than 259 1,29050% AGI

Combination verify
114,184

10 61,122
12 17,090
13 12,264

128 22,984
247 16
297 4
298 370
299 334

- HS greater than 18 18 506

- Portions greater than 120%
or 170% AGI

190,280
27 84,828
41 27,544
42 d4;224
234 33,684

- Unusual expenses greater than
income.or greater than $5,000 30 109,328

- Zero, negative, or less than
$51 income

173,926
58 21,170
98 106,390
99 18,120

238 27,370
300 . 294.
301 96
302 20
303 466

- Reported tax greater than
.

computed tax by $300 and 50%
of computed tax 47 210,1.26

- Debts greater than assets - home 179 47,442

- Debts greater than assets -
investments 180 17,130
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TABLE 2.8: (Continued)

Code/Rejection Reason Comments
Number

Who Received!'

- Debts greater than assets -
business 181 22,880

K - Debts greater than assets - farm 182 6,244

- Unreimbursed tuition greater than 212 25,778
35% of income

- Applicant's resources decreased
by $300 256 7,044

SSA match - blank or zeroes - 39,096
138 35,570
287 460
288 3,066

- SSA match - SS benefits
reported

50,398
139 . 48,336
289 238
290 1,824

- VA.match -f blank or zeroes 283 14,422

VA reported and less than
$131 284 .34,182

- MS, HS Blank 24,110
70 14,314

140 9,796

- NTI, AGI and Portions
all blank

27,890
28 12,580
43 4,970
44 1,528
236 8,400
307 198
309 196
310 16
311 2
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TABLE 2.8: (Continued)

Code/Rejection Reason

9 - Divorced, widowed
unmarried commEnts

16 - AGI blank and portion
reported

17 - TP blank and AGI
greater than zero

Number
Comments Who Received]]

. - 50,766
24 0
33 31,130
35 18,240

106 1,280
148 0
270 0
308 116
313 0

- - 146,658
268 0
271 78,502
273 36,876
275 8,728
277 21,646
306 6
315 402
316 504

fa.

251
269
279
280
281.

282
312
314

37,164
4

48
.18,726
8,364'
2,968
5132

588
334

liThe frequencies are duplicated, given that many applicants
received more than one rejection reason.
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TABLE 2.9: PEnCENInui. ,%IrLit.ANTS CORRECTING RELEVANT CRITICAL FIELDS UN 4.1 suubwmit loRECEIVING A REJECTION EDIT

RITICAL FIELD

REJECT ..1'

ft. a
REASON cCOE

..
.* .

fla

.! 45
co

w k4 h
-..

41 : i MI 4;V %
crg S - ." ,4' I:1

... . * L. V .... .1 V 0l'. 11 1. Le RI 106 S'. t, I' A' # ....

4. 12 4, %-
/

4.., g, at 4. 11

a, t,
IAe 4.14 ...

. 4'VI l'' c, .? (..V N41 ''..
L. .....g 4,..?

I

Total
Number
Who

Received
Edit

A 44%1/ 49% .. - - . - . - - - - -- - . - -
1,790

8 63 38 24 16 . - .. . - - - - - - - - - 114,184

C - . - - -- .- . - ....
- - 59 - - -- -- 506 .

0 37 14 21 -- . - - - -- _- -- - - - - 190,279

E -- -- - -
... . -- - - 22 -- -... 109,328.

F. 14 5 10 13 - - - - -- -... - - - - 173,926

G 32
r

- -
.

210,726

H .. 0. .....
1 .....* .. ... 74 - - -- - - - - - - 47,442

-- -- -- . - - - - 68 -- .-- -- - - 17,130

J -- -1- -- -- -- 30 - v v .
...

22,880

K - - - - am

_

... to 51 .. - L.

_

m 6,244

, - - . -- - -
1-

....
- - --,. - -

37 - -
25,778

R - - - - - - .. - - . - . . - - - - - 27 .3,066

5
.

80 6.- ow ...
ow

39,096

'T
ma .1.

.

BO

_

.... ... ... v v Ift . 50,398

- de de - .. ft. 43 - - - - - - --
_r

- -
14,422

V . - - - -- - - 35 - - - - -- -- - - - - 34,182

- - - - -- --
80

.

71
.

am on al. .. -
24,110

8
. - 66 54 56 61 -- - - - - - - -- -- 27,890

9 43. 35 17 16 . - -
24 -...

17 6 - -
50,650.

16 79 47 32 -- - - -- -... - - -- - - 146,658

17 45 77 do 38 - - -- -- - - - .. 37,164

4

1/Percentages are based on the total number of applicants who received the reject reaSon. For example, 44 percent ofthe 1790 applicants who received reject. reason A corrected adjusted gross income on the first subsequent transaction.Percentages withih rejeCt reasons are based on duplicated frequencies.
An applicant rejected for reason A, forexample, might correct both adjusted gross Income and taxes-Paid, and thus would be counted in both percentages.



suggests that these two edits, both of which were given to a

comparatively large number of applicants, are not successfully

identifying applicants with inaccurate data. Reason G - reported tax

greater than computed tax by $300 and 50 percent of computed tax - is

worth examining closely since the highest percentage of rejected

applicants met this reason. It appears to be effectively identifying

applicants who misreported TP, with 52 percent correcting this

application item; to a lesser extent, reason 6 identified applicants who

apparently misreported AGI, with 32 percent correcting this field.

Besides changing a critical field, a rejected applicant has the

option of confirming that the data in question is correct. Table 2.10

shows the percentage of applicants, by rejection reason, who verified

critical fields on the transaction just subsequent to receiving the

rejection reason.

TABLE 2.10: VERIFICATION BY REJECTION REASON

REJECT
REASON
CODE

NUMBER
WHO RECEIVED

EDIT
% WHO

VERIFIED

REJECT
REASON
CODE

NUMBER
WHO RECEIVED

EDIT
% WHO

VERIFIED

. A . 1,790 6.14% L 25,778 28.32%
B 114,184 5.89 R 3,066 39.52
C 506 13.19 s 39,096 0.02
D 190,279 .22.94 T 50,398 0

E 109,328 50.32 u 14,422 0

F 173,926 46.79 V 34,182 0
G 210,726 14.67 7 24,110 0

H 47,442 9.85 8 27,890 0

r 17430 15.59 9 50,650 0

J 22,880 45.80 16 146,658 0
K 6,244 33.28 17

.._

37,164 0.04

An inverse relation exists between the percent who corrected and the

percent who verified in response to a rejection edit. A very high

percentage verified questioned data while relatively few corrected in
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response to reasons 5 and F. A high proportion - 74 percent - corrected
in response to 'reason H - home debts greater than assets - while
comparatively few verified. Not surprisingly, almost none verified in
response to the four edits which request that missing information be
provided.

In order to be worthwhile, an edit has to solicit corrections that
have more than a negligible impact on the applicant's potential award
amount. Table 2.11, whirh follows, shows the magnitude and direction of
applicants' corrections to critical fields in response to the rejection
edits. Before examining this table, refer again to the caveats regarding
the interpretation of the data outlined earlier in this section. The
payment difference in Table 2.11 is based on the potential expected
disbursement from the time the edit was received to the first subsequent
transaction. As a point of reference, the expected disbursement is the
amount of award an applicant is due to receive, taking into account
enrollment status, cost of education and the SEI. (In the case of the
rejected applicant, the expected disbursement is based on the specially
computed SEI.)

In general, as Table 2.11 indicates, about half of the corrections
solicited by the rejection edits did not have an impact on the
applicant's SE. The 50 percent who changed their SEI as a result of a

correction tended to reduce their expected award between .50 and 300
dollars. Hcwever, the corrections in response to the following six edits
differed notably from the above generalizations: F, H, S, T, 7, and 9.
Over.70 percent of the corrections in response to reasons F - zero,
negative or less than $51 income - and H - home debts greater than assets
- had no impact on the applicants' SKI. In contrast, fewer than 10

percent of the corrections to S and T 7 np social security match - were
inconsequential in term of the SEI. Over 80 percent responded to

'reasons t and T with corrections to their disadvantage. The data
strongly suggest that the two social security match edits are

conistently identifying misreporting, whereas reason F, given to
applinnts reporting very low income, does not appear to be identifying
inaccurate information.

2:30
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TABLE 2.11: 11a. NAUWILut AND DIRECTION OF CORRECTIONS IN RESPONSE Ill REJLC77%.:U
TERMS OF EFFECTIVE SE! CHANGE AND AVERAGE POTENTIAL PAYMENT DIFFERENCE

Reject Reason
Coae

,z...4*,...

g A'

- / 4.
''''-' . 472.

1....
<'...1 r4;

-,,, ?"--ro i, g
c?./ 4, ..;,v/ ..;" / ,. ./.

.0: / .e.::. ct ,...t/ t ,j,i, i.;:.:°..
v ifr,e. % _0 k kt, ;" 4/ .4:N11P C4 il 2, N

. t gl .#4 14 ... S.-` 4V `r 4% ct;. 4.
4., 0

A 2/ +565 .847 67% +141 442 1,680

8 70 +817 3 -510 2.i
1

+555 4392 170,010

C

\--

57 +884 5 -593 38 +472 -5362 302

D 27 +666 6 -498 67 +152 -582 153,236

E 48 +803 2 -830 50 +367 -5243 28,222

F 27 +852 1 -425 72 +228 -5300

i

76,522

G 53 +365 9 -434 38 +156 -$109 196,414

22 +434 . 7 -546 71 +58 -540 37,044

I 29 +441 7 -574 64 +87 -575 12,368

J 25 +391, 7 -486 68 +63 -555. 8,694

K 24
J

1 +5751 7

!

_

.-599 69 +99 -587 3,460

L 44 +7891 1 -336 55 +341 -5239. 10,356

R 74. +356 1
t

-680 25 +251 '.-182 837

86 +323 5 -341 9 , +261 -5171. 31,444

T 82 +263 9 -224 8 95 -5130 40,608

U 38 +494 5 -910 58 +144 -573 6484

V 31 '4.264 25 -157 44 +43 423 12,986

7 9 +661 29. -831 62 -185 +5128 29,016

8 52 +922

.

1. -676 47 +479 4353
.

65,820

9 11 *457 48 -1222 41 -536 +3377 36,844

16 38 +340 19 -366 43 +60 .544 316,122

17 41 +291 28 -451 31 -10 -57 74,132

TOTAL OTHER
NON-REJECT/0
EDITS .30 +455 16 -447 54

.

+62 417 272,796

4

1/5E! changes and parnent d fferences are based on the total number of corrections
to related critical fields. Note that they are based on the number of corrections,
not .hf thl number of applicants making,corrections.



All the edits, except reason 7 - HS and MS blank - and 9 - number of
portions and MS inconsistent - solicited corrections resulting in lower

award potential. It should be noted that it is the function of both
edits to cause the award level to increase. Applicants who meet reason 7
will automatically increase their eligibility by providing the missing
household size figure. Reason 9 rejects applicants whose marital status
is inconsistent with the number of portions reported; the data indicate
that applicants are unnecessarily reporting the income of a second person.

Corrections to the following rejections resulted in relatively small
potential award changes:

H - home debts greater than assets

V - VEB reported and less than $131

17 - TP blank and AGI greater than zero

The ability of applicants to re-enter the system and receive an
eligibility determination following a correction in response to a

rejection edit is illustrated in Table 2.12. As this table indicates,

applicants responding to reason C - HS greater than 19 - were most
. successful in re-enteriig the system, with only 9 percent remaining

rijected on the libsequent transaction. Applicants responding to
the social siturit 4., veteran's educational benefits edits (S, T, U and
V) and to reason 7 - HS and MS blank were also relatively successful in
re-entering the system. In fact, applicants responding to edits that
reauired corrections to only one or two fields tended to remain rejected

less frequently than applicants who responded to edits requiring

corrections to three or more fields. A comparatively high proportion of

applicants who corrected in response to reason 9, an edit which demands
corrections to seven fields, remained rejected. This suggests that

either the demands of this edit are too severe or that the instructions

given by the correspooding comments are unclear and confusing.

Table 2.13 shows the current eligibility and payment status of

applicants who have ever been rejected by the rejection reason. This'

table indicates the degree to which each edit may have impeded applicants
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TABLE 2.12: PERCENTAGE OF APPLICANTS WHO REMAIN REJECTED ON THE TRANSACTION JUST SUBSEQUENT TO MAKING A
CORRECTION TO A FIELD RELEVANT 70 A REJECT REASON CODE

CRITICAL tIELOI

REJECT
.

REASON CODE :7

4?

a.

h"
*C1

4.

IC

1
_

.
...

....

A 32%1/ 29% - - - - - - I - - - - - - - as - ... -

8 23 32 31 35 - - - - ... am .1.

A

am. - am

i-

an -

C.... .. .... .. .6 as ... .. .1. ... .. ... 9 - ... ... - - ...

D 22 33 27 - - - - - - - - ... - - - - -

1

-......

1

J - - - -
..

- - - - - - 34 - - . - ... - -

L...

- -

_

.. ..: ... - . - - - 26 - - . ..16 . . ala

4 4 .. 4 4 4 4 4s ... . . . . . . 27 - -

_

S

_

I.

15

.

...

- - - - - - - - 15 di/ /I WI / /
.

.. No Mb No ma . Os .
/P.,

21

.

. .
1....

. . ... . a. .. .

-7 - - - - .1 . . .. . . . .
...

16 19 .. - - -
1

1 - -

8 35 38 41 38
I 4/ am

9 43 46

.....-

42 41 - - - 34 - - 49 56
-

16 4 30
.

,-

31

-.1

. . . . . . 4.

.

a.

7.

. ell

17
.

25
.

.24 24
.

. .

... - ,.. _
.

- . - -

Percentages are based on the number of.applicants who received the reject reason and corrected thecorresponding field. For example, 32 percent of the applicants mho received reason A and corrected tdjusted
grOss income remained rejected on.the first subsequent transaffiln.'
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TABLE 2.13: CURRENT ELIGIBILITY AND PAYMENT STATUS OF EVER
REJECTED APPLICANTS BY REJECT REASON

Reject
Reason
Code '

Milimftalftw

Not Expected To Eie Paid
Expected To Ele Paid

%

Not Expected
To Be Paid

%

Currently
Rejected '

%
Currently
Ineligible

%

Currently
Eligible

Expected
To Be Paid

Currently
Rejected

.Currently
Ineligib e

Currently
Eligible Edit

A 60%-
I1

28% 8% 24% 40% 2.0% 0 38% 1.790

8 61 22 14
25 39 0.3 0,2 38 114,184

C 58 28 15 15 42 0.4 0 42 106

0 53 18 a 27 47 0.4 O. 46 190,280

E 55 17 11 27 45 0.4 0.1 45 109,328

F 61 23 2 36 39 0.3 . 0.1 39 173,926

G 55 20 13 22 45 0.3 0.1 44 210,726

H 52 14 15 23 48 0.4 0.1 47 47,442

I

_
59 15 27 17 41 0.2 0.1 41 17,130

J 51 11 20 20 49 0.1 0.1 49 22.880

K 45 9 16 20 55 0.1 0 55 5,244

I. 55 18 9 28 45 0.4 0.1 45 25.778

R 55 .11 17 27 45
. 0.8 0.5 43 7,044

S 45 12 7 26 55 0.1 0.1 55 39,096

T 39 9 6 24 61 0.1 0.1 61 50,398

U 71 32 9 30 29 04 0.1 29 14.422

v 44 S ZO 19 56 0.2 0.1 56 34.182

2 70 28 43 29 30 0.6 0.1 30 24,110

68 34 12 22 32 0.3 0.1 ?2 27,890

9 87 32 13 0.6 0.2 12 60,766

16 59 23 16 20 41 0.3 0.1 41 146,658

17

tialk.,10..4.11.4.1.u.

64 26

_

.40

18 20 36 0.1 0.1 36 37.164

intal Other

Ion-Rejection
Edits

.........,

53 10 .14 29 47 0.2 0.1 47

AMIN

1.206.878

Percentages are based on the total number -;mo received ihe edit. The perCentsge not expected to be paid plus the percentageexpected to he paid enuals 100 percent; tne sum of the other 6 columns Mies IOC percent,
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from receiving a grant. In general, the data in Table 2.13 corroborates

the findings fromTable 2.12. Applicants rejected for reasons S, T, and
V, all of which correspond to the social security and veteran's benefits'

tape matches, were most likely to appear on the recipient file as of May,

1980. Fewer than forty-five Percent of the applicants who received one
of these three edits were not expected to be paid. In contrast, 53

percent of the applicants who received non-rejection edits were not

expected to be paid. This indicates that rejection reasons S, T, and V

created no significant roadblocks for rejected applicants.

On the other hand, reason 9 appears to be a substantial harrier: 87

percent of those who received this rejection edit were not expected to be
paid. A high proportion of applicants meeting reason 7 were also not

expected to be paid. However, the majority in this group were currently

ineligible, rather than currently rejected as most were who had met

reason 9.

The current status of applicants rejected for reason F - zero,

negative or less than 551 income - is worth examining closely since a

large percentage of applicants in this group are currently eligible and

expected.to be paid. This either indicates that many'applicants have not

been recorded on the file'or that a large number "dropped out" and did

not submit an' eligible SER to their financial aid.administrator.

2.2.3 Suri_msr..:LaiciCcusions

The following summarizes the key findings regarding the impact and

adequacy of the rejection edits:

About 36.percent of all applicants were rejected by the
processing system for providing missing or apparently inaccurate
information. As of May, 19P, oVer three-fourths of the
rejected applicants had re,!--lided properly to the rejection
comments and were given an Oigibility determination. The
majority of applicants who were currently rejected had been
rejected on two or more transactions. In general, the rejection
edits form a greater roadblock than the other less restrictive
edits, with a higher percentage of applicants currently not
expected to be paid who received rejection edits than those who
did not. A majority of the corrections in response to the
rejection edits had no effect on the applicants' SEI. Those
corrections that did have an impact tended to be to the
applicants' disadvantage.
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Applicants reporting negative and zero incomes were rejected at
a significantly higher rate than the rest of the population.
Negative income applicants appeared to have little difficulty
re-entering the system following rejection; however, a large
percentage of zero income individuals, in particular the
dependents, remained rejected for two or more transactions.
Edit F, which rejects applicants reporting an income less than
$51, fared poorly by all the criteria used in this analysis.
Very few applicants corrected in response to reason F.
Three-fourths of those who corrected did not change their award
potential. Nearly half responded to reason F by confirming that
the data in question were correct. The data strongly suggest
that the processing system is creating an unnecessary roadblock
for very low income applicants, given that it voears that
reason F is not soliciting award reductions. Cuoversely, the
data could mean that reason F is a strong deterrent for the
misreporters. Clearly, further study is needed regarding the
accuracy of very low income applicanti. If further stud,' "iws
that applicants reporting negative, zero or less than SS' lcome
do not misreport more often than other applicants the,,',
consideration should be given to abolishing edit edit
Otherwise, the following refinements could be made to the edit
to make it less restrictive:

-- Do not reject applicants with negative incomes, given that
the 1974-75 and 1976-77 IRS studies showed that negative
income applicants are among the most.accurate reporters of
income and taxes;

-- Match low income with household size or number in post-high
enrollment. For example, reject applicants with bne in the
household and income less than 5500, two in houSehold
income less than $1000, etc.

In addition to very low income, missing data, taxes inconsistent
with income and portions inconsistent with AGI were major
reasons for rejection. About 6 percent of all applicants were
rejected for leaving a key household or income item blank. Most
applicants in this group reported an nIrned income portion, but
left AGI blank. In general, the aPPlic:.nts with missing
application information had difficulty entering the system, with
.over 60 percent remaining rejected for two or more
transactions. The data indicates the need for continued
emphasis in the application instructions of the necessity of
provtliing complete information.

In addition to rl-dection reason F, reason E UE greater than
income or S5,000 - and reason g - number of portion inconsistent
with marital stus - performed poorly. Reason E, received by 3
percent of all !Aolicants, solicited few corrections and had a
high percentage o' verlfications, suggesting that many
applicants do in fact report unusual expenses greater than

2.36
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$5,000 even after being questioned by the system. With more
higher income applicants than in prior years and because of the
general impact of inflation (i.e., increased medical and dental
expenses), it follows that many applicants have expenses greater
than $5,000. It appears, then, that reason E should be
refined. Making this edit less restrictive by raising the
S5,000 level would be the most logical refinement. Nearly 90
percent of the 50,766 applicants who met reason 9 were not on
the recipient file as of May, 1980. A comparatively high
percentage remained rejected on the first transaction after
receiving edit 9. The texts of the comments correspondlng to
this edit are long; all demand corrections to seven fields. The
data suggest that the comments' instructions, because of their
length and relative complexity, are confusing app"".ants and
impeding many from re-entering the system. Conver,.ely, it could
mean that the applicant misreported and concluded that it was
not worthwhile to re-enter the system.

The edits associated with the Social Security and Ve..eran's
benefit tape matches are the most effective of the rejection
edits based on the criteria used in this analysis. A relatively
high percentage corrected (particularly in response to the
Social Security edits), almost none verified that the data in
question were correct, and a very high percentage promptly
re-entered the system following the receipt of the edit.
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3
ADEQUACY OF THE PRE-ESTABLISHED CRITERIA

This Chapter assesses the efficacy of the the pre-established.

criteria as indirators of misreporting. The Chapter is divided into four

major sections. l'he first section (3.1) provides background information

on the PEC and describes the study design and the measures of

effectiveness analyzed. The second section (3.2) attempts to determine

whether selecting ariOlicents for validation because they meet PEC,

generally identifies applicants likely to misreport better than random

selection. Section 3.3.examines the relative efficacy of the PEC

subgroups; the'final seCtion (3.4) summarizes the findings and presents

recommendations.

3.1 Background on the Pre-established Criteria

Several years ago, the Bureau of Student Financial Assistance

developed a set pre-established criteria (PEC) to help identify students

likely to misreport information on their BEOG application. Misreporting

is here defined as the occurrence of post-selection (eligibility)

corrections which result in SEI changes to the applicant's disadvantage.

'The criteria, based on previous analyses of misreporters, established

.categoriei of applicants with questionable information on their

application and/or suspi,..:1,Js corrections behavior, and targeted a

certain number of applicants in each category for validation.

The PEC have traditionally consisted of three groups: the A group is

intended to identify applicaots who have been rejected for reporting

'incomplete or inconsistent information, and who, through one or more

3.1
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corrections, have established eligibility; the B group relates to

applicants who were previously ineligible, and who, through one

correction have significantly reduced their eligibility index and are now

eligible; the C group identifies eligible applicants who significantly

reduce their highest eligibility index with one, continuous, official

series of transactions. Each PEC group is made up of several subgroups

or criteria which more finely specify suspect applicant characteristics
and behavior. In 1979-80, the number of PEC subgroups doubled from the
number used in the pevious year. Eleven new subgroups were added to

criterion A, three to criterion B, one subgroup to criteria C, and a new
criterion group 0 (with 3 subgroups). The D group identifies applicants

who report having four or more family members in post-high-school

education .and/or applicants whose reported financial data is estimated

instead of based on actual tax information. The new A subgroups are

concerned primarily with Veteran and Socfal Security Benefits and

crossing B, C, and D criteria with A criteria; the new B and C criteria

allow for crossing all possible combinations of B, C, and D criteria.

Appendix D at the end of this report lists the PEC used in 1979-80 and
explains their meaning.

As.of May, 1980, the.cut-off for data for this report, 166,348

applicants were selected for validation because they met the

pre-established criteria; 46,014 or approximately 22 percent of the

applicants validated were chosen randomly. Table 3.1 presents a summary
of the number of validation applicants selected according to

pre-established criteria and randomly.

3.2
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TABLE 3.1: SUMMARY OF VALIDATION CEILINGS AND NUMBER OF APPLICANTS
SELECTED

Criterion Final # of Applicants % of Validation
Grog Ceiling Selected for Validation Puulation

A 127,000 137,618 45.9

B 25,000 21,140 7.1

C 17,500 13,274 4.4
D 70,000 81,266 27.2

Random 60,000 46,014 15.4

Total - 299,500 299,312 100

As can be seen in the above table, the majority of students chosen for

validation were selected because they met one of the A criteria.

3.1.2 Study Design

The selection of validation applicants according to two major

groups - those meeting PEC and those selected randomly, as well as the

div*ision of those meeting PEC into their aopropriate subgroups,

facilitates comparisons which can indicate the relative effectiveness of

each group (and subgroup) in identifying misreporters. In these
*analyses, effectiveness is tompared at several levels. First, measures

of effectiverss for the random validation group are compared with the

same measure; of effectiveness for the total group of validation

applicants meeting PEC to determine if the PEC criteria in general are

superior indicators of misreporting. Next, measures of effectiveness for

tene PEC criteria groups (A, B, C, D) are compared by :individual groupings
and by measurles of effectiveness for all PEC validation applicants to

determine the relative efficacy of each group. Finally, the specific

criterion subgroups within each PEC grouping are compared to each other.

3.3
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3.1.3 Measures of Effectiveness

Previous studies (including Phase I of this study) hex attempted to

assess the efficacy of the PEC primarily through the use of two measures:

the percentage of applicants submitting post-selection
corrections; and

the magnitude of the SEI changes resulting from these
corrections.

The use of the measure "rate of applicants correcting post-selection" is
based on the assumption that the validation process detects applicants

who have reported inaccurate information on their application, and causes
them to correct the inaccuracies. Corrections, therefore, are synonomous
with misreporting. The higher the rate of applicants correcting, the
greater the number of misreporter% itlentified.1/ The use of the

,-easure ',magnitude of SEI change resulting from corrections" is a

necessary complement to the rate of corrections in judging effectiveness

since the vi'me of corrections which result in little or no SEI change is

questionable at best. This measure is based in part on the assumption

that the degree of 5E1 change reflects the magnitude of the discrepancy

between previously incorrect and.now correct information. Therefore, it

follows that the greater the magnitude of SEI change, the more effective

the criteria in identifying misreporters.g/

11It is assumed that the new post-selection corrections represent
accurate information. Although study findings support this assumption
(i.e., post-selection corrections tend to reduce awards), it is an
untested assumption because no data are available on the extent to
which institutions carry out the validation procedures, and the degree
to which data are correctly verified. A study of institutionally-
verified income and taxes is currently being undertaken in cooperation
with the Internal Revenue Service. This should provide some insight
into the extent to which institutions have validated these data.

.?./For these analyses, effectiveness of the PEC is determined by the
magnitude of the SEI change, regardless of the direction of the
change. It is assumed that since the correct award of Basic Grants is
one of the program goals, it is appropTilleTor individuals both
overreporting and underreporting to be corrected.
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While the rate of applicants correcting post-selection and the

magnitude of the resulting SEI change are the primary measures of

effectiveness, we have also used several other measures to address

effectiveness. These measures provide added depth to the analyses and
alibw us to focus on the impact of each PEC group in detail. These
measures are as follows:

the percentage of applicants correcting post-selection whose
corrections do not result in any SEI change (in contrast to the
gross measure aWve of applicants correctinr lost-selecting
regardless of whether the correction elicit: ,EI change);

the relationship between the reason a student was chosen for
validation and the critical fields the applicant corrects;

the relationship between the percentage of applicants correcting
post-selection whose corrections do not result in an SEI change,
the current eligibility status of applicants and the rate at
which they appear on the recipient file; and

the magnitude of change in a student's expected award resulting
from the post-selection corrections.

It is important to analyze the PEC.and random group using the

above-mentioned measures for the following reasons:

1. Analysis.of the number of applicants whose corrections.do not
result in SEI change indicates the degree to which the criterion
groups are refined; that is, the degree to which the criterion
group identify only those applicants whose award potential will
change as a result of valfdation, and exclude those applicemts
likely to make corrections that do not impact on the student's
award potential. It is assumed that it is most cost-effective
to validate students in criterion groups that typically have the
greatest SEI change. Analysis of this measure may suggest that
certain criteria be excluded from the PEC because resources
currently use in validation and processing corrections could
better te used elsewhere.

2. Analysis of the relationship between the reason a student was
chosen for validation (the PEC the student met) and the critical
field(s) changed by the student post-selection should yield
information useful .in assessing whether the students'
corrections are a function of the specific Conditions identified
by the PEC group or result from other factors.

3. Analyses of the magnitude of change in an applicant's expected
award resulting from a post-selection correction should confirm
the expected relationship between change in SEI and change in
potential award level. The analyses will also indicate the
potential savings resulting from the edits and validation for
each PEC and the randomly-selected group.
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4. Comparisons of the rate at which students appear on the
recipient file, their current eligibility status, and the
percentage of applicants submitting corrections not resulting in
SEI change provide information which allows for the
determination of whether certain edits are excessively
restrictive and create unnecessary barriers for certain types of
students.

The following sections analyze applicants selected for validation in

terms of the above measures. Section 3.2 compares randomly-selected
applicants with the total group of applicants selected because of PEC.
Section 3.3 attempts to analyze the relative effectiveness of each PEC
criterion by making within PEC group comparisons.

3.2 Overall Effectiveness of the PEC as Compared to Random Selection

This section assesses the overall effectiveness of the PEC relative
to random selection as an indicator of misreporting. To be considered
effective at this broad level, the PEC must, at a minimum, elicit a
higher rate of applicants correcting and a greater resulting SEI change
than the.random grouP. These indicators provide some idea as to whether

the concept of targeting specific groups of students for validation is
appropriate.

The following table (Table 3.2) shows the percentage of PEC and
rindom applicants Making *post-selection corrections, the resulting SEI
change, and data on several other factors indicative of effectiveness.

As can be seen in the table, approximately ten percent more PEC

applicants than random applicants corrected any field post-selection.

Although both applicant groups increased their SEI, the SEI change for
the PSC applicants averaged almost 90 points more than or their randomly
sellected counterparts. Furthermore, the ratio of PEC applicants raising
their SEI to lowering their SEI is about twice that of the random group.
The difference between the average amount SEI was raised and lowered was
quite small for both groups, however, (4-9 for the PEC group, and -9 for
randomly selected applicants). The percentage of applicants appearing on

the recipient file is also similar for t-,oth groups (approximately 57%).

So, too, is the current eligibility status of the applicants.
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TABLE 3.2: OVERALL COMPARISON OF EFFECTIVENESS OF RANDOM SELECTION
VERSUS SELECTION ACCORDING TO PEC

olo.emsy~.. =wa,
% of Applicants Correcting Any
Field Post-Selection

.nr
PEC Agglicants_

Randomlp;
Selected Applicants

38% 29%

Average SEI Change 128 37

Composite Change Indexl/ 4,864 1;073

% of Applicants Correcting Any
Field With No SL:I Change 33.8% 64.1%

% of Applicants Correcting
Critical Fields Post-Selection

Ratio of Applicants Raising
SET to Lowering SEI

32%

3:1

23%

1.7:1

O'ifference Between Average
Amount Raised and Amount Lowered 9 -9

% of Applicants Correcting
Critical Fields With No
SEI Change 20% 29%

% of Applicants on
Recipient File 56.2% 58.2%

Current Eligibility Status of all
Applicants
% Eligible 99.4%
% Ineligible .03% .05%
% Rejected .47% .32%

Pverage S Difference Between
Selection and Current
Payment Transaction2/ -S20.2 -$3.1

...
I/The Composite Change Index is an overall score of effectiveness

derived by multiplying the rate of applicants correcting by their
average SEI change.

2/Based on all currently eligible applicants who are not on the
recipientTile.
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Approximately 99.5 percent of all validation applicants--both PEC and

random--are currently eligible. Between five and eight-tenths of one
percent are currently ineligible, while less than one-half of. a percent
is rejected. Reflecting the significant difference in the percentage of
applicants increasing their SEI and the magnitude by which the average
5E1 increased, PEC validation applicants have a much greater dollar
difference between the average expected award at selection and that at

payment than do randomly-selected applicants. The expected award
declines by approximately twenty dollars between selection and the

current transaction for PEC validation applicants, but by only about
three dollars for randomly-selected validation applicants.

It can be concluded from the above data that, their totality, the
pre-established criteria are more effective in identifying misreporters

than the random selection group. This indicates that the basic concept
of selective action strategies is sound. Applicants selected by this or

a similar method will tend to have a higher percentage of applicants

correcting and greater resulting SEI change than applicants selected for

no specific reason. The.data further indicate that, as would be
expected, positive 5E1 change translates to smaller average expected

awards. 'This means that applicants selected for validation based on the
existing pre-established criteria will generally have a more significant
reduction in potential award than randomly-selected students, resulting
in fairly substantial savings. One additional piece of data that rna.l,

also indicate that the PEC are better than random selection in

identifying misreporters is that the percentage of applicants correcting

whose correction do not result in SEI change is lower for the PEC group
than for the random group, despite the fact.that the overall correction

rate is higher for applicants meeting PEC. Om* possible reason for this
is that the PEC are indeed more sensitive to factors that resul.t in SEI

change. In sum, these analyses suggest that the development of criteria
identifying misreporters is a concept that should be pursued.
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3.3 Relative Effectiveness of PEC Subgroups

This section analyzes the relative effectiveness of the

pre-established criteria. Although the PEC can generally be considered

more effective than random selection in identifying students reporting

inaccurate information, it is necessary to examine each PEC criterion

separately to determine relative effectiveness when compared with other

criteria and the random selection process. Previous studies have

indicated that there is substantial variation in the degree of

effectiveness within the various PEC subgroups. Certain PEC subgroups

consistently score high when judged on effectiveness, while others score

equal to or lower than the random group. A third group tends to be

moderately effectiVe. As with the previous analyses, effectiveness of
the criteria is assessed primarily in terms of the rate of applicants

correcting post-selection and the resulting average SEI change.

Table 3.3, on the following page, summarizes applicant corrections

behavior and the resulting SEI change by PEC criteria and for the random

applicant group. The table shows the number of applicants selected for

validation for each criterion subgroup and group (A, 8, C and D); the

percentage of applicants correcting post-selection within each group; the

average SEI change, the composite change index; and the percentage of

applicants whose corrections do not result in SSI change. It should be

noted that the table is based on corrections made to any field, not just

to critical fields. Corrections counted include such things as address

changes, and systems generated transactions, which do not result in SEI

change. Therefore, the percentage of applicants whose corrections do not
result in SEX change will be higher and the magnitude of the average SEI

change will be lower than that found on Table 3.6., which anal.:/zes

correctioniade only to critical. fields. Both tables are presented in

this analyses to show that a significant number of the post-correction

arE made to other than critical fields.

3.3.1 lai,...tol2.22.uszstin Post-Selection Corrections

TOle 3.3 clearly show that there is substantial variation in the

rate of applicants submitting post-selection corrections to any field
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TABLE 3,3; SUMMARY OF VALIDATION APPLICANT POST-SELECTION CORRECTIONSBEHAVIOR AND RESULTING SE1 CHANG.E BY PEC AND RANDOM APPLICANTS-

CRITER:04
GROuP

A.....................a.pwmm.,ionb. 111

NUMBER. % OF APPLICANTS AVERAGE COMPOSITE % OF APPLICANT:
SELECTED CORRECTING 0CET. 5E: CHANGE CORRECTING W/NO

SECTION CHANGE2/IN0EO/ 5E2 CHANGE

PEC ApPlicant 116,348 38 129 4,864 32.2

.P5c GROUP A 137,618 38 138 5,244 25.34-1 2.596 34 90 2,060 44.54.3 62,300 28 165 3,420 23.04-2 36.580 37 175 6,475 45.2A-4 12.130 29 53 1,527 77.9A-E 9,576 39 162 6,318 45.54-6 44,945 42 233 9,786 22.54-7 7,920 25 21 735 24.94-8 8,988 34 103 2,502 26,54-9 2.674 34 74 2,516 24.2A-1D 21,232 49 122 6,468 17.74-11 12,276 51 137 6,987 I:.24-12 2,720 30 138 4,140 54.A-13 de 42 101 4,242 40.0
4-14 7,120 49 113 6,537 15.9A-15 1,426 52 103 5,356 15,9A-16 438 29 - 36 -1.044 10.9A-17 7,006 30 125 2,750 31.:4-18 772 29 62 1,798 25.44-19 3,748 27 131 7,537 35.44-20 5,862 43 77 3,311 40.3A-21 63,342 40 3,17 4,880 21.5

G-oup 3 21,140 29 . 98 2,242 23.03-1 686 32 - 22 - 725
3-2 20,472 29 102 7 ore

36..3-2 44 36 223 2,388 12.55.4 3,34
32 $7 1,054 22.23-5 410 7o-- 93 2,627 20.35-6 4,040 38 102 2,275 20.9

Gmo C 13,274 2S 11: 3,219 34,5C-1 1,630 34 73 2,482 2, 0
C-2 11,674 23 117 3,276 36.5C-3 416 36 96 2,456 29,2C-4 2,542 35 116 4,060 24,4

Group 0 81,266 42 106 4,452 29.5
0-1 15,4o6 51 75 3,825 22.4D-g 76,362 42 108 4,536 22.70-3 11,002 56 75 4,256 17.3

Ranoom 48,014 29 37 1,072 294

:/Corrections pertain to all fields, not only critiCal fields.

1/The average SE: change is derived by Miring the SE: change for applicants raislpT.ana lowering their SEEs and dividing py tne total number of applicants correcting,
including those wnose SEI did not cnange.

3/The Composite Change Index is an overall score of effectiveness derivecmultiplying the percent c aPplicants correcting oy the amount of their SE: change.
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when compared by PEC grouP and subgroup. PEC group D had proPortionately

more applicants correcting post-selection than any other grouP (42%).

PEC A followed with 38 percent of its applicants correcting. PEC groups

C and B tied for tht: lowest percentage of aPP licants correcting

post-selection (29). The rate of corrections for PEC C and 0 group

applicants equalled, but did not exceed, that of the random selection
group.

The variation in the percentages of applicants correcting

post-selection is more evident when PEC subgroups are examined. The

table indicates that some PEC subgroups are extremely effective in terms

of a high rate of applicants correcting, while others are less effective

than random selection. The following subgroups have the highest and
lowest rates of applicants correcting:

TABLE 3.4: PEC WITH HIGHEST CORRECTION RATE

PEC With the Highest Correction Rate

Magnitude of

PEC With Lowest Correction Rate

Applicant
.Subdroup.

Applicant
Subgroup

Magnitude of
SEI Change

0-3

-.§.U.S.

56% B-14 22%

A-16 52% A-19 27%
0-1 51% C-2 28%

-A-11 51% A-4 29%

A-10 49% A-16 29%

A-13. 49% A-18 29%

A-20 43% B-2 29%

A-6 42% A-12 30%

0-2 42% A-17 30%

A-21. 40% A " 30%

3.3.2 Average EffectiveaLChanoes

In contrast to the findings of prior analyses of correction rates,

PEC groups A, B, C and 0 have similar average SEI changes. Group A has
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an average change of 138 points, while groups C and D have average

changes of 111 and 106 points, respectively. PEC group B trails, but
insignificantly, with an average 98 point SEI change.

Further analyses of SEI change shows that there is considerable
difference in the magnitude of SEI changes resulting from post-selection

corrections when the changes are compared within PEC subgroups. The
following table shows the PEC subgroups with the greatest and least SEI
change.

TABLE 3.5: PEC WITH GREATEST AND LEAST SEI CHANGE

PEC With the Least SEI Change PEC With the Greatest SEI Change

Applicant Magnitude of
SEI Charlte

Applicant Magnitude of
Subgroup SEI Change__§..ggr.....9.1.a

A-7 +21 A-6 233
B-1 -22 B-3 233
A-16 -36. A-3 175

A-4 53 A-2 165
B-4 57 A-5 162

A-18 62 A-12 138

A-11 137

A-10 132

*Random group SEI change: 43 points.

As can be seen in the table, with the exception of criterion B-3 the

PEC subgroups with the greatest SEI change are clustered in the A group.

PEC subgroups and A-6 (income and taxes paid inconsistent), A-3 (unusual

expenses inconsistent with income or greater than $5,000), A-2 (portions

earned and AGI inconsistent), and A-5 (unreimbursed tuition greater than

35% of income) had post-selection correction which resulted in large

positive SEI changes. T' overall SEI change for applicants correcting
from PEC subgroup 8-3 was very large; however, the change was in the
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negative direction. Applicants in PEC subgroups A-1 (missing iformation

on household size or marital status), A-10 ( no SS match and applicant

verifies), A-11 (no SS match and applicant changes), A-12 (VA blank or

zero and applicant verifies) and A-19 (combination of an A criterion with

C-2) also had a high degree of SEI changes. The average change for these

groups was 35 poim_i.

The 9,oups with the lowest magnitude of change were fairly evenly

distribut, Jetween the A, B, and C groups. Both A-7 (financial data

missing) and 8-1 (large SEI change) had SEI change levels 6 points below

that of the random group. Applicants in subgropus C-1 (large SEI change)

and A-16 (combination of an A criterion and B-1) also had corrections

which resulted in less SEI change than the randomly-selected groups.

3.3.3 Composite SEI Change

Another measure of the PEC's effectiveness in identifying potential

misreporters is the composite SEI change index. This index is computed

by multiplying the percentage Of applicants correcting post-selection by

the resulting average SEI change. It is based on the assumption that

given the current system model which has one treatment for all

applicants, the criteria determined most effective should be those that

result in the highest overall yield to.the Department of Education, both

in terms of the percentage of.applicants correcting and the magnitude of

SEI changes. 'Using the composite change as an indicator, the following

subgroups can be said to be most and least effective.

Therefore, the higher the number of applicants whbse correction result in

an SEI change, the more effective the criteria.

3.3.4 Percent of Applicants Correcting_post-Selection with no SEI
Change

One final measure of effectiveness analyzed in Table 3.3 is the

percentage of applicants correctin9 post-seletion, whose corrections do

not result in SEI change. Analyses of this measure provide further

evidence of effectiveness by looking at the consistency by which the PEC
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TABLC 3.E: MOST EFFECTIVE PEC AS DETERMINED BY COMPOSIrE C 'AGE INDEX1/

% of Applicants
PEC Correcting Average Composite

Subgroup Post Selection 2/ SEI Change Change Index

A-6 42 233 9,786
B-3 36 233 8,388
A-11 51 137 6,987
A-3 37 1'/5 6,475
A-10 49 132 6,468
A-5 39 162 6,318

*Composite score for random group: 1073

P.O.............00.0=YW
I/Subgroups are ranked in order of decreasing effectiveness when judged

on composite .1:core.

.URepresents individuals correcting any field post-selection,
regardles:: of whether the correction resulted in an SEI change.

TABLE 3.7: LEAST EFFECTIVE PEC AS DETERMINED BY COMP0S7E CHANGE
INDEX1/

% of Applicants
PEC Correcting Average

Subgroup Post Selection 2/ SEI Chang.q.

B-1 33
A-7 35
A-16 29
A-4 29
A-18 29

omposite score for random group: 1073

-22
21

-36.
53
62

Composite
Change Index

- 726
- 735
-1,044
1,537
1,798

I/Subgroups are ranked in order of decreasing effectiveness when judged
on composite score.

VRepresents individuals correcting any field post-selection,
regardless of whether the correction resulted in an SEI change.
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distinguishes between serious misreporters whose corrections will result

in significant SEI change and other applicants. Ideally, the PEC should

be very discriminating; to make validation most worthwhile only those

students who have reported very inaccurate information on their

application, and whose corrections will result in large SEI change should

be selected for validation.

Data on Table 3.3 show that over one third of all validation

applicants correcting post-selection submit corrections that do not

result in an SEI change. The data also show that the rate of PEC

applicants correcting without SEI change is only slightly less than the

rate of randomly selected applicants correcting without change (33.8% and

39.4% respectively). Withil the PEC SubgrouPs, however, there is wide

variation in the percentage of applicants correcting who have no SEI

change. For example, over three quarters of all applicants correcting in

PEC subgroup A-4, submitted corrections which had no impact on SEI, while

only 7 oercent of the applicants correcting in.the 8-1 subgroup had no

SEI change. The table shows that the subgroups least consistent in

identifying individuals whose corrections affect their award potential

are (in order of greatest inconsistency): 1-4 (77%), 1-I2 (55%), A-5

(45%), A-3 (45%), A-13 (40%). The most consistent PEC subgroups are:

8-1 (7%), A-16 (11%), A-11 (11%), 8-3 (12%), A-10 (13%), A-I5 (16%), 0-3

(17%) and A-14 (19%).

'TABLE 3.8: MOST AND LEAST CONSISTENT PEC GROUPS

PEC Subgroups Most Consistent
in Identifying Students

With SEI Change

PEC Subgroups Le3st Consistent
in Identifying Students

With SEI Change

8-1 1-15 A-4

A-16 0-3 A-12

A-11 A-14 A-5

B-3 A-3

A-10 A-13



It should be noted that there are sewo.ral reasons why the rate

corrections not resulting in SEI change seems to be high. First, Ti
3.3 is based on corrections made to any field, and as such, inclAcs

corrections (such as address changes and systems generated trans

that do not affect a students SEI. A certain percentage of non-SEI

change corrections can, therefore, be attributed to these factors.

However, our analyses sugvIst address changes and the like make up only a

small percentage of the tuta1 corrections. Table 3.4 on the following

page, shows that almost 85 percent of the post-se'ection corrections are
made to critical fields and therefore have the possibility of causing SEI
change. The second reason that the correction without SEI change rate
may be high is that the applicants correcting have negative SEIs, whicha
re set to zero by he eligibility formuala, that changes, even fairly

major ones, do not raise their SEI above zero. Finally, the rate may be
high because the corrections made by the applicant are so minor that they

don't alter the student's SEI, regardless of the initial SEI.

3.3.5 Chan e to Critical Fields

Table 3.9 is included in this report because.it can be argued that

analyses .of corrections made tO critical fields tend to provide more

precise information.on the number and impact of corrections thL. data on

correction's' made to any field. Precision is increased because the

corrections rate and - rage '.1EI change scores are not diluted by

including in the poputation those aoplicants making c9.)ri.ections that by

definition cannot result in SEI change.

Despite the differences in the way the correcti.ons rate and average

SEI change were compUted in Tables 3.3 and 399, the PEC subgroup:i that

are most and least effective when judged by the composite iriex (the
score that takes into account both the rate of applicants correcting and

the average SEI change) are similar. The subgroups considered most

effective when analyzed according to critical field coorections are

subgroups A-3, A-5, A-6, A-11, and 3-3; the subgroups which continue to

be least effective are A-4, A-7, A-16, A-15, and B-1.
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Table 3.9 is included in this report for two other reasons. First,
it allows one to probe deeper and examine not only the average SEI
change, but also the number of applicants missing and lowering thier
SU. Second, it shows that a large:number of applicants correcting
without SEI change are making their;correctiOns

to critical fields. This
has significant implication regarding the reliability of some PEC
subgroups. The high rate of a0P licants correcting with no SEI change

cannot be excused as resulting merely from address changes and similar
factors.

Analysis of the percentage of applicants and their SEI show that
there is a substantial difference in the ratios of those increasing and
decreasing their award potential by PEC group and subgroup. Overall the
number of PEC applicants correcting to their disadvantage outweighs the
number correcting to their advantage by almost three to one. Random
applicants also submit corrections that result in more applicants
incr ling their SEI than decreasing it; however, the ratio of random
applicants raising lnwering their SEI is significartly lower than that
for PEC applicants. Comparison of the four PEC groups shows that
applicants in PEC group A tend to, on the average, increase their, SEI

mo-e often than applicants in the other PEC groups. The ratios of
applicantsincreasing their SEI to decreasing it, is as follows for each
PEC group: A (3:1); B (1.5:1); C. (2.j:1); D (2.5:1).

The variation in the ratios of applicants correcting to their
disadvantage anJ advantage within PEC subgroups are greatest in groups A
and B. In group A, the proportion of applicants increasing their SEI up
to those decreasing it ranges from 1.2:1 for subgroup A-7 to 5.5:1 for
subgroup A-12. In group B the ratios range from 1.5:1 to one subgroup
where no applicants decreased their SEI (subgroup 8-3). As mentioned
previolisly, the value of Vie numerical averages presented for PEC
subgroups B-1, B-3, B-4 and B-5 is somewhat questionable because of the
ynall number of subjects in the study population.

Analysis of the diffarence between the magnitude of SU change of the
applicants correcting to their disadvantage and thcsc of applicants
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correcting to their advantage (in contrast to the number of students

raising and lowering their SET), indicates that the average SEI change of

applicants decreasing their award potential is only slightly higher than

that of PEC applicants decreasing their potential. The average amount by
which random group applicants increase their award potential, on the

other hand, is slightly more than the amount of.those decreasing their
potential award value.

As shown in the analyses of other effectiveness measures, there is

much variation in the behavior of applicants within the PEC subgroups.

This variation is evident in.the analysis of the average difference

between the amount SEI's were raised and lowered, and the direction of

the net change. For example, in 18 of the total 34 PEC subgroups, the

magnitude of change in one direction outweighs the magnitude of SEI

change in the opposite direction by more than 100 points. However, in 12

groulm the net difference is less than SO points. Similarly, the net

difclrence between the average amount the SEI was raised and lowered, was
oositive for 29 of the PEC subgroups, but negative for the

randomly-selected group and other PEC subgroups.

Finally, as mentioned previously, this table ahows that most of the

corrections not resulting in SEI change are being made to critical

fields. (In addition, when correctiOns to critical fields are analyzed,

PEC subgroups continue to have exceptionally high.rates of applicants

with no SE1 change.) This indicates that current criteria are not

adequately refined to identify misreporters, and that other methods of

selecting applicants should be studied.

3.3.6 Relationship of Corrections Behavior of PEC Validation
Applicants to "Suspcict"_Fields

The majority of the A ana all of the U PEC criteria are based on the

assumotion that potential misreporters can be identified solely because

of the absence of certain information on their application or the

presence of inconsistent, illogical or other questionable application
dat3, Tt is assumed that either the illogical or inconsistent data are

and when vardated will be corrected, or that other related
data aril inaccurate an'l will also be corrected as a result of validation.

3.19
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In assessing the overall effectiveness of the criterion groups, it is

beneficial to analyze this relationship between the reason a student was

chosen for validation (the PEC criteria met) and the critical fields

changed by the student post-selection. Although one cannot assume that
there will always be a direct relationship between PEC subgroup

applicants and suspect fields changed, one can assume that the stronger

the relationship, the more sensitive the subgroup in identifying

misreporters.

Table 3.10 on the preceding page shows that there is some correlation,

albeit a small one, between the reason for selection and the suspect

fields corrected for most A and D PEC subgroups. This suggests that

thee is a large random element in misreporting. The PEC subgroups with

the highest rate of corrections to suspect finlds, hence the strongest

correlation, are A-2, A-3, A-6, A-7, A-10, A-11, A-13, A-14, A-15, and
0-20. It is interesting to note that these subgroups are among the ones

considered most effecve when evaluated in terms of the percentage of

applicants correcting and the magnitude of the resulting SEI change.

These groups are also among the most consistent in eliciting corrections
that result in SEI changes. PEC subgroups A-1, A-4, and A-9 have the .

most tenuous relationship between the reason for selection and

corrections o corresponding suspect fields. In most cases these

subgroups have also performed relatively poorly when evaluated on the
other efficacy measures.

More important than the data presented above, Table 3.10 clearly shows

that AGI and Taxes Paid are the fields corrected most often regardless of

the PEC criteria meet. Portions Earned and 1:ontaxable Income are also

corrected at a much highe- rate.than other fields, but at a rate slightly
lower than AGI and Taxes Paid. It is difficult to determine why these

fields are corrected at such a high rate; however, one reason may be that
tax and income information is relatively easy to verify and therefore may
be subjected most rigorously to validation.

Analysis of PEC subgroup A-5 yielded some partularly interesting
findings. This group has a relatively high percentage of applicants
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correcting and a relatively high degree of 5E1 change, indicating that it

is a fairly effective criterion. Yet, it does not show a high percentage
of applicants correcting the unreimbursed tuition field post-selection.
Instead, a relatively large percent of the corrections made by A-5
applicants are made to income-related fields, specifically AGI and Taxes
Paid. This suggests that the ratio of the percent of unreimbursed
tuition to income currently used for the criteria is fairly refined in
identifying individuals who under report their income.

3.3.7 Rate of Applicants Appearin on the Recioient File and Their
urren igisi ity tatus

We have determined the rate at which PEC and randomly-selected

applicants do not appear on the recipient file and the current
eligibility status of these applicants. These factors, although not
clear indicators of.effectiveness, allow us to generate some hypotheses
on how PEC and randomly-selected validation applicants negotiate the

processing system edits and validation.

Table 3.11, on the following page, shows.the percentage of validation
applicants not appearing on the recipient field as of May, 1980 and the
Percentage of these applicants who are currently eligible. The table
indicates that there are only slight differences in the percentage of
applicants expected to be paid and the percent currently eligible, for
the total PEC applicant and random applicant groups. Except for PEC
group C, there is also very little difference in these scores when

compared across PEC groups. For example, the percentage of applicants
expected to be paid averages 43.8 percent for the A group, 42.0 percent
for the B group, and 43.4 percent for the D group. The percentage of

applicants on the recipient file is also similar for these three groups
(A = 94.1%; 8 = 94.8%; D = 93.5%). On the other hand, PEC group C has

.quite different averages. Both the total percent of applicants not

expected to be paid and the rate of currently eligible applicants within
this category are much lower than for the other PEC groups.
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TABLE 3.11: PERCENTAGE OF VALIDATION APPLICANTS NOT EXPECTED TO BE PAID AND
THEIR CURRENT ELIGIBILITY STATUS

Criterion
Ghoul)

% Not
Expected

To Be

% Not
Expected

To Be Paid
But Cur-
rently Criterion

% Not
Expected

To Be Paid

% Not
Expected

To Be Paid
But Cur-
rently

Eligible

PEC
Applicants 43.8 94.2 B-2 42.0 95.0

A 44.7 93.9 B-3 50.0 90.9
A-1 59.2 95.2 B-4 34.3 100.0
A-2 44.2 93.4 B-5 40.5 92.3
A-3 42.6 93.1 B-6 43.0 92.3
A-4 49.7 96.1 C 35.5 97.4
A-5 42.1 93.2 C-1 33.6 96.7
A-6 45.2 91.1 C-2 35.8 97.5
A-7 40.6 93.6 C-3 27.4 100.0
A-8 41.2 94.7 C-4 36.2 95.9
A-9 38.9 93.0 D 43.4 93.5
A-10 44.6 94.4 0-1 40.1 94.7
A-11 44.2 94.3 0-2 43.6 93.4
A-12 64.0 96.3 0-3 40.2 94.2
A-I3 66.7 93.8
A-I4 39.0 93.44 Random 41.3 96.5
A-I5 36.6 94.6
A-16 39.7 91.9
A-17 41.3 93.9
A-18 34.4 97.8
A-19 37.4 97.9
A-20 41.7 95.0
A-21 44.5 93.2
B 42.0 94.8
8-1 40.2 89.1
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There is more variation in scores within PEC subgroups, although even

within these groups the variation is not great. T subgroups with the
highest percentage of applicants not on the recipient file are: A-1

(59.2%), A-4 (49.7%), A-6 (45.2%), A-12 (64.0%), A-13 (66.7%) and 8-3
(50.0%). Only PEC subgroup C-3 has a percentage of applicants not on the
recipient file that is substantially lower than other groups (27.4%).
The subgroups with the greatest percentage of not expected to be paid

currently eligible aPplicants are A-4 (96.1%), A-12 (96.8%), A-18

(97.8%), A-19 (97.9%), 3-4 (100%), C-1 (96-7%), 0-2 (97.5%) and 0-3
(100%). PEC subgroups A-6, A-10, A-11, A-13, A.;14, A-15, A-18, 3-3, and
0-4 also have the greatest dollar difference. These groups also

correspond to the groups with the highest SEI changes. In all but

subgroup A-13, the difference results in savings to OSFA. It appears

that applicants in A-13 tend to underestimate their financial need and

that validation assists these applicants in obtaining greater awards.

. PEC subgroups A-1, A-4, A-7, A-9, A-16, and 8-1 have the lowest

dollar difference between expected payment at selection and at the

current transaction. These subgroups had an average dollar savings of
only '9,069 per subgloup. This is not suprising, however, since these

subgroups have performed poorly on almost.every other effectiveness

measure.

Analysis of these figures with the figures on the percentage of

applicants correcting whose corrections do not result in any SEI change

Table 3.11 suggests that there nay be some correlation between these
numbers. For example, the subgr%ps with the highest percentage of

applicants not on the recipient flle (A-1, A-4, A-12, A-13, and 8-3) tend

to have.either very high or very low percentage of applicants correcting

without resulting SEI change. The following table summarizes these
relationships. It can be hypothesized that high not expected to be paid
scores combined with a high percentage of applicants correcting without

SET change indicates unnecessary barriers placed in the way of applicants
in the groups having these scores. The edits may also be restrictive and
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TABLE 3.12: HYPOTHESIZED RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN APPL1ANTS NOT ON THE
RECIPIEW FILE AND APPLICANTS CORRECTING WITHOUT SEI CHANGE

PEC % Not % of Applicants Correctingktvz2R2§, ExPected to be Paidl/ Wthout SEI Changeg/

A-1 59.2 44.6
A-4 49.7 779
A-12 64,0 54.8
A-13 66.7 40.0
8-3 50,0 12.5......................1..

1/Average not expected to be paid score for PEC applicants is 43.8
Percent.

E/Average percentage of applicants correcting with no SEI change for
PEC applicants is 33.8 percent (see Table 3.3).

may be eliciting a hign rate of unnecessary corrections. Similarly, a
high percentage of nOt expected to be paid applicants, combined with a

low percentage of applicants correcting with no SEI change, could
indicate subgroups effectiveness in identifying actual misreporters

(8-3). The hinn percentage of applicants correcting whose corrections
results in an average intrease SE1 suggests that the criterion is fairly
refined in identifying individuals who are serious misrenorters. The
fact that a relatively small percentage of these applicants appear on the
recipient file could indiCate that either (1) the misreporting was

detected during validation and the resulting corrections rendered the

student.ineligible or (2) that the threat of validation frightened many
misreporters out of the system.

Examination of the percentage of currently eligible applicants who

are not expected to be paid lends credence to these hypotheses. As can
be seen in Table 3.1 , both very high and very low percentages of

currently eligible apPlicants not on the recipient file correlate with
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TABLE 3,13: ESTIMATED DOLLAR SAVINGS FOR CURRENTLY ELIGIBLE VALIDATION
APPLICANTS NOT ON THE RECIPIENT FILE

APDP.::ANT2 IcT

Zriterton
'Zroulo

Average 2 :ifferences
3etween Selection
:.irrent -ransac:1on2;

r e
Applicant.:

:Jr-ertly 5s:imateo
3avings3/

26: Applicants

Sroua A-
;.. 2

4- I
A-

A-

-20.2

.. .

-22.5

-21.7
- 2.5

-AC.:

==..11M,

53,58C
57,3:5

,....

.,..04

28,222
:4,323
2,553

:2,5::

2:,287,326

567.000
3:2 ,149

7.:,S03

.....

A- 5

A. 9

A.::

.7

4-11
A.:E
A-15
-,-

. .2

-14.5

- 6.9
-3:.;

-15.;
-26.7
-33.9

3.5
-19.0

, A.1

2,505

1,323
9,20:

:,575
IC

2,595
94

:59
.:.-

7 "^
31,:a7

226,911
25175.9

25,310

22,73C
15.055

572

-32.6
. ..2.-1

: 610
.:i.:6

..,.:.,4 Z.1,Z.:.
A.10 -18.3 2,319 13,597

-19.5 26,258 514,536

E -13.; 2,A2: 95,999
3- : - 2.; 246 5903-3 --..:.5 5,375 34.34:3- 3 -76.2 20 :,52;5. d - 3.2 45 422

..o. Z.:25
2,535

-22.5 A,539 :02.300
-32.2 529 :7,285

4,067 91.:203-3 -44.0

-39.:

32,99: :65..15
: -22.7

2,- 2 -20.2 114
525,574

3 ;24.3 A.:7:
Ranoom - 2.: :3,57: 57,573

Total Validation -IE.: 37,25CAccants

::savtrls -s due to 'ower :ur-ent.expectec payment :nar a: selection.

3,1:n this coiumn minus syMpois incicate expectec savings; olus sympols'imcicate tneeep 'or adaivonal payment.

3/The estimatec savings igum 3ra oased on :he assumption that al' zurrent'yeigipie applicants wil: eanter :ne system anc oe Pio. -hese 's.lares poulc oe
. signioicantly n-gner sevenoing on tne numper of stuoents wnc never suomIt an 259. arcare not oala. fNegacive ielgures in this :oiumn represent notentia: 4ncreasecr..soursements
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very high percentages of the total applicants not expected to be paid.

Examination of subgroups of particular interest above, (A-1, A-4, A-12,

A-13, 3-3), shows that the high percentage of currently eligible

applicants in groups A-1, A-4, and A-12 supports the hypotheses that

applicants in these groups are being unnecessarily hindered by the

current edit and validation systems. Conversely, the low percentage of

currently eligible nonrecipient applicants fdund in 0-3 suggests that

these applicants may be legitimately excluded from receiving aaards.

3.3.8 Expected Dollar Savings

The final measure for analysis in the study of the effectiveness of

the PEC is estimated dollar savings. As can be seen in Table 3.13,

significantly greater savings can be expected by selecting validation

students based on PEC criterion instead of randomly. Students selected

for validation by PEC but not currently on the recipient file, have SEI

changes which may result in substantially greater savings for the PEC

than the random group.

Within the PEC groups, PEC groups A and D had the greatest average

dollar difference between the amount of expected payment at selection and

the amount on the most current transaction, thus indicating the two most

promising large groups for selection. As would be expected, these groups

are also the ones with the greatest SEI changes (see Section 3.2).

3.4 Summary of Findings

Our analyses of the various measures of effectiveness for the pre-

established criteria indicate that there is wide variation in the

effectiveness of the group and subgroups in identifying students likely

to misreport. The analyses indicate that in general, however,'the

concept of -selecting students for validation according to specific

characteristics that tend to be indicative of misreporting,.i.e.,

inconsistent taxes and income information,is sound. This is evidenced by

the fact that the oyerall average scores for PEC applicants are higher

than for random applicants. Analyses of the four PEC group A, B, C, and
D suggest that only groups A and D consistently identify a relatively
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high percentage of misreporters. Groups A and 0 have overall composite

change indices that are greater than for the indices of B and C groups

PEC group A (4864); 8 (2842); C (3219); and D (4452). In contrast to the
B and C groups which identify students for validation based on the

students current and previous questionable transactional history, group A

and 0 are based on current application data such as veteran's status,

inconsistencies on income and tax information. This has implications for

information stored on all applicants file suggests that current data on a
students application form may be sufficient to predict misreporting.

There is also much variation in the efficacy of the PEC subgroup.

When judged on a composite score taking into account both post-selection

corrections rate and average SEI change, criteria A-3, A-5, A-6, A-10,

A-11, A-14, A-15 and B-3 can be considered most effective and criteria

A-1, A-4, A-7, A-9, A-16, A-18, and 3-4 least effective.

Seven of the above mentioned effectiveness criteria are particularly

interesting because they had high scores.on the gross measures of

effectiveness (percent of applicants correcting and average SEI change)
and also tended to be quite refined in identifyin§ applicants whose

corrections wre not inconsequential, but instead resulted in SEI change.

In addition, applicants in these groups tended to have a lower rate of

currently eligible applicants consitiered,not expected to be paid,

possibly indicating that these students are in fact, misreporting and are

either being detected at validafion.and forced to make corrections

(possibly ones excluding them from the system) or else are being

frightened out of the system by the prospect of validation. These seven

pre-established criteria and their scores in the efficacy measures are

Seen'in Table 3.14.

Similarly, there are at least two subgroups that neither elect large

net composite 5E1 change nor are particularly refined. The subgroups are

A-1 and A-4 (see Table 3.14).
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Applicant

Subgroup

Average Composite % Correction % Not Expected
% Correcting SEI Change With No to be Paid but
Post-Selection Change Index SEI Change Currently Eligible

A-5 (unreimbursed tuition

greater than 35% of

income)

39% 162 6318

A-6 (AGI and Taxes Paid 42% 233 9786

Inconsistent)

A-I0 (No SSA match and

applicant verifies)

49% 132 6468

A-11 (No SSA match and

applicant changes)

51% 137 6987

A-14 (VA 0 $131,

applicant verifies)

49% 133 5537

A-15 (VA 0 $131,

applicant changes)

52% 103 5356

8-3 (combination D-1 and 36% 233 8388
C-1)

45.5% 93.2%

23.5% 91.1%

12.7% 94.4%

11,2% 94.3%

18,9% 93,4%

15.9% 93.4%

12,5% 90.0%

TABLE 3.14: THE LEAST EFFECTIVE AND REFINED PPE-ESTABLISHED CRITERIA

Applicant

Subgroup

Average Composite % Correction % Not Expected

% Correcting SEI Change With No to be Paid but

Post-Selection Change Index . SEI Change Currently Eligible

A-1 (Household Size or 34 90 3060 44.6% 95.2%

Marital Status Missing)

A-4 (now Income Applicants) 29 53 1537 77.9% 96.1%



VALIDATION AND THE INTERACTION OF VALIDATION AND EDITS

Each year financial aid administrators at institutions of higher

education across the country validate approximately 10 percent of the

Basic Grant applicant popoulation. As of May 1980, 212,362 individuals

had been selected for validation and had presumably documented'their

financial status to officials at the school they plan to attend.

Approximately 78 percent of the applicants were chosen for validation

because, they meet one or more of the pre-established criteria; the other

22 percent were selected randomly.11

This chapter, analyzes the impact of validation?" on applicants

post-selectibn/eligibility'corrections behavior and SEI change, and the

relative impact of the'Processing system edits and validation on the

correct award of Basic Grants. The first part of this Chapter (Sections

4.1-4.3) examines the pre- and post-selection/eligibility corrections

history of validation and nonvalidation applicants to determine whether

the applicant groups are comparable, and to ascertain which

pre-established criteria are most affected by validation. The primary
analytic measures used in this section are (1) the rate of pre- and post-

corrections, (2) the resulting average SEI change,

1/See page for discussion of meaning of random selection.

/More accurately, this chapter analyzes the impact of being selected
for validation since there is no way of knowing whether validation
actually took place.

4. 1
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(3) the percentage of applicants correcting post-selection without

changing their SEI, and (4) the percentage of applicants expected and not
expected to be paid and their current eligibility status. The second
part of this chapter (Section 4.4) examines the interaction of the edits
and validation to determine which process is better in assuring thatt;

applicants report correct application information. The validity of

critical data elements at various points in the edits and validation

process is the primary measure for analysis.

4.1 Impact of Validation-Comparison of Pre-and-Post Selection/
Eligibility Change

The following table (Table 4.1) shows the pre- and post-selection/

eligibility corrections behavior and resulting average SEI change for
validation and nonvalidation applicants. The table is divided into all

PEC applicants, PEC group and .subgroup applicants, and those randomly
selected or not meeting the PEC.

Analysis of all validation and nonvalidation PEC group A applicants

shows that the rate of applicants
correcting.pre-selection/eligibility

and the resUlting SEI. change is almost identical for both groups.1/

Seventy-four percent of all.PEC validation applicants corrected

pre-selecti.on and had corrections which resulted in an average 99 point
SEI change;, seventy-three percent of the nonvalidation PEC group A
applicants corrected pre-eligibility with a resulting 98 point average
SEI change.

There is, however, very substantial difference in the post-selection/
eligibility behavior of these two applicant groups. Almost five times
more PEC group A validation applicants made post-selection corrections

than nonvalidation grouO A appliCants (32% of validation applicants

nefore preceding further, it should be mentioned that although
comparison of all PEC validation applicants with all nonvalidation PEC
applicants is the logical first measure for analysis, this comparison
is not possible. As mentioned in Chapter 1, nonvalidation applicants
meeting PEC groups B, C. and D were not flagged by the central
processor are therefore not correctly identified in the data base and
cannot be compared.

4 . 2
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and 6% of the nonvalidation applicants corrected post-selection/

eligibility). The resulting average SEI change is also significantly

different for both groups. The average SEI change for group A validation

applicants is 155 points; the average change for group nonvalidation

applicants is 38 points. Thus, the average post selection SEI change for

validation applicants is over three times greater than for nonvalidation

applicants.

Comparison of the corrections rate and SEI change for validation and

nonvalidation PEC A applicants strongly indicates that validation is

having an impact on applicants' post-selection/eligibility corrections

behavior and resulting SEI change. Almost 20 percent more validation

applicants than nonvalidation applicants corrected post-selection/

eligibility, and their corrections resulted in an average 120 point

greater SEI change.

Comparison of randomly selected validation applicants and

nonvalidation applicants not meeting PEC showed that these group behaved

differently than the groups mentioned above. Randomly selected

validation applicants corrected pre-selection almost five time more often
than nonvalidation applicants (25% and 6% respectively). In addition,

although the magnitude of the SEI change was not that different for the

two groups (44 points for validation applicants; 26 points for

nonvalidation applicants), the direction of SEI change was dissimilar.

Ramdomly selected validation applicants generally increased their SEIs

pre-selection while on nonvalidation applicants decreased their SEIs.

Analyses of the rate of validation and nonvalidatim applicants

correcting pre-selection/eligibility by specific criterion subgroups

shows that there is very little difference in the rate at which one

validation subgroup corrects and the rate at which its companion

nonvalidation subgroup corrects. The only exceptions to this are

subgroups A-9 and A-12. Proportionately, one third more validation

applicants than nonvalidation applicants corrected pre-selection in

subgroup A-9, while fifty percent fewer validation applicants corrected

pre-selection in subgroup A-12.

4 . 4
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There is greater variation in the average SEI change for the vali-

dation and nonvalidation subgroups. Although, all but three subgroups

have net SEI changes in the same direction (the exceptions are subgroups

A-4, A-7, and A-12) the difference in the magnitude of the changes varies

significantly. For example, there is a 270 point difference between the

average SEI change for validation and nonvalidation A-9 subgroup

applicants, but only a 14 point difference in the SEI change for A-11

applicants.

Both validation and nonvalidation applicants in subgroups A-2, A-3,

A-5, A-6, A-7, A-10, A-11, A-14 made pre-selection/eligibility

corrections which resulted in net positive SEI change. Validation and

nonvalidation applicants in subgroups A-1 and A-9, however, made changes

which resulted in a net decrease in SEI. Validation applicants in

subgroups A-4, A-8, and A-12 decreased their SEIs pre-selection, while

their nonvalidation counterparts initially increased their eligibility

index.

Analyses of post-selection corrections and average SEI changes for

validation and nonvalidation applicants in PEC A subgroup showed that

with the exception of four subgroups (A-4, 4-8, A-11,-12), between five

and six times more validation applicants corrected post-selection than

nonvalidation applicants. The SEI change resulting from these

corrections differs within the subgroups. The difference between the

average validation SEI change was greater than 150 points for subgroups

A-2 and A-6, between 100 and 150 points for A-1, A-3, N-5, A-10 and A-12,

and less than 100 points for subgroups A-4, A-8 and A-9. The SEI change

for validation applicants in subgroup A-4 was only slightly above the

change for comparable nonvalidation applicants, while the SEI change for

validation applicants in subgroup A-7 and A-9 was less than that for

similar nonvalidation applicants.

4.2: Impact of Validation - Percent of Applicants Correcting
Post-Selection with.No SEI Change

Analyses of miscellaneous data elements brought to light one element

which seems to indicate that validation helps applicants make appropriate

4. 5
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decisions on when it is necessary to correct their application

information. Table 4.2 shows that although over four times as many
validation as nonvalidation PEC applicants corrected (38% to 9%,

res_ctively), the rate of validation PEC applicants with no resulting
SEI change is only about half that of the nonvalidation group (33.8% to
64.1%). The figures for the random group are similar. This suggests
that the realtively small percentage of nonvalidation applicants who
correct are making inconsequential, and most likely random corrections.
The figures for the validation group, on the other hand, indicates that
validation definitely helps refine the types of corrections made. It may
be that contact with financial and administrators provides the added
information students need to correct properly.

4.3: Impact of Validation.- Applicants on (not on) the Recipient File
and Their Current Eligibility Status

One could hypothesize that validation would have significant impact
on the rate at which applicants appear on the recipient file. ,The

following table (Table 4.3) addresses this issue; however, it provides no
evidence that validation either facilitates or impedes an applicants
process through the system. The table indicates that as of May 1980,

approximately 57.percent of all validation applicants appeared on the
recipient file. Over 99 percent of these applicants were considered

currently eligible for an award; less than one-half of one percent were
considered to have received payment erroneously because they are now
classified as rejected or uneligible.

In contrast, almost 49 percent of all nonvalidation applicants were
on the reCipient file as of May, 1980. Again, over 99 percent of these
applicanti and.currently eligible, and only slightly over two-tenths of a
percent were paid in error.

It is difficult to use the data in Table 4.3, to ascertain how
validation assists or hinders applicants in negotiating the processing
system through to payment. Although a higher percentage of validation
applicants are on the recipient file than nonvalidation applicants, this
does not necessarily mean.that validation facilitates payment. One can
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TABLE 4.2: POST-SELECTIONS CORRECTIONSX AVERAGE SEI CHANGE AND PERCENT OF
APPLICANTS CORRECTING WITH NO SEI CHANGE - VALIDATION AND
NONVALIDATION APPLICANTS

Applicant
Group

% Correcting
Post-Selection/
Eligibility

Average
SEI Change

% Correcting With
No SEI Change

Validation

Meeting PEC 38% 128 33.8%Random 29 37 39.4

Nonvalidation

Meeting PEC 9 24 64.1Not Meeting PEC 7 29 59.7

1/Corrections .refer to corrections made to any field.

conclude from this data, however, that validation applicants seldom stay
currently ineligible or rejected while over'55 percent of the

.

nonvalidation applicants are current ineligible or rejected.

In summary, validation As having a significant impact on most PEC subgroups
studied, by causing more applicants.to correct than overwise would have
corrected. In addition, most validation applicants have corrections which
result in greater SEI change than nonvalfdation applicants... Finally,
validation seems to help students correct more selectively (that is, make
corrections that affect their SEI, not random corrections that do not'affect
their potential award), but,yet does not significantly impede their progress
through the processing and award system.

4 . 7
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MOLE 4.3: SUMMARY OF EXPECTED PAYMENT AND CURRENT ELIGIBILITY STATUS OF
VALIDATION AND NONVALIDATION APPLICANTS

Ezpected to be Paid

%. %

Currently Currently Currently

Total Eligible Ineligible Rejected Total

Validation

Applicants

tio_LqL1 11Ste.i.--It

Currently Currently Currently

Eligible Ineligible Rejected

Meeting PEC 56.17% 99.43 .03 0.47 43.82% 94,22 3.80 1,97Random 53.17 99.61 .05 0.32 41.82 96,51 2.09 1,38TOTAL 56,60 99.47 .08 0.44 43.39 9430 3.44 1,85

Nonvalidation

Applicants

Meeting PEC 64.57 99.22 .08 0.68 35,42 97.98 0.63
Not Meeting PEC 46.09 99.86 .02 0,11 53,90 37,46 44.45TOTAL 48.63 99.74 ,03 0.21 51,40 43.19 40.30

1.37

18,07

16.49
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4.4: The Interaction of the Impact of Validation and
Te Processing System Edits

In the analyses thus far, an attempt has been made to separate the

impact of validation and the impact of the processing system edits. In

Chapter 2, the analysis centered on the immediate response of all

applicants subsequent to receiving a processing system edit. In

examining the impact of validation, the analysis has focused on the

post-selection corrections behavior of validation applicants. The

validation process and the edits, however, do not affect two separate

pooulations. About 84 percent of all validation applicants received a

processing system edit. Therefore, for a .substantial portion of the

validation population, the edits are working in tandem with the

validation process to elicit complete and accurate data.

Table 2.2, in Chapter 2, showed that the majority of validation

applicants' pre-selection corrections were in response to the processing

system edits and that these corrections tended to-be to the applicants'

disadvantage. In particular, PEC applicants' made frequent corrections to

their disadvantage in response to the edits. In sum,. Table 2.2 suggests

that the edits.had a greater impact than the validation Process on the

corrections behavior of validation applicants.

In order to establish more fully the impact of the edits relative to

the impact of validation, the pre-selection and post-selection

corrections behavior of PEC Group A validation applicants was compared.

It should be noted that all PEC Group A applicants receive a rejection

edit prior to selection. The rejection reason is identical to the

selection criterion. In Table 4.4 which follows, each PEC A

sub-criterion has been matched with its corresponding rejection reason in

order to compare the preselection i.nfluence 'of the rejection edit with

the post-selection influence of institution validatiqn.

Table 4.4 clearly shows that, regardless of the rejection/selection

reason, the edits are having a much more significant impact than

validation on validation applicants' corrections. For example, over 60
percent of the validation applicants who received the Social Security

4 . 9
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match edits corrected NTI prior to selection, whereas, once selected,
less than 2 percent changed NTI. The data from this table strongly
suggest that the edits are soliciting the proper corrections prior to
selection.

Table 4.5 demonstrates further the interaction of effects of

validation and edits. In this table, only the 81,702 validation
applicants who were on the recipient file as of May, 1980 and who
received an edit prior to selection to one or more of the seven critical
fields which financial aid administrators are required to validate are
examined. Values for these validation fields were compared at various
points in time to determine whether the edits or validation were
responsible for the valid data item. The following four categories were
used to make this determination:

A -- Applicants whose value at Payment does not equal value at
selection and does not equal value at edit.

In this type of case, applicants did not make the necessary
changes in response to the edit; therefore, the edit was either
not effective or partially effective and validation was

'necessary.

B Applicants whose value at Payment does not eoual the value at
selection but equals the val-ue at edit.

In this type of case, the edit caused the applicant to make
unnecessary or invalid corrections and validation aided the
applicant in reporting accurate data (i.e., the value.was
changed to what it was at the receipt of the edit).

C Applicants whoSe value at payment is equal to the value at
selection and not equal to the value at edit.

In this case, the edit caused the applicant to make the
necessary correction before the applicant's selection for
validation, rendering validation unnecessary.

D Aoolicants whose value at payment is equal to the value at
selection and equal to the value at edit.

Both the edit and validation in this case were unnecessary.

To facilitate the interpretation of this table, the following
summarizes the four categories:

A validation necessary, edits ineffective

8 validation necessary to counteract errors caused by edits

.4 .10
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1A011 4.1: CitIPARISON Of CORRECTIONS DEHAVION 01 vAtiont APPLICANIS IN Pr.seoNsc ro NIJECIION NITS ARO IIIEIR C0ART5101101111 CRIIERIA

Rejection Reason/

Selection CH ter ion
1.- 1 . 1^ . ,,-- . , ., ,

Portions Greater Than 120%

Pre-Selection Corrections ill Response In Edit

1/
Average

21Reject Percent- Potent la 1-

Cdit Correc t log Payment Change

or IN% AGI
0 34,7% -1 IO

Unusual Expenses Greater Than

Income or Greater than 15,000
13,3 - 211

Zero, Negative or less Than

151 income
r 12,5 . 55

Reported lax Greater Than Computed

Tax by $300 and 50% of Computed lax

thirelmborsed Tu Rion Greater Than

35% of tome

G

1

38,0

27,1

- 24

- 222

Applicant's Resources

Decreased by 1350
R 0,1 - 5

SSA Hatch - Blank or Zeroes
5 65,3 . 130

SSh Hatch - SS Ilene( its Reported r 61,0 96

VA Hatch - Blank or Zeroes U 13.0 - 59

VA Reported and less Than 1131,
, V 25.7 - 61

Hari tal Status, Ihniseho Id S ize Olanx 7 06.0 4 155

Ali :)laok and Portion Reported 16 60.0 4 5

L. -aid Blank and All

Gro(er than Zero
17 51.4 - 10

,

VPincentage correctIng relevant f ield no transaction
Just subsequent lo receiving edit,

?/Caknlated from receipt of edit to first sulisegoent
transaction.

I/Percentage correcting relevant f ield hetween selection
transaction and current transaction,

I/Calculated Irmo selection
transaction to current transaction.

111

Unsolicited Post-Selection Corrections

Criteria

A-2

A-3

A-4

A-6

A.5

A.9

A-10, A-11

A-10, A-Il

A-12, A-13

A.14, A-15

3/
Percent-

Correct log

Average A

Potential:I!

Payment Change

ILO% -1155

0.5 130

2.0 15

19.0 - 221

2.0 - 35

0.1 0

1.8 190

1.8 - 190

0.7 - 144

2.5 15

3.7 93

9,2 - 110

7.9 - 40
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C - edits effective, validation unnecessary

0 - neither edits nor validation necessary

As table 4.5 indicates, validation applicants misreported AGI most

often. For 29 percent of the applicants, neither the edits nor

validation were necessary to elicit a valid AGI figure. By comparison,

the edits and validation were unnecessary in nearly 75 percent of the

cases to insure valid PHE.

The edits, regardless of the field, were more responsible for valid

data items than the validation process. For over 50 percent of the

applicants, the edits were responsible for valid AGI by soliciting large

corrections to the applicants' disadvantage. This corroborates the

findings from Chapter 2 which suggested that the numerous and restrictive

edits which address AGI were working effectively. In certain cases, the

edits caused applicants to make erroneous corrections. Three percent of

the applicants, for example, iaiproperly changed HS to their advantage in

response to the edits.

In. over 80 percent of the cases, the items to be validated are

accurate before validation takes place. This is due either to the

original validity of the fields or the effectiveness of the edits.

Validation was needed only 4.4 percent of the time to solicit valid PHE.

It was needed most often in regard to AGI, with 17.7 percent of the

applicants having an inaccurate AGI at the time of validation. In

several cases in Group A where validation was ultimately necessary to

elicit a valid field, the edits were partially effective; that is,

applicants made corrections in the proper direction in response to the

edits.

4.12
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A

Validation

Fields:

...

Number of

Validation

Applicaots

Receiving Edit

to This Field

,1111..

Value At Payment Dues Not iqual

Value At Selection And

0oes Not Eqoal Value At Edit

Average Average
.

DIfierence Difference

lirValue in Value From

FrinvEdit Seliction

to Selection to Payout

Value At Payment Wes Not Equal

Value At Selection And

Equals Value At flit

Average Average

Vliference Difference

in Value in Value From

from Edit Seledion

to Selection to Payment

Adjusted Gross Income 70,310
16.6% 43,027 44,199 0.0% 42,194 -12,194

Portions Earned 58,140
9.0 -$ 016 IS 552 0.4 614 11 615

Taxes Paid 66,342
13.5 -$ 356 -S 653 0.5 f$ 406 . -1 406

Nontaxable lncoge 46,840 11.1 4 756 4 911 1.4 41,664 -14,664
Veteran's Educational eenet its 7,630 11.6 -S 57 -$ 13 1,5 -$1,213 i$1,213

Hiousehold Site
5,712 1.0 4 ,05 1 3,0 i 2.4 2,4

Post-Nigh Enrolltent OBTh 4 .9
.05 1,6 1,5 - 1,5. -^-^...

Validation

fields:

......*
Value At Papeol Equals

Value At Selection And

Does Not Equal Vafue At Edit

0

Value Al Payment fquals

Value At Selection And

Equals Value At Edit

.

Avera9e Average

DilfereoLe Oilference

In Vdilie iii Value

from Edit Fro* Selection

to Selection iD Papied

Nude of

Validation

Applicants

Receiving Edit

to This Field

Average

0 I f lerence

in Value

frog, Edit

to Selection

Average .

Difference

ill Value

from Selection

to Payment..,
Adjusted Gross income /0,310 53.9% 116, 316 10 20,N SO 10

Portions Earned 50,140 311.1 -11,712 10 51,7
SO

Taxes Paid 65,342 31.9 -$1,119 SO 41,4 SO $0

Nontaxable Income 45,840 31.2 -S2,6111 10 56.3 SU

Veteran's Educatioual leaf its 11630
35.1 -S 616 10 51,8 SO 10

dousehold Size 5,712 49,0 0.1 40,1 0
Post-Nigh Enrollment 10,878 21.2 0,1
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5
ERROR-PRONE MODELLING STUDY

5.1 Purpose and Scope

OSFA is interested in the identification of applicants who are likely
to be misreporting on their BEOG applications. This study focuses on the
development of an error-prone model (EPM) related to the validation
system.

Any investigation of the characteristics of applicants whose forms

are likely to contain errors must provide an operational definition of
errors which .include a means of detecting them. This report addresses
errors that can.be detected through the validation process'emoloyed by

institutions in the 1979-1980 academic year..

An overview of th.is study is found in Chapter 5, along with a

description of the process through which the model presented in this

report was arrived at.. Chapter 6 presents the model in its final form,
while Chapter 7 describes each of the,groups into which applicants were

classified as a result of the analysis. Chapter 8 presents a summary of
the EPM study and compares the.error-prone model developed here with the
existing PEC.

5.2 Key Study Objectives and questions

Whereas the previous chapter addressed the impact of the existing

methods for controlling errors (the edits and validation by

pre-established criteria) the broad objectives of the error-prone
modeling process undertaken in this investigation are:

to investigate the characteristics of students most likely to
misreport information on their application, and

5.1
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to provide a means of identifying such applicants and of
minimizing the impact of their misreporting

The specific objectives of the error-prone.modeling component include
the following:

to provfde a means of estimating the likelihood that an
applicant is misreporting

O to provide a method of selecting applicants for validation

to provide a model that is sensitive to future changes in the
BEOG program, (such as different restrictions in eligibility
determination)

O to provide infqrmation for management improvements specifically
related to:

the validation tystem
the edit system
the original application forms
reduction of drop-outs among students entitled to funds, and
a global quality assurance strategy

GIP fm

GIP

.01.11

In more informal terms, the model presented in this report attempts

to address the comment, "different corrective measures are needed for

different kinds of applicantsi" by providing a useful operational

definition'of the term "kinds of applicants."

5.3 Study Population and Samples

The study population for this report is all regular Basic Grant

applicants who had an eligible transaction processed by the end of August

1979. This date was chosen after examination of the 1978-1979 data as

one assuring that most applicants re-entering the system after selection

by that date had been processed at the time the study was conducted.

Thus the following sets of applicants were excluded from the study:

. Applicants whose first eligible transaction was processed after
August 31, 1979

Applicant's who were never eligible

'Applicants who filed supplemental forms

The samples used in this study are described in Chapter 7, but two

issues concerning the population and its relationship to the sample must

be discussed here. First of all, the samples through which the



mode( was developed consisted entirely of applicants selected for

validation through the "random" process. This process was not entirely

random, since early filers with multiple eligible transactions had a

greater chance of being selected. Whatever biases are represented in the
random validation sample will be reflected in this study.

The second issue refers to independent applicants affected by the
change in the eligibility index formula which became effective May 9,
1979. Unlike the study presented in Part I of this report, Part II

retained those applicants. Changes were made to operational definitions
to account for the systems-generated transaction these applicants

received, but two factors must be taken into account.

First, independents who filed prior to May 9 and were ineligible

under the old formula, but became eligible under the new, could not have

been selected for random validation if they only filed one transaction.

Therefore, although they should have been in the sample, they were not.

Second, the degree to which these applicants' behavior was affected

by the different SEI formula and the subsequent change is unknown. For

example, the extent to which the change in the SEI computation affected
applicants willingness to re-enter the processing system, proceed with

validation or change.certain fields, is not known. Although these

applicants are included in the sample, possible biases due to their

presence are taken into account in interpretation.of results.

Four samples, drawn from the population of 1979-1980 eligible

applicants, were used in this investigation. Each of the first three

samples consisted initially of 20,000 applicants, approximately 14,400
dependents and 5,600 independents. Onl.y 10,000 dependents were used in

each of the statistical procedures, but cases were weighted accordingly.

Each of the four samples used in the analysis is briefly described below.

5.3
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'The working sample consisted of randomly selected validation

applicants through the random process whose selection transaction.had a

process date prior to August 31, 1979. The cutoff date was necessary,
since only the first update of the recipient file was available at the
time the analysis was conducted. It also enabled us to distinguish as
well as possible between applicants who failed to re-enter the system and
applicants whose payment transaction was simply in process. An

examination of a subsample of the 1978-1979 data revealed that of random
validation recipients with no post-selection transaction, 73.8% of those
selected by August 31 appeared in the first update of the recipient file,
while only 20% of those selected after that date appeared in the first
update. Most of the statistical analyses were conducted using this
sample.

The replication sample was selected in exactly the same way as the
working sample. The majority of the andom validation applicants were
selected for either the.working or the replication 'sample, but there was
no overlao between the two. This sample was.used to verify that results
obtained from the working sample were not due to chance.

The nonvalidation sample was drawn by simulating the random

validation.process. .The sampling procedure selected 20,000 eligible

transactions processed by August 31, 1979 belonging to regular
applicants. Once again, the number of dependent applicants was reduced
to 10,000. This procedure resulted in not merely a sample of applicants,
also a simulated selection' transaction for each applicant. The
simulation program was executed without knowledge of the

systems-generated transaction produced to inform independent applicants
of the change in the SEI formula, As a result, some systems-generated
transactiOns were chosen as the simulated selection transaction. Those
cases (aPproximately 200) were eliminated from the sample, resulting in a
possible minor underrepresentation of certain kinds of independent
applicants in the sample. This sample was used to distinguish the
effects of validation from those of edits or spontaneous changes.

5.4
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The PEC sample consisted of 15,000 applicants selected for validation

on account of having met a PEC on a transaction processed prior to August
31, 1979. This sample was used to compare the effectiveness of the PEC
to that of the error-prone model.

5.4 Research Methodology.

A brief description of the research methodology will be presented

here. For a more detailed description see Appendices 0 and E.

An analytical method known as sequential search analysis or automatic

interaction detection (AID) was used to classify applicants into groups
which differ as much as possible in a dependent variable relating to
their response to validation. The groups are defined in terms of a set
of predictor variables. Only variables available at the time of

selection were used as predictor variables, including SER fields,

variables related to corrections history, and variables obtained through

he algebraic manipulation of two or more SER fields. AID first splits
the sample into two groups which are as different as possible, and

continues this process for each resulting subgroup.

The computer program used in the analyses was THAID, a version of AID.

designed for nomihal scale dependent variables. THAID analyses were
conducted using the working sample. The effects of each split were

cross-validated through 'the replication sample. Those splits that could

not be replicated were not used in defining the resultng groups.

Finally, applicants who met the definitions of the groups, but were not
selected for validation were examined to ascertain the reasons for

failure to re-enter the system.

5.5 Dependent Variable

Several dependent variables were coniidered for this investigation.

Quantitative variables (selection to payment discrepancies in SE1,

scheduled award or expected disbursement, or their absolute values)

ignored students who did not re-enter the system after selection for
validation. For this reason a decision was made to use a nominal scale

dependent variable and a program such as THAID which could handle such

variables.
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Prior to defining the dependent variable one must define the

criterion transaction. This is the transaction which will be assumed to
be the most accurate and against which data on other transactions will be

compared to estimate the effects of validation, or at least of selection
for validation. The criterion transaction for this study is defined as
follows:

If the applicant was paid at or after selection, the latest
payment transaction is considered the criterion transaction.
If the applicant was not paid at or after selection and the
latest transaction is different from the selection transaction;
then the latest transaction is the criterion.

If the applicant was not paid on the selection transaction and
filed no post-selection transaction, then the criterion is
missing.

Otherwise (i.e., the applicant was not paid at selection and the
latest transaction is rejected) the applicant was excluded from
the study.

The previously mentioned systems-generated tratlaction, which

notified a snall proportion of the applicants of he change in the SEI

formula, was ignored in all calculations. If an ,plicant was paid on

this transaction, the payment was assigned for ltical purposes to
the latest pre-May 9 transaction.

Given this definition of the criterion transaction, the dependent
variable can be defined. This variable will be referred to as TYPE and
the term "Type of applicant" will be operationally defined as the value

of the variable TYPE for the given applicant: The four types of
applicants are:

TYPe 1.: Exact reporters. Applicants for whom the SEI of the
criterion transaction is less than 50 points above or below the
SEI of the selection transaction.

Type 2: Over-claimers. Applicants for whom the SEI of the
criterion transaction is at least 50 points higher than the SEI
of the selection transaction.

Type 3.: Under-Claimers. Applicants for whom the SEI of the
criterion transaction is at least 50 points lower than the SEI
of the selection transaction.

Type 4: ?lissing. Applicants with a missing criterion
transaction.

5.6
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Exhibit 5.1 presents the definition of applicant types in flow-chart
form.

The use of expected'disbursement, scheduled award or some other

standard such as "made corrections to some critical field" were

considered as possible alternatives to a nominal scale dependent

variable.. The first two alternatives were rejected, since

institution-related information could have been unavailable if the

criterion transaction were 'not a payment One. The use of critical field

corrections was rejected since it would not discriminate between

significant and insignificant changes or .between over,claimers and

under-claimers. The present definition uses information available far

all applicants and allows distinctions to be made between kinds of
serious misrepoeters.

5.6 Predictor Variables

Sixty-six predictor variables that were Used in the analysis are.

presented in Exhtbit 5.2 with asterisks marking the ones that contribute

to defining the model in its final form. Note that some splits could

have been defined by more than one variable (e.g., Father's pOrtion'is

blank or zero could be defined btvariables 15 oe 17). The variables are
in no particular order.

.

5.7 Strengths and Limitations

One of the mjor limitations of this approach to error-prone modeling

is that one can new,,' be certain of having produced the best possible
solution. A different invstigator, using different samples, different

variables', or forcing a different first split could well come up with a

totally different model. What could have been an effective split at the

second .-eration may never appear in light of a .different.split at the
first.

THAID has a tendency to select splits that come close to dividing a

sample or subsample in an uneven division. For this reason criteria

which define only a very small percentage of the population would be

unlikely to appear in the model. The one tenth of one percent of the

Oplicants defined by a given PEC could be expected to be scattered among

the thirty-seven groups resulting from the study. For this reason the

model should not be used to the exclusion of other criteria that have

also -oven effective.
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EXHIBIT 5,1; DEFINITION OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE

Excluda
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Transaction

fonio........ el Os .....
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No
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EXHIBIT 5.2: PREDICTOR VARIABLES

1. Citizenship (citizen, resident or blank)
2. Bachelor's degree (no or blank)
*3 Tax filing status (based on tax form, estimated, did not have to

file or blank)
4. Number of prior transactions

*5. M.D.E. source (SACC was coded the same as CSS)
6. Marital status
7. Discrepancy between household size and exemptions
8. Household size

*9. Exemptions
10. Marital status
11. Social Security Benefits
12. Non-taxable.other than Social Security

. 13. Non-taxable income
*14. Adjusted Gross Income
15. Father's portion
16. Mother's portion

*17. Presence or absence of both sources of earned income (both
absent, father's only, mother's only, both present)

*18. Taxes paid
*19. Taxes as a proportion of AGI (blanks converted to zeros)
20. Post-high school education (members of household in)
21. Unreimbursed tuition
22, Medical of dental expenses
23. Casualty-theft losses
24. Itemized deductions

*25. Savings

26. Applicant's resources
27. Veteran's benefits (amount only)

*28. House value*
29. House debt
30. Investment value

*31. Date first application signed
*32. Data selection transaction processed
33. Date of birth

*34. Type of school (first choice)
*35. Control of school (first choice)
36. Presence on absence of second choice school
37. Congruence between state listings (whether state of legal

residence, state in applicant's address and state of first
choice school coincide; one value for each possibility including
missing school)

38. Number of blanks and zeros in fields calling for dollar
responses

*39. Eligibility index
*40. Total income (N.T.I. + A.G.I. + amount received from veteran's

benefits in a year after converting blanks to zeros)
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EXHI8IT 5.2: PREDICTOR VARIABLES (CONTD.)
.

*41. Year in school
42. Number of assumption comments
43. Unusual expenses (Medical or dental casualty-theft losses)*44. Assets (How;e, farm, business and investment values minus

debts, plus savings and applicant's resources)
45. Father'4 portion divided by total income
45. Total income divided by (total income. + assets)
47. Appl!cant's resources divided by parent's total income
48. Total debts divided by (house, investment, farm and business

values savings)
ef4g. Non-taxable income divided by total income
50. Number of critical fields having received rejection comments inthe past
51: Number of changes made to critical fields
52. Number of verifications in selection transaction
53. Number of fields producing assumption comments across

transactions
54. SEI difference between immeidate prior transaction and present

transaction (SEI was computed if previous transaction was not
valid)

55. Previous ineligible transaction?
56. Ever changed marital status?
57. Ever changed household size?
58. Ever changed U.S. tax figures?
59. Ever changed exemption?

.60. Ever changed AGI?
61. Ever changed taxes paid?-
62. Ever changed model?
63. Ever a change in scheduled award?

*64. Absolute value of the difference between highest and lowest SEI
achieved (included computed for rejections)

65. Number'ever missing among the following fields: bachelor's
. degree, household size, U.S, tax figures, exemptions, A.G.I.,

taxes paid, date signed, year in school
*66. Model (incorporated by forced division of sample, but not

chose by THAN)).
.
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While other methods such as diScriminant analysis may identify smalleffects defined by a single variable, they are likely to miss largereffects defined by a combination of two or more 4riables. THAID is
particularly effective at identifying

predictors which interact toproduce an effect on the dependent variable. The sequential searchmethod also yields
results which are maee easily interpreted nd whichlend themselves to a greater variety of remedial actions.;
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1E;

THE ERROR-PRONE MODEL

6.1 Results of the Validation and Nonvalidation Samole Comoarisons

This sectfon presents the overall findings of the analysis with
respect to the validation and nonvalidation groups. The general findings
corroborate those reported in Part I of this report, namely that
selection for validation is accompanied by different corrections behavior
from the rest of the applicant population.

Among random validation anplicants included :in the working sample,
8.9 percent were over-claimers (i.e. made corrections to their SER
resulting in at least a 50 point increase.in SEI from saleCtiOn to
criterion transaction), 4.5 percent were under-claimers and 35.6 percent
failed to re-enter the system (these figures were calculated weighted
dependent sample). The corresponding figures for the replication samples
were very similar, at 8.7 percent, 4.4 percent, and 36.1 percent,
respectively.

For the nonvalidation sample, however, only 1.3 percent corrected_to
their disadvantage and 0.7 percelt corrected to their advantage. The
percentage failing to 're-enter the system was 31.2 percent. In other
words 20,8 pertent of applicants who re-enter the system after selection
for vaTidation make corrections affecting their SEI by 50 points or more,
but only 2.9 percent of those not selected.for validation do so.

6.1
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6.2 Description of Model Results

This section presents a global description of the error-prone model,

highlighting its most important features and discussing the major

findings associated With the model.

Thirty-seven groups, 25 dependent and 12 independent were identified

through the sequential search procedure. Twenty variables suffice as

definers of the 37 groups:

one relates to corrections behavior (SEI change),

five are algebraic manipulations of SER fields (SEI, total
income, assets, taxes as a proportion of AGI, and NTI as a
proportion of total income),

.

one is a logical statement relating two fields (presence or
absence of each portion earned, with four possibilities),

two are dates (date application signed and date transaction
processed),

two are related to school choice (type and control.),

one is related to application form. (MOE source),

One is answered indirectly by the applicant (model or dependency
status), and

seven are answered directly in the application (AGI, savings,
house value, tax filing status, taxes paid, exemptions and year
in school).

Exhibits 6.1 and 6.2 provide two different ways of viewing.the

model.' Exhibit 6.1 presents the tree indicating the splits that led to
the 37 groups. Letters represent nodes (subsamples which were

subsequently split) and numbers represent the 37 groups. As can be seen,

eight splits were the most that were necessary to create the most complex

groups, while three sufficed for the simplest.

Exhibit 6.2 simply lists the defining characteristics of each group.

Before considering the misreporting patterns of the different groups,

the reader should be made aware of certain trends in the splits producing

the model. Applicants whose MOE sour$p was BEOG had similar patterns to

those whose MOE source was PHEAA, while ACT applicants resembled CSS

applicants (SACC applicants were coded as if they were CSS). ACT and CSS

applicants produced more splits (and therefore more groups) than did BEOG
and PHEAA applicants. Twenty groups were composed entirely of ACT and

CSS applicants, seven of BEOG and PHEAA applicants, and ten had

applicants from all four sources.

6.2
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EXHIBIT 5.1 (CONT.): NODES IN TREE DIAGRAM

Node: Definer of Latest Split

A All applicants
Dependents
Independents

0 Estimated taxes
Used tax form, did not have to file or left space blank
BEOG or PHEAA
ACT or CSS

SEI not over 400
SEI over 400
BEOG or PHEAA
ACT or CSS

L SEI 0

SEI greater than 0
Savings 0 or blank

0 Taxes paid not over 52,000
Taxes paid over $2,000
House value = 0 or missing
.House value greater than 0
SEI not over 200
SEI over 200
Exemptions = blank, 0 or 1
Exemptions = greater than 1.
Processed bY April 30.

X SEI never has changed
Both parents' positions are greater than zero
First choice school is university or blank

AA Total income less than or equal to 510,000
BB Taxes less than 5% of AGI or both figures zero
CC Taxes over 5%.of AGI
DD Processed by April 30
EE Processed after April 30
FF Taxes paid not over $500
GG SEI less than or equal to 1200
HH Taxes paid greatee than zero
II Taxes over 15% of AGI
JJ SEI not over 600

6.4
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EXHIBIT 6.1 (CONT.): GROUPS IN TREE DIAGRAM

Group: Definer of Latest Split

1. Father's portion = 0 or blank
2. Fither's portion greater than 0
3. Savings greater than 0
4. Processed by May 31
5. Processed after May 31
5. SEI changed at least once
7. First choice school is university
8. First choice school is blank or not university
9. SEI greater than 1200

10. At least one parent's portion is zero or blank
11. First choice school control is blank or public
12. First choice school is private or proprietary
13. BEOG
14. PHEAA
15. First cnoice school listed, but not a university
16. NTI less than or equal to 50% of total income (or both zero

or one negative)
17. NTI over 50% of total income
18. Total income over S10,000
19. Taxes paid = blank or 0
20. SEI not over 600
21. Assets not over $30,000
92. Assets over S30,000
23. Taxes over 15% of AGI
24. AGI not over. $25.400
25. AGI over $25,000
26. SEI = 0
27. SEI greater than 0
28. AGI not over $2,000
29. AGI over $2,000
BO. Processed by July 31
32. Yev in school = blank or 1
33. Year in school = 2,3,4 or 5
34. Signed by February 28 or date missing
35. Signed after February 28
36. Taxes paid over $500
37. Processed after April 30

6.5
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EXHIBIT 6,2: DEFINITION OF THE 37 GROUPS

Groups 1-10: Dependents who

1. SEI not over 400, nc :,4vings or father's portion.
2. SEI not over 400, no savings, but father's portion greater than 0.
3. SEI not over 400, savings greater than O.
4. SEI over 400, taxes not V,'' 0.000, SEI has not changed, processed

by May 31.
5. SEI over 400,

after May 31.
taxes not over $2,000, SEI has not changed, processed

6. SEI over 400, taxes not over $2,000, 5E1 has changed.
7. SEI 4014200, taxes over $2,000, both portions greater than 0, first

choice is.university.
8. SEI 401-1200, taxes over $2,000, both portions greater than 0, first

choice missing or not university.
9. SEI over 1200, taxes over $2,000, both portions greater than 0.
10. SEI over 400, taxes over $2,000, one or both portions is 0 or blank.

Groups 11-15: Dependents, did not estimate, MDE is BEOG or PHEAA

11. House value 0 or blank, first choice school public or blank.
12. 'House value 0 or blank,' first choice school private or proprietary.
13. MDE is BEOG, house value greater than 0, university or no first

choice.
14. MOE is PHEAA, house value greater than 0,.university or no first

choice.

15. House value greater than 0, first choice school is listed, but not a
university.

Groups 16-25: Dependents, did not estimate, MDE is ACT or CSS

16. SEI not over 200, total income not over $10,000, NT1 is not over 50%
of total income.

.

17. SEI not over 200, total income not over $10,000, NTI over 50% of
total income.

18. SEI not over 200, total income over $10,000.
19. SEI over 200, taxes paid 0 or blank.
20. SEI 201-600, taxes greater than 0, but not over 5% of AGI.
21. SEI over 600, taxes greater than 0, but not over 5% of AGI, assets

not over $30,000,
22. SEI over 600, taxes greater than 0, but not over 5% of AGI, assets

over $30,000.
23. SEI over 200, taxes 5 to 15% of AGI.
24. SEI over 200, taxes over 15% of AGI, AGI not over $25,000.
25. SEI over 200, taxes over 15% of AGI, AGI over $25,000.
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EXHIBIT 6.2:

Groups 26-27:

DEFINITION OF THE 37 GROUPS (CONT.)

Independents, MOE is BEOG or PHEAA

26. SEI O.

27. SEI greater than O.

Groups 28-37: Independents, MOE is ACT or CSS

28. SEI = 0, exemptions are 1 or blank, processed by April 30, AGI not
over $2,000.

29. SEI = 0, exemptions are 1 or blank, processed by April 30, AGI over$2,000.
30. SEI = 0, exemptions are 1 or blank, processed May 1 to July 31.'31. SEI = 0,.exemptions are 1 or blank, processed after July 31.32. SEI = 0, exemptions

greater than 1, year in school is 1 or blank.33. SEI = 0, exemptions greater than 1, year in school greater than 1.34. SEI greater than 0, processed by April 30, taxes not over $500,
signed by February 28 or date missing

35. SEI greater than 0, processed by April 30, taxes not over $500,
signed after February 28.

36. SEI greater than 0, processed by April 30, taxes o;er $500.
37. SEI greater than 0, processed after April 30.
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T-ne and control of institution contributed to the definition of all

five dependent BEOG and PHEAA groups, and of two of the.groups including

all four sources. Type and control of institution did not seem to make a

difference for ACT and CSS applicants, since they entered into the

definition of none of the twenty groups composed entirely of applicants
from these two sources.

'Aside from SEI (which split the independents), information related to
tax forms was not at all useful in predicting misreporting for BEOG and

PHEAA applicants. Dates of processing and-signing also failed to predict
for this subsample. On the Other hand, SEI, dates (for independents) and

information that could be verified direCtly from the tax forms (AGI,

taxes paid, exemptions, etc.). proved to be the best predictors for ACT
and CSS applicants. Among applicants who estimated taxes (the ten groups

containing applicants from all four sources) EI, portions (presence or

absence) taxes paid and.savings proved the best predictors.

Table 6.1 shows the distributions on the dependent variable for the

two random validation and the.nonvalidation samples. The column marked %

lists the percentage of the total sample represented by the group. The
other four Columns represent the percentage of each type in each group..

As can be seen; Group 7 has the highest percentage of overclaimers,

but most of the groups made up of dependents who estimated taxes are also

relatively high. Some of these (like Groups 2 and 3) have four and five

times as many over-claimers as under-claimers, while others (like Groups

4 and 6) have approximately equal numbers of both types.

Group 24, characterized'by a high tax rate for the income of its

members, is the only group among dependents who did not estimate taxes

with a high proportion of over-claimers. Group 21 has the highest

proportion of underclaimers.
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Independents had proportionately fewer misreporters, but there were
some independent groups with a large proportion missing and a relatively
high rate of misreporting among those who did re-enter the system. The
missing rate could not be attributed to a deterrent effect of validation,
since it was generally replicated in the nonvalidation sample. It is
possible that the change in SEI formula (which would have affected many
of these applicants) could have led financial aid administrators to
recommend that applicants wait until they received the system generated
SER. If so, they may be delaying their re-entry. Alternately, some may
have felt their grant was too small (under the old formula) and made
other plans.

While no nonvalidation group had more than 7 percent making
corrections which raised their SEI (the eauivalent of over-claimers for
the validation groups) some of the groups with the highest proportions in
this category were also groups with high percentages of over-claimers.
In other words, validation groups with high corrections rates tend to
correspond to nonvalidation.groups with relatively high proportions of
spontaneous corrections', but the rates of corrections among the
nonvalidation groups are much lower than those of the corresponding
validation groups;

6.3 Applicants Who Oid Not Re-enter the System

In order to examine the extent to which applicants may have been
intimidated by selection, the percentage of missing applicants for each
nonvalidation group was subtracted from.the percentage of missing
applicants in one of the validation groups (whichever yielded the most
conservative results). Table 6.2 presents this information. Four groups
yielded results over 10 percent. Two of these (Groups 2 and 24) hadhigh
rates of over-claimers. The third group (Group 9) combined estimating
taxes with a high SEI, possibly leading its members to decide that
validation was not worth the trouble since the award. would have been
low. The fourth group (Group 31) had selection transactions processed in
August, and the delay in getting validation materials together may have
limAe these applicants miss the first update of the recipient file.
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One group had significantly fewer missing applicants when selected
for validation than otherwise. This group is the one most likely to have
been affected by the formula change in the sense that their old El would
have been high, while their new one would be zero. Seventy-five percent
of this group's nonvalidation applicants failed to re-enter the system,
as opposed to 59 percent of the ones in which validat'on sample. In this
case validatdon may have been an incentive to remain in the system.

When one compares the figures in the first column with percentages of.
misreporters for non-missing cases.no clear pattern emerges. There does
seem to be a greater tendency. for validation applicants to be missing,
but the reasons are probably varied and difficult to determine.

6.4 Misreporting bx Critical Field

As was stated in Part I, the fields most frequently changed after
selection were NTI, AGI and taxes paid. Table 6.3 reports the percentage
of non-missing applicants whose SEI and selection transaction values in
these fields were too high or too low. The average amount by.which each
of these fields.was misreported is given in Table 6.4.

An examination of those groups with high percentages underreporting
NTI reveals that they are not groups with large numbers of serious
misreporters. Groups 11 and 17 had 20.3 percent and 25.4 percent

underreporting their NTI, but their percentage of over-claimers (counting
only non-missing appl.icants) were only 7.5 percent and 9.3 percent

respectively, well under the average of 13.8 percent. Only for Group 19
does NTI seem to be a possible source of serious error, and here it
affects both over-claimers and under-claimers.

AGI is another matter altogether. Group 8 had 50 percent of its

non-missing members misreporting AGI to their advantage (though --' one
of them was found to have underreported NTI). Group 4 had 71.4 t. .:ent

of those applicant who re-entered the system making corrections to AGI
after selection. Table 11-4 shows that the mean discrepancy is over
S1,000 for seven groups, and this includes all applicants who re-entered,
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TABLE 6.2: EFFECTS OF VALIDATION ON RE-ENTERING AND ON SEI CHANGE

Group

Difference In
Percentage Missing*

(Validation-Non-validation)

Serious
Misreporters as
Percentage of
Non-missing**

Total
Misreporters
As Percent of
Non-missing***

1 3.5 17.9 25.92 13.0 38.0 56.03 1.2 33.7 44.74 -.03 56.4 80.05 -.04 50.4 65.36 4.3 34.7 42.97 -4.5 53.4 70.58 -0.9 31.5 61.99 12.3 28.1 46.910 5.9 51.1 63.011 -5.7 11.5 17.212 5.4 15.4 19.213 -1.7 20.1 25.114 1.8 37.9 47.015 3.6 18.2 22.516 4.0 11.9 16.117 6.0 9.6 14.418 8.7 16.9 25.319 8.1 41.9 49.720 2.6 16.2 25.021 1.1 43.2 51.622 4.5 23.9 37.023 6.2 19.0 27.524 12.0 47.9 60.625 0.4 24.6 29.326 3.8 4.3 4.427 4.4 35.1 38.828 -2.9 3.5 4.429 -16.2 9.9 11.930 5.6 5.0 5.631 11.6 3.4 5.132 5.5 5.8 6.233 1.7 4.8 5.334 -4.6 52.0 56.035 -0.8 28:6 28.636 -0.6 61.5 65.437 1.0 25.0 25.6

* Most conservative estimate, validation minus nonvalidation.
** SEI change of 50 points.or more, working sample.
*** SEI change of 1 or more points, working sample.
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TABLE 6.3: PERCENTAGCMISREPORTING MAJOR FIELDS

Group
Too
High

Nit

Too
Low

Too
High

AGI

Too
Low

Too
High

Taxes.

Too
low

Too
High

5E1

Too

Low
1 5.0 15.1 9.4 26.6 8.6 10.1 7.9 18.02 1.0 6.0 20.0 38.0 16.0 26.0 11.0 35.03 5.3 15.2 12.1 17.7 13.3 15.5 11.7 33.04 4.3 5.6 24.4 47.0 27.8 35.9 36.8 43.25 4.7 5.5 15.0 35.4 19.7 33.1 29.1 36.26 8.8 4.8 7.5 16.3 8.2 13.6 21.8 21.17 0.0 1.1 18.2 39.8 22.7 36.4 21.6 48.9a 2.2 0.0 7.6 50.0 21.7 32.6 13.0 48.99 0.0 0.0 7.3 31.3 17.7 25.0 17.7 29.210 1.5 3.7 8.9 38.5 27.4 22.2 14.1 48.911 6.6 20.3 4.8 6.2 5.3 2.2 5.7 11.512 10.0 8.5 2.3 8.5 2.2 6.2 7.7 11.513 6.8 10.5 3.7 8.2 5.9 3.7 8.2 16.814 0.0 16.7 6.1 7.6 9.1 10.6 12.1 34.815 5.0 10.4 2.9 6.1 5.9 2.3 9.0 13.516 1.6 12.4 4.5 14.7 6.1 6.4 2.2 13.91,-1 8.9 26.4 2.1 6.7 0.2 1.1 2.5 11.918 3.6 11.0 4.5 13.0 7.8 7.5 5,.5 19.819 13.2 18.0 9.0 9.9 0.0 10.8 27.5 22.220 2.4 2.4 4.8 5.4 5.4 6.0 12.6 11.421 9.5 11.6 7.4 147 3.2 22.1 33.7 17.922 8.7 3.3 8.5 6.5 7.6 9.8 23.9 13.023 1.4 2.6 3.9 13.3 8.1 5.1 9.4 18.124 1.4 1.4 5.3 23.9 40.8 5.6 8.5 52.125 0.0 0.8 3.8 12.3 12.3 2.3 6.2 23.126 4.6 12.0 3.0 8.9 3.8 2.0 0.0 4.427 5.0 5.0 6.8 10.4 5.4 9.0 22.1 16.728 4.7 7.6 1.5 18.7 5.8 3.2 0.0 4.429 0.0 2.0 6.9 20.8 17.8 6.9 0.0 11.930 3.1 6.2 2.2 13.0 4.0 4.0 0.0 5.631 1.7 6.8 8.5 6.8 5.1 0.0 0.0 3.132 5.1 13.9 2.2 8.8 1.8 2.2 0.0 6.233 3.1 11.0 3.6 8.4 2.6 2.1 0.0 5.334 4.0 . 10.0 8.0 24.0 8.0 18.0 26.0 30.035 11.9 7.1 7.1 2.4 0.0 0.0 16.7 11.936 3.8 3.8 7.7 26.9 20.8 11.5 11.5 53.837 4.0 5.2 2.2 9.0 7.1 5.2 9.3 16.4
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not just those who changed the field. (The average discrepancy for Group

2 was $2,230, but if one counts only applicants who corrected this field,

the average correction was $3,845 in either direction.) AGI is therefore

one of the fields most frequently changed, and probably the one causing

most errors. It is also one of the easiest items for financial aid

administrators to validate.

Taxes paid, which is also easy to validate, was a high error rate

field. Among Group 24 applicants, 40.8 percent of those not missing

overreported their taxes (particularly disturbing given that they .claimed

to not have estimated). Group 4 had the largest proportion of

misreporters in this field (62.7%).

Changes in AGI were not regularly accompanied by changes in portions

earned. With the exception of Group 2, 41 percent of which changed

father's portion, the percentage changing portions in any group.seldom

reached 20 percent.

6.5 Impact of Misreporting

Table 6.5 OresentS a breakdown of EI and scheduled award

discrepancies between criterion and selection transactions. As can be

seen, for some groups (e.g. Group 6) over-claimers and under-claimers

cancel each other out, even though the average award may be off by over

$100. For other groupT Group 10) over-claimers far outweigh

under-claimers producifiy a mean net differences of S76 per applicant.

Assuming that expected disbursement is 94 percent of scheduled award (as

was the case for the 1978-1979 academic year) and that the proportion of

non-missing applicants represented by this group is the same as its

representation in the recipient file the amount saved by validating all

Group 10 applicants over validating none would be over S2,000,000. This

is not a netsavings amount, since it does not take into account the fact

that some are being validated already, or that a deterrent effect might

produce additional savings.

Group by group recommendations and interpretations are presented in

Chapter 7 and implications for validation are suggested in Chapter 8.
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TABLE 6.4: MEAN NET AND ABSOLUTE
DISCREPANCIES IN CRITICAL FIELDS

NTI AGI Taxes
Abs.Group Net*

1 179
2 87
3 325
4 -174
5 -18
6 -448
7 22
8 -4
9 0
10 131
11 427
12 -8
13 119
14 477
15 174
16 350
17 473
18 264
19 -85
20 18
21 -193
22 -122
23 -11
24 -117
25 22
26 177
27 -27
28 72
29 13
30 90
31 89
32 326
33 198
34 -32
35 22
36 16
37 -56

614

134
487

282
184

548
22
4

o
148

708

359
301
477
.363

397
769

345

773

87

623
285
125

239
22

263
164
174
13

140
124
382
300
187

172
76

154

Net* Abs.

329 591
1,230 2,230
455 1,002
421 1,493
264 1,143
98 608

802 1,192
491 979
333 516
567 1,165
242 66C
62 373
95 229

-279 421
-57 . 353
670 855
256 320
156 . 615
100 583
17 201

-92 564
-154 250
42 253
85 1,145
168 2076
86 172
49 312
301 317
271 370
390 413
-61 181
172 257
298 409
88 457

-48 85
294 306
125 236

Net* Abs.

13 45
103 202
41 128

166 366
230 355
56 110
68 298

-67 288
73 239

-173 426
-26 39
35 49
5 49

.8 154
-57 83
15 81
10 11

-20 142
144 144
17 42

280 296
98 117
-8 69

-312 447
-128 134
-13 22
16 36
7 19
o 60

27 40
-15 15

2 17
15 26
62 100
o 0

-83 108
4 49

* Net discrepancies are averaged without taking the absolute value, so that
overreporters and underreporters could cancel each other out. Selection
value is subtracted from criterion value.
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TABLE 6.5: MEAN NET AND ABSOLUTE SEI AND AWARD DISCREPANCIES

Group Net*

1 23
2 75
3 76
4 25
5 -15
6 12
7 75
a 49
9 29
10 92
11 22
12 8
13 21
14 27
15 7
16 55
17 29
18 47
19 -8
20 3
21 -62
22 -27
23 14
24 55
25 57
26 25
27 -19
28 18
29 57
30 38
31 13
32 52
32 54
34 97
35 15
36 155
37 155

* Criterion,selection.
** SeTection-triterion.

SEI
Abs. Net**

Award
Abs.

43 12 21
96 28 35
98 46 53

181 14 125
143 0 107
127 2 32
111 68 99
85 50 78
50 30 52
123 76 100
59 3 20
38 10 29
45 12 30
82 22 5851 3 31

.57 26 27
31 12 13
55 23 .26

150. 10 8929 4 14
127 -43 107

66 -13 51
50 10 38

109 57 95
71 33 44
25 9 9

169 -16 77
18 6 6
57 29 29
38 26 26
13 0 0
52 21 21
54 21 21

234 75 133
141 39 77
198 62 . 103
198 62 103
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DESCRIPTION ANO INTERPRETATION OF THE GROUPS

This chapter describes each group in terms of its misreporting

patterns and selection transaction profile. An attempt will be made to
interpret ana identify possible reasons for misreporting and to suggest

corrective action. Each description should beread in conjunction with

Tables 6.1 through 6.5.

At this point a few terms should be reviewed. The term over-claimer

refers to an applicant whose SEI'was at least SO points lower on the

selection transaction than on the criterion transaction. Under-claimer
refers to an applicant whose SEI was at least SO points higher at

selection than at criterion. MisreporterAncludes both over-claimers and
under-claimers. The net discrepancy on a given field between criterion

and selection transaction refers to the average of the figure at

criterion minus the figure at selection. Absolute award difference and
absolute discrepancy, on a given field refers to the average of the

absolute value of the.figure.at criterion minus the figure at selection.
Gains and losses may cancel each other out in computing net discrepancy
of net award difference, but will not in computing absolute award

difference or absolute discrepancy.

Group 1: dependents who estimated taxes, had SEI not over 400', no

savin s and father's ortion mission or O. This group had the lowest

rates of misreporting among the ten groups of dependents who estimated
taxes. They are a low income group, where the mother's earned income

accounts for most of the AGI. This group had the largest percentage of
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corrections to mother's portion (26.6%), but its rate of misreporting
identified through.validation .was below that of the total sample. On the
other hand, since this group consists largely of appli.cants with divorced
or separated parents the possibility of an applicant providing the wrong
definition of parent (i.e., listing their mothers when they lived a
longer period with their fathers) is a real one that validation may not
identify. Quality control studies might wish to investigate this issue.
This group should not be selected for validation, but should be
incorporated in any remedial action pertaining to estimation of taxes.

Group 2: de endents who.estimated taxes had SEI not over 400 no
savings and father's_gprIlm_areAter than 0. This group differs.in its

defining.characteristics from the preVious one only in that father's
portion was present. Its misreporting pattern, however, is very
different. Over-claimers constitute 19.3 percent of the applicants in
this group, and 32.1 percent of those not missing. Furthermore, this is
one of the fourgroups with many more missing cases in the validation

.

tamples.than in the nonvalidation one (1.4% and 13.0% respectively).
Corrections to AcI were made by 58 percklt.of the nonmissihg applicants
in this group, and the mean correction ;oo. s3,845 in one direction
or the other. This 14as the largest:amount any group, resulting in a
net underreporting of AGI of $1,230' (calculated Among all non-missing
applicants). On the other hand, this did not translate into very large
discrepancies in SEI or award dud to low income and assets.

Several possibilities exist, Since thi group was more likely to
over-claim than under-claim, the suspicion of some intentional

misreporting and some failure to re-enter the system out of fear of
getting caught must be entertained. If this is the case some other
fields which are harder.to validate, such as.the absence of savings,
could also'be sources of error for this group. On the other hand, this
could be a case of low income applicants trying to estimate their income
carelessly and feeling intimidated by the validation requirement. The
group should probably be selected for validation in the absence of

remediation concerning estimation. Even if verification of tax returns
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is required for all who estimate, at least part of this group should be
validated with view toward possible errors in fields unrelated to tax

returning or failure to report assets.

Group 3) dependents who estimated taxes had SEI not over 400 and

had savings. The presence of savings differentiates this group from the
previous two. While the proportion of over-claimers among all applicants

in this group is,slightly higher, the proportion of misreporters among

those not missing is lower than that of the previous group. (This is due
to the absence of the extra 13 to 18 percent which failed to re-enter in

the previous group when selected for validation.) Nevertheless, the

percentage of over-claimers is inordinately high, reflecting the fact

that the attempt to estimate income and taxes is, for the most part,
likely to produce errors. The absence of additional missing cases when
compared with the nonvalidation sample, and the fact that savings were

reported suggests honest mistakes rather than fraud. The group should

probably be selected for validation in the absence of remediation

connected with the estimation of taxes.

Group 4: de endents who estimated taxes had'SEI over 400 taxes not
over 52,000L no change in SEI prior to selection and were rocessed b
ilay 31. This group has the highest proportion of mtsreporters

(over-claimers and under-claimers combined) of any in the model. Fully
80 percent of non-missing applicants changed their SEI after selection,

56.4 percent of non-missing applicants doing so by SO points or more.

Among these applicants 71.4 percent corrected AGI and 63.7 percent,

taxes paid. While this group misreports to a great degree, it is almost

as likely to hurt itself as help itself by its misreporting. It even

does some unsolicited correcting among nonvalidation applicants. This

group should'be selected for validation in the absence of other

corrective action..

Group 5) dependents who estimated taxes& had SEI over 400, taxes not
over $2 000 no chan e in SEI rior to selection and were rocessed after
May 31. The total rate of misreporting for this group is slightly lower

than for the previous one, it is still among the highest. There is also

less unsolicited correcting among the nonvalidation applicants. It seems
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less excusable to estimate taxes when one files after April 15 than when
one files before, and it is with this sort of group that a change in

procedures requiring verification with tax forms is in order. Failing
some other sort of remediation, this group should be selected for

validation.

Group 6.: dependents who estimated taxesz had scj over 4001.1Axes not

over S2,000 and a change in SEI from a previous transaction. While still
including more misreporters than the total average, this group is less
error-prone than the two previous ones. Selection of this group is
probably not indicated unless one were to select a large proportion of

applicants for validation. More to the point is the,fact that this group
could be eliminated in most cases through corrective action. By the time

an applicant receives an SER it is late enough in the year that he can

verify his figures from his tax forms. The requirements that applicants
do this and sign a stItement to the effect prior to submitting
corrections would completely eliminate applicants with this set of
characteristics, and presumably reduce their misreporting.

,Group .dependents who estimated taxes, had SEI from 401 to 1200.
taxes over'S2,000, both portionureater than 0 whose first choice is a
university. .This group has the largest'percentage Of over-claimers of
all thirty-seven groups. It is a high income group to begin with
(average AGI reported at selection is $25,536), and its members seem to
be misreporting to their advantage. The average member of this group who
re-enters the system gets $68 less after selection for validation than
before. The average award is off by $99 (there are 9.6 percent
under-claimers). In spite of this tendency to over-claim, this group
also has the lowest proportion missing in both validation samples. AGI
is corrected by 58 percent Of its non-missing members and taxes paid by
59.1 percent.. Validation seems to be in order for this group, unless an

alternative means of handling the errors due to estimation of taxes is
found.

group dependents who estimated taxes, had SEI from 401 to 1200,
taxes over $22000t_ both portions greater than 0, whose first choice
ins6tution is missing or not a university. This group has a lower rate
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of over-claimers than the previous one, but still one of the highest
rates of any group. Actually, a higher percentage understate AGI in this
group (SO%) than in any other group, but the amount of the discrepancies
are not as large as in Groups 2 or 7. This group should also be
validated.

Group 9: dependents who estimated taxesx had SEI over 1200.1_ taxes
over $2,000 and both portions greater than 0. This group had
misreporting rates higher thPn the total sample, but lower than most
applicants who estimated taxes. The fact that their award potential was
low at selection limits the possible impact of validation. The group
should not be validated, but corrective action with respect to estimation
of taxes could be considered.

Group 10: de endents who estimated taxes had SEI over 400 taxes
over $2,000 and at least one portion 0 or blank. This is another group
with a high rate of over-claimers. It has the highest net award
difference from selection to criterion ($76 per appliCant overpayment at
selection). It was estimated in Chapter 4 that the difference between

.paying all recipients who fall in this group at selection and.paying them
after validatioh or other Corrective action taken.

Groug de endents who did not estimate tax fi u res filed throu h
BEOG or PHEAA) Aid not own a house and chose a public institution or none
at all. This group has very low rates of misreporting and a high rate of
missing. The percentage missinl is even higr.1.,. among nonvalidation
applicants, so validation coulc even be actir a3 an incentive to remain
in the system. The group should not be va nor is corrective
action needed.

Group 12: de endents who did mit estimate tax fi ures filed thrOu
BEOG or PHEAA, did not own a house and their first choice school was
grivate orjroprietary. Similar to the previous group, but the
percentage missing is lower. There is some evidence Of validation
keeping some applicants away, but the figure is small enough to be
possibly due to sampling error. In any case applicants in this group
should not be validated.
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Group 13: dependents who did not estimate tax figures,_ filed through
BEOG house value was greater than 0 and chose a university or no
institution. This group's misreporting pattern is close to average, and
it should not be validated.

Group 14,: dependent applicants who did not estimate taxes, filed
through.PHEAA, house value was greater than 0 and first choice was a
university or no institution. This is another case of a group with high
proportion of missing cases across both validation and nonvalidation
samOles. This is not surprising, since a large proportior of PHEAA.
applicants are interested in form of aid other than Basic Grants. Even
though the rate of misreporting is higher than the previous three groups,
this group does not merit validation.

Group 15.: dependent applicants who did not estimate, filed through
BEOG or PHEAA, house value wasireater than 0 and listed a first choice
institution other than a university. This is another group that
resembles the total. Validation is not necessary.

Group 16: dependent applicants who did not estimate, filed through
ACT.or CSS had SEI not over 200 total income not over 310 000 and NTl
not over 50 percent of total income. While the rate of *misreporting is

below average far this group, there are a few cases misreporting in large
scale, resulting in the largest net discrepancy in AGI between selection
and criterion for groups other than the ones estimating tax figures. The
percentage correcting AGI is not large (19.2%), but the average
discrepancy for those Correcting is S4,453! Selective validation or
tighter edits, including verification of AGI, may well be in order.

gtmtajz.: dependent aulicants_who did not estimate, filed through
ACT or CSS had SEI not over 200 total income nC: over S10,000 and NTI
merillercent of total income. This group has a lower than average
rate ormisreporting, in spite of the fact that 26.4 percent of its
applicants who re-enter the system underreported NTI. This field
constitutes the bulk of the income for this group, the lowest in AGI.

However, in spite of the fact that NTI is underreported by $473 on the
average, this error seems not to affect SEI much because of low income
and merits at most an edit, but not validation.
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Group 18: dependents who did not estimate, filed through ACT or CSS,
had SEI not over 200 and total income over S10,000. This group has a

slightly below average rate of misreporting, but also a few cases who

substantially underreport AGI. Selective validation of AGI or even an
edit requesting verification might suffice here.

Group 13.: de endents who did not estimate filed through ACT or CSS
had SEI over.200 and either naid no taxes or left taxes blank. This
group had a moderately.high rate of misreporting, but it had more
under-claimers than over-claimers. A good portion of this group's income
is non-taxable and it had t econd highest rate of NTI.changes after
selection. There is some evidence of applicants not re-entering the
system as a result of selection.' Again, the rate of misreporting is not
among the highest, but some of the few who do misreport.do so in a way
that affects their SEI to a large degree. Among the 10.3 percent of the
applicants who re-entered and corrected taxes the mean discrepancy was
$1,333. An edit requesting 'verification of the tax field would be
appropriate. Since this group receives on the average over 53,000 in
Social Security benefits, these applicants may well find themselves in
unusual circumstances meriting the suggestion that they seek help in

filling out their form.

Group 20: dependents who did not estimate filed throuah ACT or CSS
had SEI from 201 to 600 aid taxes but.taxes were not aver 5 ercent of
AGI. This group.had a' moderate rate of misreporting, close to the
average. Furthermore, the impact of the misreporting that does exist in
this group is rather low. No corrective action seems to be required for
this group.

Group dependents who did not estimatel filed through ACT or CSS,
had SEI over_600i naid:taxesi taxes were under 5 percent of AGI and

assets were not over 530000 This group had the largest proportion of

under-claimers of any of the 37. Many of the under-claimers seem to have
underreported taxes. The average applicant changing taxes paid after

selection underreported by $1,107. This figure suggests the possibility
of a digit being omitted. An edit pointing out the tax figure and a

verification comment would be in order.
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Group 22: dependents who did 'not estimate taxes, filed through ACT
or US., had SEI over 600,_paid taxesL had taxes not over_5 oercent of
AGI and assets over $30,000. Like the previous group, this group also
has more under-claimers than over-claimers. The impact, however, is
lower for this group. An edit or comment concerning taxes might be
considered, but otherwise no remediaraction is necessary.

Group.11: dependents who did not estimate taxes, filed throuah ACT
or CSSL had SEI over 200 and taxes were 5 to 15 percent of AGI. This was
the largest group, and its characteristiCs resemble those of the total
sample. It is likely that further

investigation, experimenting with
other variables or other methods might discover further breakdowns of
this group. To this end, the practice of random validation should be
continued and the group.given special attention in future atteMpts to
refine the model. In the interim, no special remedial action seems
indicated.

Group 24.: dependents who did not estimate taxes filed throu h ACT
or CS3 .had SEI over 200 taxes over 15 percent of AGI and AGI not over
$25 000. This group had.the greatest rate of over-claimers of any group
which did not estimate taxes. Furthermore,.the percentage of applicant
who filed to re-enter the system.after selection for validation was much.
greater than the corresponding percentage in these applicants to fail to
re-enter the system over the percentage in the non-validation sample. By'
and large, overreporting of taxes was the most likely source of error,
but underreporting AGI was also prevalent. Two possible conclusions can
be formed. First, one may assume intent of fraud, and increased failure
to re-enter out of fear of getting caught. A second possibility is that
after validation many applicants in this group (whose mean selection SEI
is over 1,000) become ineligible and do not bother to file the
correction. In either case, members of this group should be validated.
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Group 25.: dependents who did not eStimate taxes, filed through ACT
or CSS, had SE1 over no, taxes over 15_percent of AGI and AGI over
$25 000. The rate of over-claimers in this group was above average, but
much lower than the previous one. Since awards were lower to begin with,
the impact of misreporting was alsO lower. This group tended to increase
the SEI even more after validation even though it was already high. In
other words, over-claimers far outnumber under-claimers. The rates are
not high enough to justify validation for all members of this group, but
it would be well to keep an aye on results pertaining to it in the Task 2
analysis.

,Group 25.: independents who filed through BEOG or PHEAA with SEI =
O. This group has a very low rate of misreporting. Whatever errors are
found in their applications, they are not ones that validation can
identify. Perhaps quality control studies should check out for omissions
on the part of these applicants, but for the time being no corrective
action is needed.

Group 27: independents who filed through BEOG or'PHEAA with SEI
treater than O. This group has a larr rrxrtion missing with a
moderately high rate of.misreportinv those re-entering the system.
The net resUlt of this misreporting is oy a slight margin to the
applicant's disadvantage. Validation is probably not justified for this
group.

_Group 28: inde endents who filed throu h ACT or CSS .had SEI = 0

exemations_noLsreater than onet_viere.ojacealhadAGI
notayera2000. This is another group with a low rate of misreporting.

No corrective action is needed.

Group 29: independents who filed throut_ACT:cs_21_Ap1SEI =

exemptions not zeater than one, were Rrocessed by April 30 and had AGI
over S210.112. This is a group very likely to have been affected by the
SEI formula change that went into effect May I. Their SE1 under the new
formula is zero, but their old SEI probably was not. Fully 75.5 percent
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of them are missing in the nonvalidation sample, but validation seems to
have acted as an incentive for them to remain in the system. No

corrective action is needed, but the group should be observed in a year
without an SEI formula.change.

Group 30,: inde2endents who filed through ACT or CS5)_ SEI = 0

exemptions not greater than_onej. processed May 1 to July 31. Vhis is
another low misreporting group for which no action is needed.

Group 31: independents who filed through ACT or CSS, SEI = 0,
.

exemptions not reater than one ordcessed aftlEJ1.14_21. This group has
la., misreporting rates, but many more missing in the validation samples
than in the nonvalidation sample. It is a good indicator that validation
can delay re-entry. No corrective action is necessary.

arsup_12.: inde endents who.filed throu h ACT or CSS had SEI = 0
exemptions greater than 1 and year in school 1, or.blank. This is another
low error group. No corrective action is needed.

Group 33.). indebendents'who filed through ACT or CSS, had SEI = 0,
exemptions greater than 1 and year in school greater than 1. This group
differs from the previous only .in having fewer misSing cases. No
corrective action is needed..

Group 34) independents who filed through ACT or CSS) had SEI greater
than OL were processed by April 30, paid taxes not over 5500, and signed
theirappjication.by February 28 or left the date blank. This group
combines a high missing rate with high rates of misreporting. Sinde the
group could have been partially affected by the SEI formula change, it is
hard to judge the results. One hesitates to recommend validation of this
or the next two groups basedon observations from a year with an SEI
formula change and a confusing systems.generated transaction. Yet at the
very least further study should be done.

Group 35) inde endents.who filed throu h ACT or CSS haULIgruar
than 0, were processed by April 30, had taxes not over $500 and signed
the application after Februar, 28. This group had fewer misreporters
than the previous one, but the rate is still higher than the average for
independents.
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Group 36: independents who filed through ACT, had SEI greater
than 9, were.processed by April 30t_ and had taxes over 3500. Over two
thirds of these applicants failed to re-enter the system, but most of
those who did Were misreporters. Validation of just this group among
independents might serve to obtain a better picture. However, results
from this Study could be confounded by the SEI formula change, a fact
that makes suspicious any results separating applicants processed by
April 30 (THAID was provided cut-off datis for the and of each month)
from all others. On the other hand, the results might have had more to
do with the income tax filing.dati than with the SEI formula.change.

,Group'37,: independents who filed through ACT or CSS, had SEI greater
than 0 and were processed after April 30. This group had fewer missing
cases than the.preceding ones, but still a rate of misreporting higher
than most independents. The rate is not high enough to warrant
validation.

Chapter 8 will coordinate the various comments into recommendations
for use of the findings and will compare them with the PEC.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE MODEL

This chapter presents various recommendations for the use of the

error-prone model, and compares its effectiveness with the PEC. The
first section presents a strategy for using the model to select

applicantS for validation. An alternative approach related to estimation
of taxes is discussed in the second section, followed by a section on

validation of independents. A comparison of the relative effectiveness
of the EPM and the PEC follows. The chapter concludes with

recommendations for further research and for program imbrovement.

8.1 A Validation Selection Strategy in the Absence of Other Chaues

This sectic.n presents a strategy for selecting applicants for

validation based on the model, assuming the model is the only information

available and validation the on.ly Possible action to taken. If OSFA

makes dramatic changes to the delivery system, the mocel would not be
valid. Similarly, if validation procedures are changed, the model

likewise would have to be adjusted. The strategy simply consists of
selecting all applicants from groups 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, and 24. These

group.3 include 11 percent of all applicants in the random validation
file. This combined group includes 23.3 percent over-claimers, ten

percent under-claimers, and 26.2 pee.cent missing. Of applicants who

re-enter the system, 45.5 percent of members of these groups are



misreporters. The group would include 28.7 percent of all over-claimers

(or at least of those who filed by August 31). An additional one percent

of applicants could be selected on a random basis to ensure continued

investigation, for a total of 12 percent selected, accounting for 29.5

percent of all over-claimers.

As will be noted, no independents are included among the eight groups
recommended for selection. This is due to the much lower error rates for

independents found in this study, which is probably somewhat due to the

Problem presented by the change in the SEI formula.

This validation proceare would be more effective than the PEC taken

collectively. The PEC validation file has only 13.6 percent

over-claimers and 29.2 percent of those who re-enter the system

misreporting. Some individual PEC are more effective, and the

possibility of combining the two will be explored in a later section.

8.2 Estimation of Taxes, an Alternative Remedy .

Seven out of the eight groups recommended for validation in the

previous section had estimated tax figures. Estimated tax figures by

dependents accounts for over 30 percent of all misreporters. A good

proportion of these errors could be eliminated through various policy

changes. Among these use:

Instruct applicants to obtain a 1040/1040A form and complete it,
obtaining.help frvm a tax service if necessary, if they have not
filed a tax return by the time they complete their applications,
and to sign a statement to that effect.

Require that a copy of 1040/1040A returns be enclosed with
application (possibly schedules filed with the 1040).

Require that financial aid administrators validate tax return
only, for applicants who estimated taxes.

Conduct verification of income and taxes by mail for applicants
who estimated (this.allows early filing, but requires
corrections if error).

Provide a 1040 form and directions along with applications and
instruct that it must be completed before the application is
completed.
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Implementation of one or more of these recommendations would probably
reduce error considerably. The change in policy, however, would require
a rovision of the model since estimation of taxes would no longer provide

the information it implied in 1979-1980. Many misreporters who may have
used.estimation as an excuse for over-claiming, might fall into other
groups, but all in all, error would almost certainly be reduced.

8.3 Validation If Independents

Two issues related to misreporting patterns of independents need to
be discussed,. 'First is the problem of the SEI formula change. This
study must remain inconclusive is to the behavior of independents whose
applications were first processed by May 8, 1979, due to circumstances
which are not likely to recoccur in subsequent years. Thus, groups such
as 34, 35, and 36 may or may not merit validation. The Task 2 analysis

. may be able to answer some of these questions, since more complete data
will bd available for that.analysis.

The second issue is that the SEI is the best predictor of

misreporting (with MOE source predicting re-entry). Applicants with
SEI=-0 are not found to be misreporting frequently through current
validation procedures. This may be because the less the applicant

reports, the fewer things the FAA is able to validate. In addition, it
is very difficult to validate, dependency status, and the most effective

way for an applicant to misreport is to improperly claim independent

status. Thus, if independent applicants were to be selected for

validation under present validation procedures, groups 27 and 34 to 37
would be selected. It would be less effective, however, to select these

groups than to concentrate on the ten dependent groups mentioned in
section 6.1. On the other hand, if a more effective way of validating
low income applicants can be devised, then the present model should not
be used to select applicants for that kind of validation.
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8.4 The PEC Versus the EPM

Various approaches were used.to compare the effectiveness of the PEC

with that of the moAel. One approach was to code members of the random

validation group who would have met PEC by which PEC they met. A

multiple linear regression with absolute award difference as the

dependent variable and the EPM and PEC as predictors was conducted for

applicants who re-entered the system. The EPM accounted for 4.3 percent

of the variance of award difference. The PEC accounted for 1.5 percent

of the variahce. Combining the two accounted for 5.5 percent of the

variance of the.dependent variablz., The net reSult is that the EPM

improves the PEC much more than the PEC improves the EPM.

looking at the PEC validation file, however, it became apparent that

some PEC were working well and others not at all. PEC that worked well

were A6, A10, A11, A14, and A15. Each of these yielded over 20 percent

over-claimers, with A6 working better than any group in the EPM (37%

over-claimers), This, however, includes an over-representation of

applicann which met other. PEC. Among applicants in the PEC f.ile which

met A6,.25 percent belong to one of the eight groups suggested for .

selectfon in section 6..1. PEC A6 involved a complex formula which was

not used as a variable, so it does not appear directly in the model. The

other PEC involved small percentages of the population and would not have

.appeared had they been included.

It would.probably be desirable to incorporate these five PEC into the

selection criterion. They should be seen as an additional check along

with the error-prone model'. On the other hand, the PEC other than these

five are probably unnecessary if the EPM is being used.

8.5 Further Research Needed

The present model is a first step which needs to be elaborated and

refined. Its validity in subsequent years should be tested, as should

its validity for applicants selected after August 31. The model is only

appropriate for current.validation procedures, and should be refined as

new methods of quality assurance are:developed.
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Quality control studies should investigate why apolicants make

mistakes. Reasons should then be broken down by 5PM group and

appropriate edits generated or validation indicated when a pattern seems
clear.

Subsequent investigations may subdivide some groups and merge
others. Policy changes such as requiring tax forms or inclusion of
tigliter edits may make the model obsolete. Matching the model with data
obtained from the IRS analysis will be useful in obtaining "true" (vs.
FAA-verified), income, as well as obtaining income for applicants

classified as Missing in this study.

New variables presently available from the 1979-1980 data files
should be tried, particularly with a view to breaking up the larger
groups. Variables not presently available, but which could be acquired
in a QC Ttudy should be used in developing new models, so that those
which become successful predictors can be incorporated into future
application forms. A top priority should be identifying those cases of
serious misreporting that are scattered among groups with low error rates.

8.6 General.Recommendations and Alternatives Related to the EPM

Several suggested improvements for the use of the results presented

in Part II for quality assurance follow:

Select groups 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, and 24 for validation

Supplement EPM with PEC A6, A10, All, A14, and A15.

Attack the error rate due to estimation. Several suggestions
have been made in section 8.2. Consideration should be given to
wider use of form 1040 for quality assurance.

If independents are to be selected under present validation
practices, select only those with SEI greater than 0.

list an applicant's group number id the SER. Provide school
counselors and Financial Aid Administrators with profiles of
each group (but not with validation criteria) as an aid to
identifying possible sources of error and to helping
under-claimers receive the amount they are entitled to.
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTER COMMENTS



10
12

13
la
23
24
97

23
30
33
35
41
42
43

44
47

42

58

70

98

99
106

122

130

135

138

139
140

142

179
180

APPENDIX A

CRITICAL FIELD COMMENTS FOR NONSUPPLEMENTAL APPLICANTS

Rejection Assumption Other

131 300 4 9 246
182 301 5 29 253
202 302 5 50 254
212 303 7 51 255
224 306 11 52 257
236 307 14 66 252
238 308 15 58 260
247 309 17 59 295
251 : 310 19 71 296

.252 311 20 72
259 312 21 73
268 313 22 75
269 314 25 76
270 313 96 77
271 316 31 78
.273 36 79
275 37 SO
277 38 31
279 40 32
280 107 34
231 242 85
282 97
283 108
284 109
287 116
288 117
289 119
290 120
297 121
298 122
299 123

124

125
132
134

200
204
213
240
244
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APPENDIX B

ASSUMPTIONS FOR COMPUTING ELIGIBILITY INDEX

WHEN APPLICANT IS REJECTED
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ASSUMPTIONS FCR COMPUTING ELicI3rLiT7 iN=
WEEN APPLICANT :S Ft.EjECTSD

Zeoendenvi Status

if model is missing:

if side d-yr-e is "0" then applicant is dependent

if si:12 t;.-or-e is "S" than applicant is independent

if side d-,nr-e is missing:

if model-ques is all "no" :hen applicant is independent; otherviseapplicant is dependent.

Azi and Port'ions

(a) if agi is blank and 2 portions present, compute agi 57 adding the 2portions;

(b) if agi is blank and 1 portion
present, compute agi by using the Lportion;

(:-.) if agi.is blank aad no portions present, assume agi and both portionsto be zero;

(d) if agi is present and both portions blank, assume 1 portion..

Non-7axable income (nt-total)

(a) ii nt-tocal is blank and nc (social security benefits) is blank andnt (other) is blank, assume nt-cotal to be zero.

(b) if nt-tocal is blank and one nc portion is pres-ent, assume nt-totalto be equal to the present nt portion.

(c) if nt total is blank and both nt portions present, assume nt total tobe sum of rvo portions.

Unusual Exzenses (ae)

(a) if medical and dental expenses is present and casualty theft loss ispresent add 'ioth fields tcl ive ue.

(b) if either field is missin q3e the field present as ue.

(c) if both fields are missing, assume ue to be zero.

Unreimbursed Tuition

If nissing, assume zero.



A.ssecs/Cash and Savi.nzs

rf any field is missing, assume zero ftr: that field.
Taxes ?aid

rf taxes paid is missing, use compute formula ith assumed values forrelated fields (agi, hh-size, etc.) i1 necessary.

Marital
Status/Rousehold-Sice

() Marital Status and Rousehold Size Missing:

(a-1) erendencs:
marital status - married
household size - 3

(a-2) Inde.,anAol-s: -cr4tal st=tus -
household size - I

(5) Harical Status Missing/Rousehold size. present:

(5-1) Dependent, hh-size greater that 2:
assume married

(5-2) Dependent, all other hh-size:
assume divorced

(5-3) Independent, hh-size =I:
.assume single

.

(5-4) Independent, all other hh-size:
assume married.

Rousehold Size (hh-size) (Only if hh-size has no: been assumed along
.vith marital status).

(a) If hh-si'ze is missing and exemptions is present, use ex=ptions.
(o) rt, exemptions iS missing:

LE applicant is dependent and parent's'
marital stattus is.carried; assume 3. ,

71 applicant is dependent and parent's'
marital status isdivorced, single, vidoQed or separated, asstime 2.

If applicant is dcpendenc and parents are deceased, assume 1.

I! indepex.davt and married, assume 2.

If independent and
single/widoved/divorced/selv.rated, assume 1.



7ecaran's 3enefios

(a) IT amount and months are missing, assume zero.

(o) If amount is'present but months are missing, asstzme months :0 be 9.
(c) If amount is missing and months is present:

hhsize is zero, assume 249
if hhsize is one, assume 296
if hhsize is tym, assume 338
if hhsize is 3 or more, yetben

(26 ti;mes number in hh greater chan 2).
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Pre-established Criteria

PEC A: Applicants who establish eligibility after rejection of a transactionthrough correction where the rejection reason meets one or more of thefollowing categories:

A-1: Missing information for household size and marital statusA-2: Portions and AGI inconsistent
A-3: Unusual expenses inconsistent with income or greater than S5,000A-4: Income negative, zero or less than 551
A-5: Unreimbursed tuition greater than TR, of incomeA-6: Income and taxes paid inconsistentA-7: Financial data missing
A-6: Financial data missing
A-9: Applicant's resources reduced
A-10: No S.S. match and applicant verifies
A-11: No S.S. match and applicant changes
1-12: V.A. blank or zero and applicant verifies1-13: V.A. blank or zero and applicant changes1-14: V.A. greater than zero and less than SI31 and applicant verifiesA-15: V.A. greater than zero and less than S131 and applicant changesA-16: Combination of an Acriterion with 81
A-17: Combination of an A criterion with 821-18: Combination of an A criterion with Cl
1-19: Combination of an A criterion with C2
1-20: Combination of an A criterion with 01
1-21: Combination of an A criterion with 02

PEC 3: Applicants who establish eligibility with one correction resulting ina large eligibility index change.

5-1: Large EI change
8-2: Larger EI change
5-3: Combination of a 3 criterion with Cl
8-4: Combination of a 8 criterion with C2
8-5: Combination of a 8 criterion with 01
8-6: Combination of a 8 criterion with 02

PEC C: Applicants who reduce their highest SI in one continuous officialstring of transactions.

C-1: Large EI change
C-2: Larger EI change
C-3: Combination of a C criterion with 01
C-4: Combination of a C criterion with 02

PEC 0: Number in postsecondary
education (PHE) and tax filing status.

PHE greater than 3
0-2: Tax return figures are estimated
0-3: Combination of 01 and 02
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Error-Prone Modeling Techniques

The development of adequate error-p)cne models has become an

important concern for various agencies. Yhe need to determine which

cases are most likely to be misreporting so that correction

action-procedures can be instituted is likely to be present for any

program engaged in the disbursement of public funds on the basis of

stated need and qualifying conditions.

Three major approaches to error-prone modeling have been used by

various state and federal agencies. Each has its advantages and

disadvantages and each is best suited to different kinds of situations.

The first method, used ty the Welfare Departhients of South Carolina

and the District of Columbia, uses discriminant analysis to obtain a

formla which assigns a score to each case. The higher the score, the

more likely it would be that the applicant is misreporting. Thus if the

agency wanted to select applicants most likely to misreport, it would

simply select those applicants to whom the formula assigned the highest

scores.

The major drawback of this method is that it ordinarily assumes that

a variable will affect all applicants in the same way. If, for exaople,

it turns out that estimating taxes is significant for dependent but not

independent applicants, discriminant analysis will fail to take this into

account. Thus it could easily fail to detect some important combintions

of variables which could predict error-proneness. In addition,

discriminant analysis would not point to specific areas where 'an

applicant is likely to be misreporting. Since each applicant receives a

single score one cannot distinguish those whu miSreported AGI from those

misreporting rates paid. Of course, separate analyses could be conducted

to predict misreporting for each specific field,.but this method woufd

lack parsimony and would be difficult to interpret.

The second approach, used by the State of New Hampshire to identify

error-prone cases in its MEDICAID program, attempts to define a single

group most like'y to .exhibit a high degree of misreporting. Depending on

the_size of the group, every member or a certain percentage of this...group
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(and this group only) would be validated. Where only a small proportion

of all the cases can be validated, and the principal objective is to

maximize the savings in actual disbursements from the cases actually

validated, this method can be very effective. On the other hand, this

approach is likely to overlook groups whose error rate might approach

that of the selected group, and which might require a different type of

corrective measure. The BEOG program, with the use of edits in addition

to validatidn, a high drop-out rate among applicants selected for

validation.and the dual concern for deterrence as well as savings in

disbursements to valiaated appl.icants, requil , a different approach.

The third approach has been used by the State of West Virginia Aid to

Families with Dependent Children program and by the Supplemental Secur:ty

Income program of the Social Security Administration. It essentially

divides the applicant Population into mutually exclusive groups which

differ as much as possible from each other in either the mean dicrepancY

in expected disbursement or in the rate or type of misreportin9.. iris

method has the potential to describe each.group separately in terms of

type of error, and thus to prescribe different types of corrective action
for each. It has the further advantages of taking into account effects

whictrapply to only.part of the population, and of producing results

which can be expressed in simple terms. This method, sometimes called

classification analysis, sequential structure search or automatic

interaction detection (AID) is the one which will be used in this study.

Overview of the Sequential SRarch APProach

The term sequential structure search is the more generic term for a

conceptual method of exploratory analysis designed to discover nonlinear

combinations among many variables which best predict a single dependent
variable. The term AutomatiC Interaction Detector (AID) is often used

synonymously with sequential structure search, but is often used more

precisely to describe the implementation of this concept by the Institute

of Social Research (ISR) at the University of Michigan. ISR has

developed two programs which will conduct this type of analysis: AID3

which accepts continuous dependent variables, and THAID which accepts

categorical dependent variables. This software was used by the
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Supplemental Security Income program in their development of error-prone

profiles. In addition, the West Virginia AFDC program used a software

package closely related to THAID. In the subsequent discussion', the term

AID will refer to the general technique rather than to a specific program

or package.

Techniques such as discriminant analysis or multiple linear

regression make the assumption that a given effect will apply equally to

all members of the population. The result of either of these techniques

is an 3quation which is meant to predict the dependent variable for every

member of the population. AID, on the other hand, does not make the

assumption that a predictor.variable will affect the dependent variable

in the same way fqr all cases. Ins:ead, AID starts by breaking up the

sample into two subgroups selecting that split which produces groups that

differ from each other on the dependent variable as much as possible.

Each subgroup is then split separately, allowing for different predictor

variables to split different previously-formed subgroups.

Interaction effects occur When a variable predicts differently for

one group than for another. Ordinarily,.discriminant analysis and

multiple linear regression do not take interaction effects into account.

AID specifically identifies groups (Using various combinations of

variables) which will differ as much as possible.on some criterion

variable. Thus AID will be able to identify error-prone cases in

instances where, for example, low taxes are an indication of

error-proneness among.high income.apolicants, but not for low income

applicants. Linear models are oblivious to such relationships.

AID accepts one dependent variable, which may be categorical (such as

type of applicant) or quantitative (tuch as discrepancy in expected

disbursement, expressed in dollars). 'Predictor variables can be

monotonic (where the sample or any subgroup can only be subdivided into

high and low groups based on some cut-off point) or free (used for

categorical, as opposed to quantitative, Predictors where any combination

of values can be used to split the groups). In either cake predictor

variables must be coded in terms of a small number of possible values (;no

greater than 10 for THAIO).

D.3
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Out of the many possible splits defined by predictors, AID selects

the one which will divide the sample into two groups as different from

each other as possible (the operational definition of "as different from

each other as possible" is given in Chapter 5). The process then

continues for'each of the two groups into which the original sample was

split. When a group becomes very homogeneous, cannot be further split

using the predictor variables available, or would yield subgroups under a

certain size if it were split, then the process is complete and it

.Pecomes one of the groups defined by the model. If an applicant group is

both large and heterogeneous, it would be an indication that some

additional predictors should be sought and included in the. analysis.

Because AID investigates many possible combinations of variables, at

times it produces results which are specific to a given sample. Two

questions may be asked pertaining to the groups which emerge from an AID

analysis: (a) Do the groups have the same characteristics in the

population as they aPPear to have in the sample? and (b) do the groups.

constitute an optimal classification of the population if one is trying

to predict the dependent variable? In order to answer either question

one needs to use a second sample randomly drawn from:the same

population. The first question can be answered by checking whether the

subgroups produced by AID from the first sample have similar

characteristics in the second sample. The second question requires that

a separate analysis be conducted for the second sample. It is quite

.possible that one would obtain a different solution if variables which

are highly interrelated are used (this is similar to the problem of

multicollinearity in multiple linear regression). The question of

whether a given solution is the best possible, however, is of secondary

importance to whether the classification which emerges is effective in

predicting error-proneness.

The THAID Pro ram

While AID 3 is the most popular sequential search program, it does

not handle nominal scale dependent variables which achieve more than tao

different values. THAID, on the other hand, is precisely designed to
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handle nominal scale dependent variables which achieve up to ten

different values. THAN) accepts up to 40 predictor variables, each of

which can also achieve up to ten values.

MAID, like AI03 splits each sample or subsample into two subgroups

in such a way that the two subgroups are as different as possible in

terms of the dependent variable. Two different statistics--theta and

delta--are available as operational definitions of "as different as

possible." The theta statistic (from which the orogram gets its name)

allows only splits where the two subgroups created by the split have,

different modes with respect.to the dependent variable. In other words;

'the value of the dependent variable appearing most frequently in the

first subgroup must be different from the value appearing most frequently

in the second subgroup. THAID selects at each step that split which

maximizes the value.of iheta, where

M
14.M 2

Theta = N
N

1 .2

M
1

and M
2

represent the frequency of the mode in each subgroup (i.e.,

the number of cases attaining the value most frequently attained y the

dependent variable in each subgroup) and N1 and N9 represent.the

total number of.cases in each subgroup.

Theta has the advantage of producing subgroups with different modes

if the data allow it, an ideal situation when the purpose is 56ecting

cases whiCh achieve a given value on the dependent variable (in our case,

applicants who are misreporting to their advantage). The disadvantage is

that the data seldom allow it when one has a lopsided distribution, and

in this study over-claimers and und2r-claimer: combined do not reach 15

percent of the sample.

The alternative is the delta statistic, which selects splits which

are as different from each other as possible, taking into account every

value of the dependent variable, not just the mode. When THAID splits

theample or a subsample into two subgroups it calculates the delta

statistic for each split.
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Delta .

Where

211 E. Ipi pli + :1 Z
i=t

2(N

frequency in the first subgroup

N2 = frequency in the second subgroup

P. = proportion of cases in unsplit group falling on the jthJ
code of the dependent variable

pij = proportion of cases in iit split subgroup falling on
the jth code of the dependent variable

N = frequency in unsplit group.

NJ . frequency in unsplit group in jth code

G . number of passible values in the dependent variable.

THAW choses.that split which can be defined by a Predictor variable

which maximizes delta.

THAID produces four iterations, and therefore up to 16 groups Can

result from one run. However, one can also restrict the cases which will

be included in a given run, so that a group which was defined by one run

on the fourth iteration can become the entire sample for a subsequent

run. Thus, in practice any number of iterations can be produced.

The option to restrict the sample can also be used to force a first

split or subsequent splits on theoretical groundi. This option was used

to start off by splitting dependents from independents. Other forced

splits were also tried, but not used in the final model.

The output provided by THAI!) can incidde upon request information on

the best split that could have been produced by each of the predictors at

each step, and the value of theta or delta for each predictor in each

instance, this information can be used to prepare alternate runs with

forced splits or to decide which predictors to delete in subsequent runs.
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Other options available in the THAID program include:

a weight function which can be used with a stratified sample or
if one wishes a value of th. .10,:o71nnt variable to appear tc be
the mode if it exceeds a certi.- c,e of the cases.

an option to limit the minimum size a group .z1n aLm2.

an option to set a minimum value for theta or delta before A
split can be produced.

Limitations of the_Aporoach

. One of the major limitations of this approach to error-prone modeling

is.that one can never be.certain of having produced the best possible

solution. A different investigator, using different samples, different

variables, or forcing a different first split could well come up with a

totally different 'model. What could have been an effective split at the

second iteration may never appear in light of a different split at the

first.

THAID has a tendency to select splits that come close to dividing a
.

sample or slibsamole in an uneven division. For this reason criteria

which define only a very small oercentage of the population would be

unlikely to appear in the model. The one tenth of one percent of the

applicants defined by a given PEC could be expected t, be scattered among

the thirty-seven groups resulting from the study. For this reason the

model should not be used to the exclusion of other criteria that have

also proven effective.

Limitations of the study (as opposed to the THAID method in general)

will be discussed in Chapter 6. .Chapter 3 will discuss the specific way

in which MAID was applied in the present investigation.
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APPENDIX E

STEP-BY-STEP DEVELOPMENT OF THE ERROR-PRONE MODEL



This appendix describes the sequential search procedure used in

developing the model. Each derived model and subsequent refinement is

briefly explained. , The very first THAID runs were conducted on the

working sample using only variables which could be obtained directly from

the.SER, plus the variable "number of prior transactions". While these

runs were performed on dependents and independents separately, the

independent runs produced erroneous results since the systems generated

transaction and the change in EI formula had not been accounted for.

These runs used the delta statistic placed at 100 the minimum

membership a group was allowed to have. After the first run'produced

sixteen groups (for dependents only) each group was in turn submitted to

further iterations. The cross-validation attempt using the replication

sample revealed some of the splits to be idiosyncratic (i.e., specific to

the sample), and in the end twenty groups were retained.

A split was considered to be replicated if a similar jvision was

obtained An the replication.sample; this was determined by comparing the

resulting four subgroups--two in the Arking sample with two in the

replication sample. In other. words,.if WI and W2 are the two sUbgroups

resulting from a split in the working sample and R1 and R2 the

corresponding groups in the replication sample, W1 must be more similar

to R1 than to W2 or R2, and so on for the four groups.. The decision on

similarity, however, was made on an intuitive basis, and some legitimate,

but trivial,.splits.were at times discarded if the resulting groups were

small.

The very first model, derived exclusively for dependent applicants,

was a reasonably adequate model except for a few conceptually

inappropriate characteristics. One of the defining variables was

non-taxable income other than Social Security. The program separated

those who left this field blank from those who did not, but in doing so

it was merely selecting PHEAA applicants (who did not have a place to

include this field in their applications) and BEOG applicants who left

the field blank 'rom the rest of the BEOG applicants.
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A seconc inadequacy of the model was that taxes paid as a proportion

of AGI was coded as a free variable, a THAIO option whHh allows splits

other than "high" vs. "low." This was very effective since the group

with the middle range is less likely to misreport than those at the two

extremes. The prohlem is that some.subgroup consisted primarily of

members of one extreme (low taxes with respect to AGI, for example) with

a few straulers from the other extreme. This made the definition

tually awkward and reduced tt.,e homogeneity of the groups.

,ariables which were not effective at any step of the process or

which if effective failed to replicate were removed. The coding for some

variables was changed. NTI replaced Social Security Benefits and

Non-taxable-other. Taxes as a proportion of AGI was refined and changed

so as to allow only "high" vs. "low" splits. New ratios were created in

view of the success of "taxes as a proportion of AGI". Corrections

related yariables were also created.

At this point a number of experimental runs were conducted using only

data from the dependent applicants. Variables were added, and in some

cases subsequently eliminated.. Splits based on theoretical e.,:pectation

were forced on the data. 'The theta statistic was used. Cases were
weighred based on their score on the dependent variable (TYPE) so az to
increase the.probability of finding small groupt with large percentages

of over-claimers and under-claimers, and analyzed using both the theta
and the delta statittic. The roles of the working and replication

samples were switched.

It soon became apparent that theta as a spiitting criteron was not

appropriate regardless of how one weighted the data. It also became

apparent that three variables were competing for a role at the very first

split of the dependent subsamples. Very slight changes in the data or

the procedures allowed one or another of these variables to create the

first split, and depending on which variable was chosen by the program,

the subsequent splits produced very aifferent results. These three

variables were tax filing status (separating those who estimated from all

others, MDE.source (separating BEOG and PHEAA applicants from ACT and

E.2
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and SEI (with various cutoff points at the lower end of the

s!1;ectrum). When no weights were used, the first two T these variables

voduced very similar deltas.

en tax filing status was used as the first splitting variable, MOE

source proved effective for those who did not estimate taxes (used ';:ax

form, did not have to file or did not answer the question). When MOE

source was selected to create the first split, tax filing status was

effective for ACT and CSS applicants, but not for 3E0G and PHEAA.

Eligibility index appeared frequently, but not first, in the unweighted

runs, while often creating the first split.with certain combinations of

weights. Weighted runs often discovered small groups with high

'percentages of misreporters, but were also more likely to yield results

which did not replicate.

Cortions variables in general did not predict well. This was

thought to be because it is difficult to define corrections variables

which apply to a large proportion of applicants and are at the same time

effective. The desirability of isolating cases where corrections. history

.might make a difference became apparent.

Forty variables were identified as offering the best possible chances
for success.. Three differfent procedures were irplemented

simultaneously, using the working sample. The first procedure was a

simple, unweighted THAID analysis, forcing the first split on dependency

status, using the delta statistic and seting at 50 the minimum numbzr of

cases in any group resulting from a split. The second was identical,

except that a second forced split, separating first transactions from

those with prior transactions was implemented. The third procedure used

a weighting scheme designed to produce equal weighted frequencies for all

four applicants types for each dependency status. Since group size had

to be determined using weighted frequencies, they were set so group sizes

would average 100, but could be mailer for groups with large proportions

of misreporters. The delta statistic was alo used here.

The simple unweighted model proved to be the most effective, after

incorporation of a few additional divisions suggested by the early

model. The forced split on prior transactions model yielded more groups,
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and did use some of the corrections variables. It also left some large

groups unsplit to a greater extent than the simple model, did not

identify groups with results as extreme as those of the simple model, and

was less parsimonious. The weighted model identified a few more extreme

groups, but left many large groups unsplit.

The simple model was selected and further investigated. Proportions

of misreporters for nonvalidation applicants were calculated for each

group. Mean values of the critical fields, SEI and scheduled award on

the criterion and selection transactions were calculated for each group

using the working sample (computed with and without absolute. values).

Percentage of non-missing applicants correcting each critical field in

each direction were also calculated for each group. Thus a profile of

each of the groups d.3fined by the model was obtained.
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APPENDIX F

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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ACT:

AGI:

AR:

Assumption
Edit:

BEOG:

Commen :

Composite
Index:

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

American College Testing Program. ACT's Family Financial
Statement (FFS) is one of four applications with which a
student May apply for a Basic Grant. (See MOE for a list
of other sources.)

Adjusted gross income. AGI is an application item which
refers to wages, salaries, tips, farm income, dividends,
interest, and business income, as reported to the Internal
Revenue Service.

Applicant's resources. AR is an application item which
refers to the total of the dependent applicant's and
spouse's) cash; savings and checking accounts, and other
assets.

One type of the processing system's series of
computerized edits designed to check for missing
information, as well as the logic and consistency of all
data provided. With this edit, the processing system
assumes a value for a missing or apparently incorrect
application.item based on other proyided data.

Basic Educational.Opportunity Grant. BEOG's application
form is one of four forms with which a student may file for
a Basic Grant. (See MOE for a list Of the other sources.)

An instructional message on the SER. Mahy comkints
the student to review the application and ''urther
action, if necessary. The computerized comm4J1-t., arr:.

triggered by the processing system edits.

An indicator used in this study to measure api.!'::.int
corrections behavior. index is calculated by
multiplying the percentai,-. ,oplicantsmaking corrections
by the effective SEI chv..7r:

Correction: Following the initial app7 ..tion, a student may change any
or all of his or her appl'&(;,...ion information. A correction
may be in response to an edit or the validation process, or
it may be done at the student's initiative. For analytical
purposes, corrections are divided into ones occuring pre-
and post-selection/eligibility.

Critical The 14 application items used in tnis s.t:rdy. These items
fields: are: AGI, AR, HS, Model, MS, NA, NTI, ,;1E, Portions, Tax

Filing Status, TP, UE, UT, and VEB.
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CSS: College Scholarship Service. CSS's Financial Aid Form
(FAF) is one of four applications with which a student may
apPly for a Basic Grant. (See MOE for a list of other
sources.)

Edit: One feature of the application processing system designed
to minimize the number of student eligibility
determinations made on the basis of invalid, inaccurate or
incomplete data. The edits screen the applications by
checking for missing information and the logic and
consistency of all data provided. .

Effective The actual point change resulting from 3 correction if SEIs
SEI Change: above 1600 are set at 1600. For example, the absolute

'change for an applicant whose SEI goes from SOO to 2200 is
1700; however; the effective change is 1100, or 1600 minus
SOO.

Eligible:

EPM:

The-status of an applicant who is qualified to receive a
Basic Grant. Eligible applicants have an SEI from 0 to
1600.

Error-Prone Model. The result of a procedure to identify
applicants who are likely to nisreport on their Basic Grant
applications.

Expected The amount of award an applicant is due to receive, taking
Oisbursem.E.,. 'oto account enrollment status, cost of education at the

institution indicated on the application, and SEI. The
applicant's award is referred to as "expected" because the
data on the recipient file is not validated until after the
end of the academic year. However, it is expected that
expected disbursements are reasonable predictors for actual
disbursements.

Expected To
Be Paid: Refers to applicants appearing of the rer'pient file.

FAA: Financial Aid Administrator.

HS: Household size. HS is an application item which refers to
the number n the household for whom tha parents
(dependents) or the aPP licant (independents) planned
provide more ':!an half the support during the 1979-80
academic year.

Ineligible: The status of an applicant with an SEI greater than 1600
who is not qualified to receive a Basic Grant.
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Model:

MS:

MOE:

NA:

Nonvalida-
tion:

Not Expected
To Be Paid:

NTI:

The dependency status--independent or dependent--of thE.
applicant. An applicant is a dependent if he or she
answered "yes" to one or more of the following application
questions:

Did or will the student live with the parents for six
weeks or more in 1978, 1979, or 1980?

Did or will the parents claim the student as a tax
exemption in 1978, 1979, or 1980?

Did or will the student receive 5750 or more worth of
assistance from the parents in 1978, 1979 or 1980?

Marital status. MS is an application item which refers to
.whether the applicant.(ihdependents) or the parents
(dependents) are single, married, divorced, separated or
widowed.

Multiple Data Entry. Process by which ar individual can
apply for a Basic Grant using any one of the e'',:llowing four
application forms:

CSS's Financial,Aid Form (FAF)
ACT's Family Financial Statement (FFS)
PHEAA's application
BEOG application

Net assets. NA is calculated from several aoplication
items. It equals the sum of the estimated market value of
the applicant's (independent) or parents' (dependent) home,
real estate, investments, business, farm, and checking and
savings accounts minus the liabilities on these items.

Applicants who were not selected by the processing system
to present certain documents to their financial aid
administrators which confirm the accuracy of the
information on their application form.

Refers to applicants not on the recipient file.

Nontaxable incone. NTT is the sum of two application items
which refer to the amount of social security benefits,
child support, welfare, unemployment compensation,
veteran's benefits (excluding veteran's educational
benefits) and other income not gained through employment
and not subject to U.S. income tax.
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PEC:

PHE: .

Pre-established criteria. The PEC are standvCs used to
identify for validation those students most likely to
misreport information on their application. The criteria,
based on prior analyses of misreporters, yvt uo categories
of applicants with questionable informatiy, on their
application or suspicious corrections behavior, and target
a certain number of applicants in each category for
validation. (See Appendix 0)

An application item which refers to the number in the
applicant's (independent) or parents' (dependent) household
which planned to be enrolled at least half-time in a
oostsecondary educational institution during the 1979-1980
academic year.

PHEAA: Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency. PHEAA's
application form is one of four forms with which a student
may file for a Basic Grant. (See MDE for a list of the
other sources.)

Portions: The sum of two application items which refer to the income
earned through employment (wages, salaries and tips) of
both the applicant and spouse (independent) or the mother
and father.(dependent).

r.e-/Post- Refers to specific transactions of nonvalidation applicants.
ijigibility: Post-eligibility transactions are subsequent to the

tre saction when the applicant achieved eligible stdtus.
Pre.ligibility transactions include both the transactions.
prior to eligibility 'and the transaction when the applicant
achieved eligible status.

Pre-/Post- Refers to specific.transactions of validation aoplicants.
Selection: Post-selection transactions are subsequent to the

transaction when the applicant is selected for validation.
Pre-selection transactions includes the selection
transaction and all previous transactions.

Random: Refers to the mall portion of validation applicants that
were not selected for validation as a result of
pre-established crIteria.

Rejected: The status of an applicant for 4hom an eligibility
determination cannot be made because of missing information
or suspiciously inconsistent application items.

Rejection The most restrie..tive of the processing system's computerized
Edit: edits. Following the receipt of a rejection edit, the

applicant must provide missing information or verify or
correct existing data before the SEI can be generated.
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Reject
Reason Code:

SEI:

SER:

Each of the 43 reject edits is identified with a code from
alpha A to 7. to numeric 1 to 17.

Student Eligibility Index. A numeric indicator of the
applicant's financial strength based on information
provided on the application. When the SEI is in the
eligible range--from 0 to 1600--it is combined with the
applicant's educational cost to determine the size of the
applicant's grant.

Student Eligibility Report. The SER is the official dode
of communication between the processing center and the
applicant. The SER notifies the applicant about his or her
eligibility status and carries comouterized messages about
the application. The student must submit a signed SER to
his or her financial aid administrator before a Basic Grant
can be awarded.

Solicited Refers to a change of application information on the
Correction: transaction just subsequent to receiving a processing

system edit.

Refers to the application, items which caused the applicant
to be selected from validation. All of the PSC Group A
sub-criteria were designed to elicit a correction to one or
more fields.

Suspect
Fields:

rax Filing Refers to the application item which asks applicants if
Status: (1) tax return figures are based on a completed return, (2)

if those figures are.estimated, or (3) If a tax return will
not be filed for 1978.

rP:

UE:

UT:

Taxes paid. TP is an aPP lication item which refers to the
amount of Federal Income Tax paid for 1978.

Unusual expenses. UE is the sum of two application items:
(1) the amount of niLi4cal and dental expenses not covered
by insurance plus (2) the amount of loss due to theft, or
dan4e by fire, storm., or accident not covered by insurance
f6;.. 1978.

Unreimbursed tuition. UT is an application item which
refers to the amount of elementary, junior high, or high
school tuition or fees paid for dependents in the household
during 1978.

Unsolicited Refers to a change of application information that is not
Correction: in response to a processing system edit.
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Validation: Applicants who were selected by the processing system to
present certain documents to their financial aid
administrators which confirm the accuracy of the
infommation on their application form.

VE3: Veteran's educational benefits. VE3 is an application item
which refers to the monthly amount of educational benefits
that the applicant expected to receive from the Veteran's
Administration during the 1979-1980 academic year.


